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Experiences of Schooling     1                     EXPERIENCES OF SCHOOLING OF STUDENTS WITH FORMER YUGOSLAV  ETHNIC BACKGROUND IN A WESTERN AUSTRALIAN SECONDARY SCHOOL              Toma ž  La š i č  BEd                                     This thesis is presented for the degree of Master of Education of Murdoch University 2007    Experiences of Schooling     2     A cknowledgments       I would like to t hank the students, staff and particularly the principal Allan  Blagaich at Melville Senior High School for their enthusiasm and cooperation in this  project. A special thank you  goes  to my family in Slovenia and Australia  for their  sustaining love and support.  But  I could not possibly be at this point  without  the  support and unwavering belief  of  three people . I would like to thank m y supervisor Dr  James Bell   for  ignit ing  and patiently nurtur ing  my  passion for  a  more just  vi ew of  education , Greg Thompson for his wonderful friendship and c ritical development of  my ideas, but   m ost of all,  I would like to thank Anna for her love, wise  counsel,  support and patience over the years. Sebastian, I hope you get to read this work one  d ay soon.                                I declare that this thesis is my own account of my research and contains as its  main content work which has not previously been submitted for a degree at any  tertiary education institution.                                                             ....................................                                                                    (Tomaž Lašič)    Experiences of Schooling     3     Contents     Abstract                   4     Chapter 1  –  Introduction                5   Chapter 2  –  Towards critical multiculturalism of hybridity       2 3   Chapter 3  –  Student experiences             7 3   Chapter 4  –  Discussion               102   Chapter 5  –  Conclusion               1 2 4   Appendix A                   1 31   Appendix B                   132   References                   1 3 3                                              Experiences of Schooling     4     Abstract     Ethnicity is an important social construct mo bilised in the discourses of multicultural  education.  At  present,  little  research  exists  on  the  way  ethnicity  impacts  on  the  schooling  experiences  of  students  with  former  Yugoslav  background  (SFYB)  in  Australia.     This  qualitative  study  looks  at  the  daily  r ealities  of  twelve   SFYB  at  a  Western  Australian  government  secondary  school.  Particular  attention  is  paid  to  the  management of their ethnic identities to achieve their educational, social and other  goals.           Data gathered from the  twelve  in - depth, guided  interviews with SFYB is analysed  through  the  lens  of  critical  multiculturalism,  posited  as  one  of  seve ral  notions  of  multiculturalism and one with a specific social justice agenda.   Theories of hybridity  developed  by  Homi  Bhabha  and  Stuart  Hall  are  transl ated  into  the  critical  multiculturalist framework and provide a further  development  of the analy sis of the  data in which hybridity is seen as both experiences and enactment s .       The  study  findings  suggest  that  these  SFYB  embody  the  principles  of  critical  mu lticulturalism as skilful managers of contingencies of ethnic identities, aspirations  and  challenges  they  encounter  at  the  school.  The  study  also  proposes  that  the  notion of critical, power - conscious hybridity could be useful as a conceptual tool in  the  fu ture  work of critical multiculturalists.    Experiences of Schooling     5     I ntroduction       The claim that Australia is a ‘nation of migrants’ is widely accepted in Australian  society.  Over  the  past  50  years,  degrees  of  acceptance  of  ethnic  diversity  in  the  contemporary Australian society  have been enshrined  through  policies of integration,  pluralism,  and  multiculturalism. These policies and the attitudes they have engendered  have generally been accepted as “integral to Australian national culture and identity”  (Stratton & Ang, 1994, p.2) a nd a key to social harmony.  The 2001  Census statistics  (ABS, 2001)  confirm the large extent of ethnic diversity within Australian society. In  2001,  approximately  23%  of  Australian  population  was  born  overseas  while  approximately  25% of persons born in Aust ralia had at least one overseas - born parent.   Western Australia ha d  the highest proportion of overseas - born people (27%) and fourth  largest proportion (11.8%) of people born in Non - English speaking countries (NESC)  among Australian states and territories.  Within this wide range of nationalities, people  born in  the territories of former Yugoslavia (Bosnia, Croatia,  Former Yugoslav Republic  of  Macedonia ,  Former  Yugoslavia  including  Montenegro  and  Serbia ,  and   Sloven ia)  represented  approximately  1 %  of  populatio n  in  Australia  and  approximately  0.9%  population in Western Australia 1 .     Personal  B ackground     I n 1992 I migrated to  Australia from Slovenia, a recently independent country  and  a  former  republic  of  the  Yugoslav  federation.  In  1991,  Slovenia,  together  with  C roatia,  Bosnia  and  Herzegovina  and  later  Macedonia,  split  from  a  political  union,  which, in various forms, had lasted for over  seventy  years. However, the ethnic groups  of Southern Slavs (‘Yug(o)’ can be translated as ‘South(ern)’) had shared the territori es  for centuries before that. Despite the religious, linguistic, cultural and other significant  differences between the larger ethnic groups, the similarities and joint histories among  them could warrant their identification as ‘former Yugoslav’ (FY)  in th is project .                                                       1     Approximation of figures is due to the classification d ifficulties  acknowledged by the ABS .    Experiences of Schooling     6       Although I  have  declare d  my ethnic background as Slovene on Census nights, I  could equally identify as a ‘former Yugoslav’. I grew up in Slovenia, worked  for nearly a  decade  in Croatia, served my army service in Serbia, travelled extensively  through the  territories of former Yugoslavia, and even represented Yugoslavia (and later Slovenia)  in international sport. I read and write fluent Slovene, Croatian and Serbian  language s ,  and have a working knowledge of Macedonian .   While I never directly  participated in  the military conflict, I experienced the war in Slovenia and Croatia first hand before  migrating to Australia in 1992.     In Slovenia, and  the  larger former Yugoslavia, I was a member of a dominant  and powerful ethnic group. As I arrived in A ustralia I was immediately positioned as a  member of an ethnic minority within an outwardly ‘multicultural’ society, deeply rooted  in the cultural values of  the  Anglo - Australian (AA) majority. Many of these values which  guide the social, economic and polit ical structure in Australia ,  were different to the ones  I had experienced in FY. Ever since my arrival in Australia I have continued to  better  understand, negotiate and fit in the AA society to succeed.      My  initial enthusiasm to  ‘ act ’  more Australian  and   to integrate  into the Australian  society as quickly as possible   has gradually  g iven  way to a more circumspect notion of  A ustralian - ness .  During  my  first few  years   of  living  in  Australia ,  I  was  beginning  to  realise the impossibility of not only becoming Aus tralian but the tenuous impossibility of  Australian - ness  itself.  This  was  happening  as  I  immersed  myself  further  into  the  mainstream  Aus tralian  society  by  improving  my  English  language,  getting  a  job,  attending  tertiary  studies,  building  personal  relations hips  in  Australian  communities ,   and  even representing Australia at the highest level of international sport.  A s time went  by , the sense of liminality between my past in Europe and  my  present in Australia  kept  growing .  S ometimes  this sentiment  would  gr o w in to a rather nosta lgic lament against  ‘ rootlessnes ’ .   I ncreasingly ,  I  s ee   this  in - betwenness  as  a  useful  advantage .  I  could  easily  and  often  step  back  and  have  and/or  merge  ‘the  best  of  both  worlds’.  As  I  reduced  my  immediate  cultural contact  with  people and   events in my country of birth , I  could  more easily s tep back  and  examine the cultural ways of  the past I  en act ed  in the Experiences of Schooling     7     new setting s . At the same time, my  cultural background allowed me to step back and  examine  the  Australian  cultural  norm s , the unexamine d ‘common sense’  of Australian - ness  and its strengths and weaknesses. With every year  spent living in Australia , I  could feel becoming less Slovene yet more attuned to my Slovene - ness at different  times  and  contexts  ( for  example,  visiting  Slovenia  or   talki ng to my  parents).  At  the  same time, I could feel becoming more ‘Australian’  yet at the same time selectively  choosing  to  downplay  my  Australian - ness.   My  duality,  even   multiplicity,   of  living  Australian - ness and   Slovene - ness  or  Yugoslav - ness,  has  been  a hi ndrance  in some  cases when  not being accepted as ‘one of us’ . However, it has  also  provided many  opportunit ies   to  carve out a position in - between and beyond the se  two  major  cultural   contexts   in my life . I could begin  to  examine  them critically and fuse the  useful parts of  both to advance my life chances.       I  outline  my  brief  personal  background  not  because  this  thesis  is  an  auto - ethnography  but  to  show  that  I  share  a  similar  cultural  background  and  sets  of  experiences with the students who are the focus of  the project.  These experiences  have shaped my political and ideological  positionality  and  informed   the  assumptions I  bring to this project. A s a teacher/researcher who has worked at  the research site , I  intend to build on the common cultural background and  migrant experiences I share  with  ‘ students  with  former  Yugoslav  background ’   ( SFYB )   and  my  developing  understanding of the issues affecting  these students  at the school. I do so with a sense  of empathy of understanding of SFYB rather than sympathy of unref lectively siding with  them.  Rather than seeing  my personal experience  as a bias - generating hindrance, I  see the background I bring to the study as a potential benefit in  the  collection of high  quality,  in - depth  research  data.  My  access  to  and  interpretatio n  of  such  data  may  indeed  be  an  advantage  in  generating  rich  data  and  useful  insights  into  the  experiences  of SFYB at  the research site  –   “ Lake College ” .         Experiences of Schooling     8     Lake College     Lake  College  is  a  middle  size,  metropolitan  Western  Australian  government  school, wi th a relatively high degree of multi - ethnic student population. At the time of  collecting research data (2003), the students in the school mainstream c a me from 35  different countries.  If the students in the  Intensive English Centre (IEC)  are added to  these  figures, Lake College caters for students with  44 different nationalities in the total  population  of  701  students.  25%  of  students  in  the  school  mainstream  were  born  overseas, 21% of them come from Non - English Speaking Countries ( NESC).      The  21  overseas - born  students  with  former  Yugoslav  background  (SFYB)  represent 3% of the mainstream school population and are the largest NESB group of  students at Lake College. They account for 12% of all overseas - born students and 14%  of  students  from  NESC.  There  are  al so  11  second  generation   students  (born  in  Australia) with a FY background but they are not included in the target population of  this study. All of the SFYB in the target population are IEC graduates 2 .      The IEC at the school is one of the three such centre s in  the  Perth metropolitan  area. Its aim is to develop the English language and learning skills of recently migrated  students to the point where they can graduate from IEC and become a part of the  mainstream student population. In 2002, the IEC had 58 mig rant students from NESB  backgrounds, including 3 SFYB.   In 2002,  IEC students  were  up to 15 years old and  the  majority  of  them  st udy   in  IEC  classes  for  12  months.  Students  with  limited  or  severely interrupted high school experience in their home country ma y  remain  in IEC  for up to two years. Between 2000 and 2003, between 55 %  and 70% of IEC graduates  became a part of mainstream classes at Lake College .     Due to its ethnic ally diverse  student cohort, the school   has been sensitive to the  needs of NESB students . This has been particularly the case since the arrival of the  current principal in 2002. The principal is a second generation Croatian - Australian and  a well respected member of the local Croatian community. Regular English - as - Second -                                                    2     All but two of the interviewed SFYB attended IEC (ILC before name change in 2004) at Lake  College. The two students attended an IEC at a different school in Western Australia.      Experiences of Schooling     9     Language (ESL) classes , written and explicit school policies on valuing different ethnic  backgrounds, additional counseling and psychological support for migrant children,  and  keen participation in Harmony Day activities are some of the ways  by  which  the school  demonstrates  its  goal to accommodate and  support the needs of  NESB students. Lake  College strongly upholds  a mainstream  notion of  multiculturalism, promoted through  slogans such as ‘living in harmony’ and ‘unity in diversity’ in its events, publications and  other public e ndeavours.     The  Promise of M ulticulturalism     Despite the initiatives and general good will towards multiculturalism and with it  acceptance of SFYB at Lake College, I felt uneasy about the ideas and actions of  several  staff  members.  The se  staff  members   beli eved  that  ensuring  the  migrant  children have an acceptable proficiency in English is as far as catering for their special  needs  should  go  in  order  to  level  their  chances  of  success  with  those  of  English - speaking, Anglo - Australian students (AS). While langu age provision is certainly very  important,  I  felt  that  ignoring  the  difficulties  and  challenges  in  negotiating  cultural  differences  and  other  important  issues  of  migrant  students  could  generate  a  false  sense of equal opportunity for SFYB.  A number of event s at the school stirred  further  unease in me.  Due to an  atmosphere of anxiety about ‘Yugoslav gangs’ among some  staff members and AS students ,  many SFYB, and indirectly myself,  were explicitly or  implicitly  branded as ‘prone to violent behaviour and outbur sts’.  Several times I heard  one or more teachers labelling  a group of SFYB walking from a bus stop  as  a ‘gang’ by  a teacher, while a group of AS walked past unlabelled . I even heard a teacher yelling  “This is Australia, you go and fight your wars somewhere  else” at a SYFB after splitting  a fight between the boy and his AS peer.            During my work at Lake College, teachers and school staff would  regularly  ask  me to talk to or translate messages to SFYB parents and see if ‘they would understand  what the sc hool is trying to tell them’, and to ‘keep an eye out’ for SFYB’s problems and  possible aberrant behaviour.  I helped resolve a number of incidents involving SFYB by Experiences of Schooling     10     simply  speaking  their  language,  knowing  the  students’,  and  their  families’,  specific  cultu ral contexts and being sensitive to them. In many cases, SFYB and their parents  held low expectations, lack of faith and sometimes open distrust in the ability of AS  students, teachers and/or school administration to listen to the voices and needs of  SFYB.   At the same time, many SFYB students seemed to lack a sense of agency  within the school to do much or  say  anything about their concerns. However, when  approached by a native speaker like myself, SFYB and their families  were  more willing  to act to address  their concerns individually and/or as a group.     While SFYB  were experiencing, reacting to   ( often inappropriately ) , or ignoring  stereotyping and prejudice aimed at them by individuals, I began to realise the more  insidious  challenges  and  barriers  they  face d.  In  SFYB’s  striving  for  inclusion  and  success,  differences  began  to  matter  instead  of  one - size - fits - all  solutions.  A  m ulticulturalism of  ‘ celebration of difference ’  did not help if the difference meant being  considered  a  ‘gang’  instead  of  a  group  (or  be  invisible  at  all).  At  the  same  time,  multiculturalism of  ‘ unity ’  did not help if unity was constructed mostly  on the terms of  A nglo - Australian (AA) culture  which SFYB possibly may have  (partially)  rejected but  possibly not understood enough or at all. Mult iculturalism meant little when curriculum  content had to be taught to ‘get through the unit’ ,  regardless of sometimes baffled looks  by SFYB, who would rarely ask for help in class. SFYB were affected more by the  structural reasons  of performing as ‘proper  students’  rather  than by  personal prejudice  against them.              At  the  same  time,  some  SFYB  I  taught  or  otherwise  engaged  with  at  Lake  College, displayed incredible ingenuity and initiative to succeed. These students were  not helpless subjects but  ofte n very astute managers  of their daily realities. Also, they  were  not  always  ‘innocent’  victims .  S ometimes  they  would  tak e   advantage  of  their  power niches when acting in groups, speaking different languages etc. , even if  at the  expense of other students. My  initial impulse to help SFYB at Lake College to ‘raise  their profile and voice’ and provide them with their own cultural space gave way to the  need to better understand them first.  Before engaging towards any systemic changes Experiences of Schooling     11     and initiatives,  I sought to  understand SFYB’s aspirations, expectations and challenges  they face, particularly as a result of their ethnicity,      Soon after trying to read and learn more about similar experiences of SFYB I  noticed  the  paucity  of  literature  dealing  with  the  experiences   of  migrant  SFYB  in  secondary  schools  in  Australia  and  other  countries.  The  apparent  lack  of  research  provided  additional  motivation  to  begin  this  project.  Hence,  t h e   project  is  a  formal  continuation of my curiosity and ambition as a migrant and a teacher,  to gain a more  comprehensive  and  informed  insight  into  the  schooling  experience s   of  SFYB.  I  am  particularly interested in the ways in the ways SFYB  at Lake College  deploy, hide or  otherwise manipulate their ethnic identity and with it a particular set of  cultural practices  to  achieve  educational  success.  While  the  dynamism  of  ethnicity  and  its  effects  provides the focus of my research, I wish to provide a more comprehensive, holistic  view  of  SFYB’s  experiences  of  schooling  at  Lake  College.  A  narrower  focus   on  ethnicity could stifle the richness and nuance of data. It is from this holistic picture that  the focal issue of the project will be elucidated.         The  insights  gained  could  open  possibilities  for  more  sensitive,  inclusive,  culturally  and  politically   more  meaningful  schooling  of  SFYB.  Exploration  of  the  dynamic negotiation of ethnic identity by SFYB could offer valuable  understandings  of  current  policies  of  multiculturalism  from  a  perspective  of  an  ethnic  and  language  minority  in  a  government  school.  These  understandings   could  also  inform  further  studies  in  the  field  of  multicultural  education  and  its  role  in  the  examination  and  development  of a wider , more inclusive Australian society in which differences from the  Anglo - Australian norm can enhance, en rich and c ontribute to ‘Australian - ness’.     Research  A ims     The main aim of this research is to investigate the  dynamic  experi ence s  and  deployment of  ethnic identities by SFYB in order to achieve  social,  educational  and  material  success. I  attempt to  do so t hrough the exploration of experiences, concerns  and expectations of SFYB in a mainstream  Western  Australian government school.   Experiences of Schooling     12       The  research  will  examine  the  ways  in  which  different  cultural  norms  and  expectations underpinning structural arrangements posi tion SFYB at Lake College. The  ways SFYB use and position themselves in relation to these forces as members of a  particular ethnic group will be of parallel concern.  While it is important to understand  the  ways  in  which  ethnic  identity  is  assigned  to  these   students  by  themselves  and  members of the larger school community, my focus will be on the narrative experiences  of  a  group  of  SFYB  at  Lake  College.  The  research  will  also  attempt  to  map  and  understand the challenges faced by SFYB and the support systems  SFYB access to  overcome these challenges.      A further aim of this research is to begin to understand some of the special  needs of SFYB and how government schools may assist in meeting some of these  needs  beyond  support  in  English  proficiency.  It  may  well  b e  that  these  needs  are  generalisable to other NESB students and this may be a further contribution of this  research.       Theoretical  F ramework     T he  data that is generated by this research  will be viewed through a particular  the oretical and political  lens. In  this study, the lens is provided by the  development of  elements  of  a  critical  multiculturalism.  More  specifically,  I  translate  the  notion  of  hybridity from the field of cultural and  postcolonial  studies to sharpen this lens and  connect the theory of hybri dity to the larger framework of critical multiculturalism.  This  theoretical  framework  is  developed  in  the  next  chapter   but  for  the  purpose  of  orientation I state its fundamental premises here. These premises will be elaborated  further and supported by exam ples throughout the text.        Theories  of  critical  multiculturalism  of  hybridity  enlisted  in  this  project  draw  strongly  on  the  insights  provided  by  the  elements  of  postmodernist 3   theory.  Postmodernist  theory  ‘opens  up’  and  questions  systems  such  as  educatio n,  which                                                     3     In  the next chapter  I clarify th e use of the term ‘post’ to incorporate postmodernist and  poststructuralist theories and  the common ground between them. Over the past three decades, the ‘post’  theories have been  used  extensively in  emancipatory theories  and projects  such as  feminism,  cri tical  multiculturalism  and others .  Experiences of Schooling     13     orders  people  into  certain  roles  as  a  result  of  an  historical  nexus  of  power  and  knowledge . This power/knowledge nexus is   a part of cultural dynamics and material  effects  and experiences  ‘ used ’  by various interests.  I take the position that p ower  is not  a tool of repression  ‘ used ’  by the dominant  and hegemonic  structures but it can be  deployed  for  various  purposes  by  people  on  the  margins  of  the  societal  norm .  Postmodernist theory steers away from unhelpful, rigid, and linear binaries  based in  the  Enlightenment idea of progress   from  ‘bad’ to ‘good’ through  ‘rational’ scientific pursuit  of  knowledge  and  certainty .  At  the  same  time,  postmodernist  illumination  of  the  histori cal nexus of  power and knowledge is not normative. It  can  create opportunit ies   that provide spaces for  the marginal ised  and less powerful  to critique and challenge  meta - narratives  that  speak  of  and  for  all   members  of  a  culture .   Alternative,  subordinated  or  even  transgressive  voices  are  encouraged  as  meta - narratives  are  challenged fro m within and without. While the postmodernist theory  provides  spaces  and  opportunities for  these  voices  to  be  heard   it  does  not  stand  ‘for’  any  of  them .  Relativistic ambivalence and lack of normative stance of ‘what ought to be’ to guide,  particularly  coll ective,  ac tion  is  the  most  commonly  critic i s ed  aspect  of  the  ‘post’  theories. However, Lather (1990) posits that even the act of questioning discourses of  power  is  in  fact  an  act  of  resistance  and  as  such  cannot  be  accused  of  pointless  relativism.  In  the  next chapter , I discuss the ways in which the ‘post’ theory is both  used  and  questioned  by  critical  multiculturalists  as  a  framework  for  questioning  of  discourses of power in the name of greater social justice and equality.         Critical multiculturalis ts a nalyse  the ways in which social divisions of ethnicity,  race, class, gender etc. give rise to  structural  inequalities. While the intersections of  these divisions are  ever present , this project focuses on ethnicity and the dual process  of  people  (like  SFYB)   shaping  and  being  shaped  by  their  ethnic  identity  in  their  attempts  to  succeed.  In  this  process,  critical  multiculturalists  are  concerned  with  improvement of ‘life chances’ rather than ‘life choices’ or ‘life styles ’ .  In this thesis, I  draw on the  work of   contemporary c ritical multiculturalists  from Australia (Bell, Castles,  Cope,  Jayasuriya,  Kalantzis,  Rizvi),  United  States  ( Aronowitz ,   Giroux ,   Kanpol ,  Experiences of Schooling     14     Kincheloe ,  McLaren ,  Steinberg)  and  the  UK  (May,  Gilroy) .  These  authors 4   draw  on  elements  of  postmodernist   theory  to  view  ethnicity  and  culture  as  social  constructs  which may significantly affect people’s ‘life chances’ and carry positive or negative, yet  tangible, material effects.      The notion of hybridity adds a dimension to the experiences and enactment of   ethnicity pointed out by critical multiculturalists. It posits that there are no pure ethnic  identities.  People  of  any  ethnicity  are  constantly  hybridised  and  at  the  same  time  continuously  hybridise their ethnic identities. What varies between ‘eth nic gro ups’ and  their members are   two factors:  the  qualities  of hybridity  they experience and enact  and  the  investments  they  need  to  make  in  order  to  gain  (equality  of)  opportunities  to  succeed  in  their  end e avours  and reach their goals . Here hybridity is not cons idered as  a  mere  site  of  cultural  mixture.  Instead,   it  is  seen  as  experience  and  a  tool   to  investigate how  people hold different cultural positionings in tension and negotiation .   The intensity and extent of experience and deployment of hybridity varies as  a result of  structural arrangements a s well as personal positionings, whether they are conscious  or not.  For its potential to be assimilative or transgressive, empowering or threatening,  I  suggest that  critical multiculturalism of hybridity  is no panacea t o achieve an inherently  imaginary social harmony, yet  offers  a  more nuanced , insightful  view into people’s daily  realities than modernist binar y categorisations  and claims of universality .           Methodology   Background     Qualitative  research  is  not  a  clearly   defined,  monolithic  form  of  inquiry.  It  connects  a  variety  of  methodological  approaches  under  its  research  tradition  by  “ asserting the critical importance of the social context in which events, actions, answers  to  questions,  conversations  and  other  forms  of  human  (inter)action  occur  or  fail  to  occur ”   (Neumann,  2003,  p.  146).  It  “tells  a  story”  (Patton  200 2 ,  p.  47)  through  the                                                      4     While the extent these authors draw on as well as critique the postmodernist theory varies, they  all acknowledge and mine its possibilities in their work.  Experiences of Schooling     15     researcher’s  personal  interpretation  of  individuals  or  groups  and  their  lives.  This  distinguishes it from the objectivist, experimen tal quantitative research, which seeks to  condense  the  understanding  of  the  world  into  meas urable,  context - free  laws  and  principles.      This project is an ethnography of  SFYB  at the participating school. Ethnography  is one of many different forms of qualita tive research.  The foundational question of  ethnography is “what is the culture of this group of people?” (Patton, 2000, p. 81).  Rooted in anthropology, it  “ aims to recreate for the reader the shared beliefs, practices  and behaviours of a group of people ”   (Goetz & Le Compte, 1984, p. 2). The primary  data collection strategy of an   ethnography is participant observation in the field. Other  strategies  to  study  participants’  experiences  and  world  view  can  be  used  to  complement  the  field  observations.  I n - depth,  individual  guided  interviews  and  participant observation  were the main data collection processes used in this study.        Guided interviews     An  ethnographic  i nterview  is  a  purposeful,  interactional  event  through  which  aspects  of  social  reality  can  emerge  by  understanding  others’  point s   of  view ,  interpretations and meanings. Participants’ perceptions of self, life and experience are  expressed through conversation in his or her own words (Minich i ello, 1995) and the  dialogue allows the researcher and the partici pant to make meaning together.        In a guided or semi - structured interview the researcher/interviewer asks open - ended questions with topics specified and outlined in advance. The researcher decides  the sequence and wording of questions in the course of the  interview (Patton, 200 2 , p.  349). This keeps the researcher and the participant s  focussed while allowing individual  perspectives  and  experiences  to  emerge  (Patton,  200 2 ,  p.  344).  While  a  guided  interview  remains  fairly  conversational,  it  provides  a  more  s ystematic  and  comprehensive  data  collection  than  an  informal  conversational  interview.   A  guided  individual interview allows t he researcher to seek clarification, probe or prompt further Experiences of Schooling     16     reflection and gives the participant s  a chance to elaborate and clarif y responses, thus  increasing the richness, comparability and meaningfulness of data.       In this particular project, guided interviews offered the possibility of reducing the  potentially  intimidating  formality  of  an  overly  scripted  interview  to  the  participa nts  (adolescent migrant students), who may not have otherwise volunteered sometimes  very  personal  and  sensitive  information.  At  the  same  time,  the  key  questions  maintained the focus of the inquiry and minimised unnecessary digression into topics  unrelated  to the aims of the study.  Varying levels of age, maturity, competency in either  English  or  native  Bosnian,  Croatian  or  Serbian  language,  potential  disclosure  of  sensitive  personal  information  and  possible  pressure  due  to  the  different  ethnic  backgrounds wi thin the sample group warranted the use of individual interviews ahead  of perhaps more economical group data collection strategies such as focus groups.  Individual  interviews eliminated any undue pressure or influence from other members  of  the  sample group   and  offered  a  potentially  safe r   environment for  the  conduct  of  interviews.      Individual guided interviews may have also had some unintended limitations.  During group interviews such as focus groups, participants could have new thoughts  and ideas triggered  by statements made by other participants in the group. There is  also  the  potential  in  a  group  situation  to  increase  participant  comfort  by  being  surrounded by peers. While the individual interviews offer an opportunity to gain deeper  understanding  of  each   individual,  they  rely  solely  on  the  level  of  trust  and  comfort  between the researcher and the participant, and the skill of the researcher to probe and  stimulate responses.      In  comparison  with  group  interviews,  individual  interviews  may  increase  the  chan ce of the participants feeling threatened by the authority of the researcher.  Before  the interviews I personally interacted with all but two of the interviewed SFYB through  teaching in  some of their  class es , conversations in the school yard or interven ing  in  incidents  involving  SFYB.  Through  these  interactions  I  established,  directly  and Experiences of Schooling     17     indirectly,  a  good  rapport  with  these  students.  Despite  the  mutual  familiarity  and  rapport, I held a form of authority as an adult  and a teacher (formerly at the Lake  Coll ege) and as such ran the risk of overly influencing participants’ responses during  the  interviews.  The  risk  became  more  obvious  as  several  interviewed  students  expressed a strong sense of respect for authority 5  as a result of their upbringing .  The  conseque nces  of  the  presented  power  imbalance  could  lead  to  a  well  known  phenomenon in social research called the Hawthorne Effect, in which  “ the participants  respond to the influence of the researcher and seek to give what they perceive as the  correct answers ”  (N eumann, 20 03, p. 256 ) .        I  attempted  to  dilute  my  influence  in  several  ways.  Before  and  during  the  interviews, I consistently reinforced the message that the interviews were not a test of  SFYB’s ability with right or wrong answers. At least two days befor e each interview, I  personally  checked  with  each  student  his  or  her  preferred  day  and  the  time  of  the  interview, reminded them they are in no way compelled to attend the interview and  gave each student the list of the seven main questions we would discuss  during the  interview.  This  was  done  i n  order  to  (re)establish  a  non - threatening  and  personal  contact with each participant and increase the chances of successful completion of  interviews.      I advertised the interviews as an invitation to speak in confidenc e about SFYB’s  own  experiences  and  stressed  the  open  nature  of  the  interview  questions.  Having  ceased my work as a teacher at Lake College four months before the interviews, I  pointed out to the participants that I am now, much like them, “just a student”.  The  participants were also offered the  choice to conduct the interviews in English or their  native language or in the combination of the two. The aim of conducting interviews in  native languages was not only to moderate the power imbalance between myself  and  the participants but to add integrity, enhance the richness of data and show to the  participants  their  voi ce  and  their  cultural  background  is  valued.  Four  participants                                                     5       I address this particularly salient issue elsewhere  in this  paper but it is necessary to note it here in  the context of research methodology.  Experiences of Schooling     18     completed their entire interviews  in either Bosnian, Serbian and Croatian language.  The other eight participants used words or phrases in their native language to varying  extents  to  enhance  or  enable  their  explanation s  and  responses  to  the  interview  questions .           Sampling     A sampling strategy where the researcher selects participants  with a specific  purpose  in  mind  is  known  as  purposive  or  judgmental  sampling  (Neumann,  2003 ;   Patton,  200 2 ).  Using  purposive  sampling,  “ participants  who  could  be  particularly  informative in illuminating questions under study are often chosen to participate  in the  research ”  (Neumann, 2003 ;  p.213, Patton, 200 2 ). The insights gathered by in - depth  interviews with purposefully selected participants may assist in formalising hypotheses  that may be tested by quantitative research methods and could be generalised to  a  broader  population  (Neumann,  2003).  The  primary  aim  of  this  study  was  to  gain  a  deeper  understanding  of  individuals  through  information - rich  interviews  and  not  so  much  to  generalise  to  a  larger  population  of  students.  Purposive  sampling  was  an  appropria te  strategy  in conducting field  interviews  with  a  specialised  population  like  SFYB at Lake College.     Although the choice of purposive sampling warrants a caveat against the results  representing the entire population (Neumann, 2003,   p. 213), this sampling t echnique  increased the range of responses and was more representative of the small population  (n=32 )  of SFYB at Lake College  than random sampling. At the same time, it provided  the opportunity to gain insight into specific subgroups, the  similarities and  d ifferences  between them and possible reasons for these differences.      The study sample consisted of 7 male and 5 female students from the total  population  of  21  SFYB   students  at  Lake  College  who  had  migrated  to  Australia  between 1997 and 2003. In 2004, 32  SFYB 6  represented nearly 5% of all students at                                                     6     The figure includes 21 overseas - born SFYB and 11 SFYB born in Australia (second generation).  Experiences of Schooling     19     Lake College. In 2004,  SFYB  were the largest NESB group at Lake College, at 19% of  the total NESB student population in mainstream classes.      The  entire  population  of  SFYB   at  Lake  College  was  split  into  three  groups  according to the school year they were in at the time (Year 10, Year 11 and Year 12).  All students in the sample had spent between six and twelve of their first months at the  school in the Intensive English Centre (IEC ; referred to as ‘ILC’ by the p articipants ),  located on Lake College grounds. After graduation from the IEC, the sampled students  completed a minimum of twelve months in the mainstream classes at Lake College. All  of them had established contacts with other IEC and mainstream students ( FY and  non - FY background). Inclusion of Ye ar 10 students en abled  participation of students  who may leave school after the compulsory completion of Year 10.    Younger  SFYB   in  Years  8  and  9  were  either  still  attending  IEC  classes  or  had  less  than  a  semester o f schooling in the mainstream classes. These students were not included in  the study due to the short period of their experience in the mainstream classes.     Four students were selected from each of the three year groups. Two students  in each year group wer e classified as  ‘ low risk ’ , and two students in each year group  were classified as  ‘ high risk ’ . Selection of students at the extremes ( ‘h igh ’ or ‘l ow ’ ) is a  less contentious strategy than trying to organise students into more contentious and  possibly uncle ar groups in the middle of the at - risk continuum.      Using Gordon and Yowell’s  (in Kronick, 1997, p.5)  criteria for assessing risk  level  of  high  school  students,  the  following  factors  served  as  a  guide  in  allocating  categories of students  ‘ at risk ’ :  (a)  per sonal characteristics,  (b)  conditions of life,  (c)  situational circumstances, and  (d)  interactions with each other  and other mainstream  students .   In addition, I also considered s tudents’ level of academic achievement  (e)   i n  judging the  ‘at risk’  level of s tudents.  Three   Lake College  staff members  assisted  me in  the process of  final  allocati on of   students into the  high  and  low   ‘at - risk’  categories : the  principal  of  Lake  College,  a  second  generation  Croatian  migrant  who  knows  SFYB   student population at Lake C ollege very well, an IEC teacher, who had taught each  participant in small IEC classes for a period of six to twelve months,  and a mainstream Experiences of Schooling     20     teacher, who has either taught or known the participants for at least one year and at  the time held the position o f a Year 10 coordinator at Lake College.  It is important to  note  that  assigning  the  students  to  groups  was  open  to  the  subjectivities  and  conjecture of those involved. Still, the staff members helping with assigning students to  these groups had a strong un derstanding of the students selected.          Students  in the  low risk   group  had  three or more of the following features  as  identified and agreed upon by myself and the assisting Lake College staff members :   (a)  sound participation in the mainstream classes and  school activities,  (b)  few behavioural  problems  at  the  school,  (c)  positive   interaction  with  peers  from  various  ethnic  backgrounds,  (d)  consistent achievement or striving to do well academically ,  and  (e)  solid  educational support by  family  members . Studen ts in the  high risk   group  had  four  or more of the following  features :  (a)  difficulties in participation in classes and school  activities,  (b)  poor English language skills,  (c)  history of behavioural problems at the  school,  (d)  less willing and/or less abil ity to socialise at school with peers from non - FY  ethnic backgrounds,  (e)  consistent achievement below academic averages and  (f)  less  (educationally)  supportive family circumstances 7 .         In regard to the academic criteria, it is important to note that so me students may  not be familiar or comfortable with processes of assessment (for example, completing  written reports and lack of oral assessment) and the marking or grading system (for  example, student outcomes rather than numerical or letter grades). This  may directly  influence  students’ academic success and with it the perception of their  ‘ at risk ’  level  (Hargis in Kronick, 1997).      Conduct     The 12 potential participants were informed of the research project in a brief 10  minute  meeting  in  the  school  libr ary,  conducted  by  the  principal  and  me .  At  the  meeting, each of them received a Consent Form (Appendix  A ) outlining the aims and                                                     7     Further in the text, I refer to the members low risk group also as ‘high a chievers’ and the  members of the high risk group as ‘low achievers’. I use these labels to indicate a strong relationship  between the ‘at risk’ levels and achievement in the categories used to select the participants.   Experiences of Schooling     21     requirements of the study. All of the 12 briefed SFYB agreed to participate in the study  and returned the Consent Form, signed  by themselves and their parent or guardian. At  least two days before each interview I contacted each participant in person. This was to  confirm their participation and to give them the list of seven main interview questions  they could prepare for.      The  in terviews  were  conducted  in  a  meeting  room  at  Lake  College  Student  Services. All of the participants were familiar with the space and none of them reported  any discomfort before, during or after the interviews. The length of interviews ranged  from 45 minute s to 60 minutes, averaging 50 minutes without breaks. The interviews  were conducted either in the participants’ study time or class time of their choice in  order to minimise distraction. Permission for these absences was granted by the school  for all of th e 12 interviews. The interviews followed the prepared set of open ended  questions attached in Appendix  B . During the interview, I took notes on the main points  made by each participant. At the end of each interview, I read these notes back to the  participa nt to check if they were satisfied with the general interpretation of the data. All  interviews  were  recorded  on  audio  tape  with  the  consent  of  the  participants  and  transcribed afterwards.      Ethical considerations     All the research conducted in this project  conformed to Murdoch University’s  Ethics Guidelines for Research on Human Subjects.      A c c es s   to students on specified terms and dates was approved by the teachers  and the school principal, who has personally encouraged and supported the project.  All  study   participants  read  and  signed  the  Consent  Form  which  followed  the  Murdoch  University Ethical R esearch Guidelines .  Participants under the age of 18 also had the  form signed by a parent or guardian. All participants were informed that they could  withdraw fro m the project at any time with no adverse consequences to them or the  school.   Experiences of Schooling     22       Patton  (2002,  p.407)  states  that  “q ualitative  methods  such  as  in  depth  interviews  are  highly  personal  and  interpersonal  and  as  such  more  intrusive  and  involve greater reactivit y than surveys, tests and other quantitative approaches ” .  While  the interviews addressed potentially very sensitive issues, participants were at no stage  forced to cooperate by the researcher or provide any information against their will. To  the best of my  knowledge, the interviews did not represent a threat or caused any  discomfort to any participant in any way.      Before the interview, each participant was able to choose a pseudonym from a  supplied list . This way  the participants’ identity remained confide ntial and known only to  me and the participant. I transcribed ,  and where necessary translated ,  the audio tapes  from interviews. All interview records  are being  kept in a locked filing cabinet in my  home office  and will be  destroyed after five years.      The  participants were informed that a 500 - word summary of research findings  will be made available to each participant and his or her family. The school principal will  be given both a written summary and the copy of the entire study. In this way it is  hoped  th at  this  research  can  benefit  the  Lake  College  school  community  in  their  planning and their pedagogical strategies  with AA and non - AA students as well .   Experiences of Schooling     23     Towards Critical Multiculturalism of Hybridity     This study is situated in the domain of multicultural e ducation. Despite the  wide use of the term  multicultural  in educational literature, government policies and  everyday  discourse  of  Australian  society,  multiculturalism  is  not  an  un - contested  notion.  Kincheloe  and  Steinberg  (1997,  p.1)  assert  that  “ multicult uralism  means  everything and nothing and no one can speak of multiculturalism without specifically  delineating what he or she means ” . The numerous meanings of multiculturalism lead  to conceptual confusion and ambiguity. This ambiguity is the force of multi culturalism  as  it  occupies  often competing  and  irreconcilable  positions  and  enables  decision  makers  to  make  use  of  any  these  positions  to  justify  their  claims  of  providing  multi cultural  education  (Rizvi,  1987;   May,  1994).  As  a  powerful  instrument  of  produc tion and maintenance of a particular social order, education plays a strong  role in fostering distinct uses and understandings of multiculturalism.    The chapter is organised into two main parts. In the first part, I briefly trace a  history of multicultural ism in Australia and outline three dominant Australian political  and ideological perspectives. I then take a closer look at critical multiculturalism as  an alternative to the dominant understandings  and uses  of multiculturalism and the  conceptual framework  for this project. In the second part of the chapter, I explore the  notion of hybridity by drawing on the work of Homi Bhabha and Stuart Hall  among  others  in the field of  postcolonial  and cultural studies. I translate parts of their theory  to critical mult iculturalism and by doing so set the understanding of the process of  hybridity as a further sharpening of the lens that critical multiculturalism provides for  analysing the data of this research.      History of  M ulticulturalism in Australia   The  term  ‘multicu lturalism’   entered  the  public  discourse  and  government  policy in 1972 by Al Grassby as the Minister for Immigration in the Whitlam Labor Experiences of Schooling     24     Government (Jamrozik  et al. , 1995;  Rizvi, 1987). Similarly to the experience of USA,  Canada and UK, the purpose of deve loping multiculturalism in Australia has been to  help galvanise and articulate the competing social and political interests of diverse  ethnic and cultural groups  (Grant &  Scales, 1995) . Previous models of assimilation,  integration  and  cultural  pluralism  as  policy  responses  to  increased  ethnic  and  cultural diversity by the Anglo - Australian majority proved ineffective (Jamrozik  et al.  1995 ;  Bell, 1997 ;  Castles  et al.,  1993 ;  Rizvi, 1987 ;  Cope  et al. , 1991;  May, 1994).  These policy failures threatened to disrupt not only the economic progress, fuelled  by large scale  postwar  migration ,  but also the image of legitimacy of the State in  providing social conditions for the accumula tion of capital and maintaining allegiance  of poorer, largely migrant sectors of the community (Rizvi, 1987).    Although assimilation and integration were officially discarded as government  policies  with  the  advent  of  ‘multiculturalism’  in  the  1970s ,  these  ideas  and  their  influence  have  not  left  the  public  discourse  regarding  migrations  to  Australia.  Jamrozik  et al.  argue that the shifts from the initial, long - standing, colonial policy of  assimilation  to  current  policies  of  multiculturalism  “did  not  represen t  any  radical  policy  change  but  were  aimed  at  merely  slowing  down  the  assimilation  process”  (1995, p. 92).      Assimilation and integration   A policy of assimilation was in place from the late  1940s  until  the  middle  1950s . 8   It  followed  the  assumptions  of  the  development  of  a  homogeneous,  harmonious Australian society under the ‘White Australia policy’, formally installed in  1901  (Cope   et  al. ,   1991).  The  policy  was  underpinned  by  ‘the  ideology  of  settlement’, which guided attitudes towards migrants and directed  migrants how to  ‘act’. Australians were considered to be “democratic and individualistic, free of class                                                     8     Dates of various stages of policy  and their definitions vary between authors. This is possibly  due to the lack of consensus on defining moments of change and policy overlap which makes the  demarcation more difficult.    Experiences of Schooling     25     prejudice,  essentially  generous - hearted  and  open - minded  towards  anyone  who  shares their [Austra lian] central values” (Jamrozik et al.,  1995, p. 94). Mi grants were  expected to fit into the exclusively Anglo - Australian social, economic and cultural  forms and consider themselves ‘lucky to be here’. The Australian nation was seen as  a  politically,  culturally  unitary  and  indivisible  whole  and  any  forms  of  imm igrant  organisation  were  seen  as  a  threat  to  social  harmony.  Migrants  were  largely  selected for their similarity to the white Anglo - Australian majority and chances of  seamless assimilation to become ‘New Australians’ (Jamrozik  et al. ,  1995).    Assimilation  was  considered  to  be  individual  activity  and  the  successful  adaptation of migrants dependent on the individual goodwill of the ‘settlers’ and the  ‘newcomers’ rather than structures or policies of the State. Migrants were permitted  to maintain only those tr aditions which would not undermine the dominant culture  and  its  structural  stability.  The  promi sed  equality  of  opportunity  or  ‘ fair  go ’   was  “framed  almost  entirely  within  the  terms  of  Anglo - Australian  cultural  participation”  (Bell,  1997,  p.40).  Rizvi  (1987 )  concludes  that  the  policy  of  assimilation  was  “unambiguously designed to preserve the hegemony of the white, Anglo - Australian  ruling class” (p.10).   In the educational domain, the notion of ‘egalitarianism’ meant a deliberate  absence of any special provis ions for immigrant children, including those who could  not speak English (Rizvi, 1987 ;  Bell, 1997). Such consideration or assistance would  be  seen  as  unique  privilege,  contrary  to  the  prevailing  egalitarian  values  and  detrimental to ass imilation of migrant s (Jamrozik et al.,  1995). In schools, children of  migrants were left to ‘sink or swim’ and become assimilated into a homogeneous  Australian  culture  through  osmosis  by  interacting  with  Anglo - Australian  children,  teachers  and  other  members  of  the  community.   The assimilationist  ideology  was  implemented  by  a  combination  of  deliberate  inaction  of  school  authorities  to  acknowledge  the  presence  of  non - English  speaking  migrants  and  the  absence,  suppression or control of information regarding migrant students.  Rizv i (1987 , p. 11 ) Experiences of Schooling     26     states that “p olicy makers and educators were thus able to effectively neutralise and  marginalise any contentious issues as well contain any resistance or contestation  from the migrant communities. ”   Due  to  the  increasing  labour  demands  of  a   growing  postwar   Australian  economy and reduced numbers of culturally similar migrants from United Kingdom  and Northern Europe, Australia increased the intake of migrants from non - English  speaking  (NES)  areas  of  Southern  Europe  in  the  1950s   and  1960s .  By  t he  mid  1950s  and more prominently in the early  1960s , policy makers were facing growing  militancy,  reluctance  and/or  inability  of  NES  migrants  to  assimilate ,   as  well  as  increasing questions  of the  effectiveness  and  morality  of  assimilation  policy  from  part s of  the  Anglo - Australian  (AA)  majority. Their response was a gradual transition  towards a culture and policy of integration (Rizvi, 1987 ;  Cope  et al.,  1991 ;  Castles  et  al. ,  1992 ;  Jamrozik et al.,  1995 ;  May, 1994).    While  integration  resulted  in  relaxation   of  assimilationist  pressures  on  migrants from the mid  1950s , ethnic and cultural diversity was still not accepted as a  permanent feature of Australian society (Jamrozik  et al.,  1995). The paradigm of  integration  was  to  maintain  social  cohesion  through  a  s oftened  version  of  assimilation (Cope  et al.,  1991). Still within the framework of integration, government  policy in the mid  1960s  gradually shifted towards cultural pluralism or what Be ll calls  “soft multiculturalism” , with a focus on life styles of migra nts (1997, p.40). ‘Exotic’  cultural practices of migrants such as folklore or food, were sought to simultaneously  entertain Anglo - Australians without threatening the dominant culture and social order  and  keep  the  immigrants  appeased  and  ‘happy’.  ‘Ethnic’  c ommunities  began  to  develop their organisations and activities through which they retained their cultural  identities.  However,  these  cultural  concessions  did  not  disturb  the  political  hegemony of Anglo - Australians enough  to trigger a  governmental policy sh ift.    Studies of school performance in the  1960s  showed that NES students had  difficulties in coping with school work due to the poor command of English language  Experiences of Schooling     27     (Rizvi, 1987, Castles et al., 1992).  The government faced a crisis of legitimation as  the chil dren of the first NES migrants needed more than a gratitude for a refuge,  offered  by  Australia  to  their  parents.  Many  first - generation  immigrants  expressed  their desire to provide better educational opportunities for their children as a major  reason for mo ving to Australia.  At the same time, tens of thousands of NES children  lacked academic achievement while being classified as ‘slow learners’ due to their  ethnic background and lack of language skills.  This  led towards  disappointment for  the migrant parents , dim futures for their children, and potential unrest founded in  the  diminished  belief  in  the  much  promoted  ‘equal  opportunities’  supposedly  provided by  their newly adopted country  (Rizvi, 1987 ) .    From deliberate ignorance of their needs under the previou s assimilationist  policies,  education  of  NESB  children  became  a  ‘problem’  which  policy  makers  needed  to  solve  in  the  interest  of  social  stability  and  cohesion.  The  Federal  Government started funding remedial English classes in 1970 but the poor allocation  of  resources  and  lack  of  facilities  meant  that  many  NES  students  continued  to  experience serious educational disadvantages (Jamrozik  et al.  1995). Interestingly,  despite the meagre resources allocated to remedial programmes, the Government  highly publicise d the initiative, framed in integrationist metaphors such as ‘fitting in to  benefit the host country’,  resolving  ‘migrants’ problems’ and  promotion of  ‘successful  integration’ (Rizvi, 1987). This rhetoric served the function of reassuring the Anglo - Austral ian majority that it is the migrants and their children who will have to change  their cultural outlook with no loss or changes to Anglo - Australian way of life.          Multiculturalism as official policy   ‘Multiculturalism’  was  first  named  and  installed  as  Au stralian  federal  government  policy  in  1972.  Migrants  were  assisted  by  the  Labor  and  Liberal  Governments as a matter of deliberate policy not only to preserve and celebrate  their cultural background but to facilitate their settlement into Australia as membe rs Experiences of Schooling     28     of the ‘family of the nation’. Translation services, ‘ethnic’ media, multi - lingual welfare  services,  encouragement  of  political  organisation  and  participation  of  migrant  communities were just some of the initiatives borne out of these shifts in policy.    Foster (in Rizvi 1987, p.21)  asserts  that by the early  1980s  “multiculturalism  had not penetrated the solid defences of status quo” in schools. Despite the rise of  bilingual  teaching,  increased  toleration  and  celebration  of  diverse  ethnic  backgrounds, the  most common multicultural educational program was still English  as Second Language (ESL) teaching.   The underlying paradigm of the largely pluralist multiculturalism of the  1970s   and  early  1980s   retained  important  elements  of  the  previous  policies.  While  i mmigrants had the legitimate right, even encouragement, to preserve their ethnic  and cultural identity, they accepted the responsibilities of common citizenship, based  on the unchanged social, economic and political institutions of the Anglo - Australian  maj ority (Cope  et al. , 1991;  Jamrozik  et al. , 1995;  Rizvi, 1987).    The commitment to ‘core values’, amplified through the rhetoric of ‘access’,  ‘equity’ and ‘citizenship’ became the feature of multiculturalism in the mid  1980s  to  the early  1990s . Funding cuts  to the migrant services and initiatives of the  1970s   were justified by an economic downturn and notable differences between the major  political parties on immigration issues emerged for the first time (Cope  et al. , 1991).   The Labor Government anticipated  that some of the ‘common core values’ would  change as a result of multiculturalism and encouraged migrants to become ‘truly an  Australian’ by accessing and equally enjoying the benefits of the ‘great traditions’ of  core institutions of Australian society.     As a Leader of the Opposition in the late  1980s , John Howard proposed a  ‘One Australia’ policy based on questioning the pace and direction of immigration  policy and multiculturalism as a possible threat to social cohesion. This was perhaps  a foresight in to two trends of the past decade: the more conservative interpretation  of  multiculturalism  of  the  Liberal  Government,  and  the  increasing  challenges  to Experiences of Schooling     29     multiculturalism as a policy in dealing with an increasingly divers e Australian society  (SBS, 2004;  Galli gan & Roberts, 2004 ;  ABC, 2006 ) by the two major political parties.    Despite  the  claims  of  the  ‘demise’,  ‘unworkability’  or  even  ‘death’  of  multiculturalism  from  many  political  corners   since  the  first  years  of  this  decade ,  multiculturalism  has  held  a  promi nent  place  in   the  discourse  of  Australian  nationhood.  Australia’s  ethnic  and  cultural  diversity  c ontinues  to  be  generally  accepted and positioned as a ‘way of life’ in Australia, integral to Australian national  culture  and  identity.  Cultural  practices  have   been  the  vehicle  for  construction  of  Australian  identity  and  with  it  construction  of  various  notions  of  multiculturalism 9   (Stratton  &  Ang,  1994) .  Th e   ‘unity - in - diversity’  approach  has  located  ‘ethnic’  communities as sites of particular culture, which toge ther constitute an Australian  culture. In this respect, the main positive effects of discourses of multiculturalism in  Australia have been the acceptance of national identity as fluid, in the process of  becoming  rather  than  something  fixed  and  historically   given.  The  main  negative  effects  have  been  the  synthesising,  naming  and  thus  ‘freezing’  the  fluid,  unruly  identities for the purpose of managing an imaginary harmonious unity - in - diversity.  Further, the construction of binary relationships between supposed ly homogeneous  ‘ethnic’  communities  and  ‘Australian  society’  instantly  ‘others’  the  former  at  the  margins of the unnamed, invisible, non - ethnicised yet dominant and powerful Anglo - Australian  cultural  core  (Stratton  &  Ang,  1994).  The  judging  of  these  effect s  as  positive  and  negative  is  a  political  act   which  will  become  clearer  later  in  the  exploration of critical multiculturalism as the conceptual framework for this study.           As noted in the introduction to this chapter, the aim of this overview is not  to  explore  state  policies  in  detail  but  to  help  understand  the  shifting,  ambiguous                                                     9     Stratton & Ang (1994) point out marked differences between Australia n and American (US)  discourse of multiculturalism. In contrast to Australian experience of multiculturalism as an official and  ‘ top down ’  policy, the politicisation of multiculturalism in America has occurred largely from the bottom  up with  ‘ race ’  as the k ey exclusionary category. This has important implications on the reading of texts  on (critical) multiculturalism by American authors. Their positioning of race and what Morgan (1997,  p.24) calls  “ a more hortatory rhetoric ”  compared to Australian multicultu ralist writers, reflect the point  made by Stratton & Ang (1994) and call for careful translation of their ideas to the discourse of  Australian multiculturalism this study is situated in.      Experiences of Schooling     30     meanings of multiculturalism in its historical development. Ambiguity has remained  the  persuasive  force  behind  the  continuous  use  of  the  word  ‘multicultural’  (Rizvi,  1987) i n justifying various policy means and ends. With this thought mind I turn to a  brief outline of three different understandings of this often (ab)used term.      Changing  M ulticulturalisms   Conservative multiculturalism   Under the conservative multiculturalism a genda, “everyone would be better  off if exposed to the glories of Western civilisation and its assumed manifest destiny”  (Kincheloe & Steinberg, 1997, p. 3). Differences among individuals and groups are  seen as divisive. The only way to build a functional  society of people with different  cultural and ethnic backgrounds is through consensus, harmony and a sanctified  concept of a ‘common culture’. In an Australian context, this would mean that the  cultural practices of white, Eurocentric, Judaeo - Christian, An glo - Australian majority  form the ‘common culture’. The ‘common culture’ is imbued with traditional, ‘heritage’  values  and  practices  which  are  seen  as  an  unquestionable .  Because  they  have  ‘stood the test of time’, these values and practices acquire a strong   normative force  and provide the necessary glue  for various  social and political bonds .  The central  effort of conservative multiculturalism is to assimilate everyone who is capable of  assimilation into a white, middle class, Anglo - Australian standard.    Non - white, poor, migrant or other children outside the standard are seen as  ‘deprived’ or ‘deficient’ while an ‘excellent’ school is often predominantly white and  middle  class.  Under  such  a model  of  education,  problems  are  located  within  the  individual and no t within  the cultural background of  poverty, sexism, racism or other  larger structural realities.   Experiences of Schooling     31       Liberal multiculturalism   The fundamental premise of liberal multiculturalism is that people share more  commonalities  than  differences.  People  in  a  nation  sh are  a  ‘primordial’,  natural  equality and common humanity (Rizvi, 1987 ;  Kincheloe & Steinberg, 1997). They are  deemed  “ equally able to achieve the liberal ideals of self - autonomy, openness and  self - development if the fundamental criteria of equal opportunit y and basic education  are satisfied ”  (Hatton, 1998, p. 76). Liberal multiculturalism celebrates diversity as an  enrichment  of  a  society  but  seeks  to  achieve  racial  and  social  accord  through  ‘sameness’ of rules for all people in the society. The rules are b ased on an abstract  notion of fairness, “a culturally unmarked medium for the defence of individual rights”  (Heyes,  2002).  Migrant  minorities  are  portrayed  as  ‘regular  people’  and  as  such  become acceptable by being culturally invisible through the promotio n of sameness  (Kincheloe & Steinberg, 1997). The aim of such portrayal is to make the minority  and,  importantly,  the  majority  ‘feel  good’  about  living  together  by  glancing  over  differences and celebrating commonalities.     Liberal multicultural education is  seen as a neutral, value - free enterprise. An  ideal product of such education is a rational, autonomous individual, who chooses to  pursue personal ‘excellence’ and ‘good citizenship’ and is de - politicised regarding  problematics of race, ethnicity, gender,  class etc. In Australia, a liberal multicultural  model  of  education  tacitly  approves  Eurocentric,  white,  male  standards  of  the  dominant  Anglo - Australian  majority  as  the  norm  of  reference  for  achievement  of  ‘excellence’.   In its concern for rational sameness  and importance of ‘life choices’, liberal  multiculturalism tends to overlook the significance of power relations affecting the life  chances of different individuals and groups. Similar to conservative multiculturalism,  it does not address structural diffe rences but locates problems in the individual and  his or her inability to make ‘proper’ use of inherent and available resources. The Experiences of Schooling     32     much  touted  notion  of  ‘equality’  in  liberal  multiculturalism  then  looks  more  like  “ erasure of socially subordinate identiti es ”   (Heyes, 2002)  rather than their genuine  incorporation into polity  and the inherent challenges this brings .         Pluralist multiculturalism   Pluralist  multiculturalism  shares  two  important  characteristics  with  liberal  multiculturalism.  Both  notions  of  mu lticulturalism  celebrate  diversity  and  aim  to  ensure equal opportunity. In opposition to liberal multiculturalism, a pluralist version  focuses  on  differences  instead  of  similarities.  Pluralist  multiculturalism  links  race,  gender,  language,  culture,  (dis)ab ility  and  other  concepts  in  a  larger  effort  to  celebrate  human  diversity  and  equal  opportunity.  Cultural  pluralism  focuses  on  people’s ‘life styles’ where differences becomes exoticised and fetishised through  events such as ‘where - do - you - come - from days’ an d ‘food days’  (Castles  et al. ,   1992;   Kalantzis & Cope, 1986; Kalantzis  et a l. , 1989; Kincheloe & Steinberg, 1997; Rizvi,  1985, 1986) . Differences are valorised from the position of the dominant Anglo  –   Australian culture, which is assumed as universal, neutral and objective. Diversity is  not only celebrated but actively pursued  and encouraged in order to raise the ‘feel  good’ self - esteem of minorities and improve the ability of the majority to interact with  diverse  minorities.  While  a  denial  of  different  cultural  histories  is  considered  as  cultural violence under pluralist multic ulturalism, the model  “ assumes that minorities  will increasingly identify with the dominant host culture ”  (Bell, 1997, p. 40).     Pluralist  multicultural  education  aims  to  build  pride  in  students’  cultural  heritage and seeks to include texts, practices and  languages other than those of the  dominant culture. In return,  “ students from different cultural backgrounds would learn  to  operate  in  the  cultural  mainstream  to  gain  equal  economic  and  educational  opportunity” (Kincheloe & Steinberg, 1997, p. 16). The foc us of pluralist curriculum is  on  negotiation,  management  and  tolerance  of  cultural  differences.  In  Australia,  initiatives under pluralist multiculturalism in the  1970s  until  the  early  1980s  included Experiences of Schooling     33     studies  of  ‘ethnic’  cultures,  promotion  of  bilingualism,  teaching  of  community  languages and other school practices aimed primarily at raising the self - esteem of  migrant  students  as  well  as  increasing  the  awareness  and  appreciation  of  the  pluralist nature of Australian society by Anglo - Australian students  (Rizvi , 1987 ).  In  this  era  of  pluralist  multiculturalism ,  ESL  programmes  for  NESB  students  were  “significantly  strengthened  in  order  to  improve  the  chances  of  NESB  students  to  equally  participate  and  succeed  in  the  wider  Australian  community ”   (Rizvi,  198 7 ,  p.25) .       In their critique of pluralist curriculum, Kalantzis and Cope (1986) argue that  it  “represents  no  more  than  ‘talking  them   into  our   way  nicely ”  (p.  86,  original  emphasis )  and  that  the  (naïve)  pluralist  ‘tolerance  for  all’  stance  contradicts  deliberate a ction against racism and prejudice. Kincheloe and Steinberg see pluralist  multiculturalism as a  “ form of ‘cultural tourism’, which fails to understand the harsh  realities  of  rac e,  class  and  gender  subjugation”   (1997,  p.16) .  Cultural  pluralist  multiculturalism  is  similar  to  the  liberalist  and  conservative  notions  by  its  unwillingness to address deeper, structural inequalities shaping the lives of minority  groups. Instead, i t places the burden of ‘success’, as defined by the majority, on the  shoulders of a seemingly equal but possibly unequal, disadvantaged individual. Still,  this  approach  does  in  some  ways  position  NESB  migrants  for  greater  success  primarily through ESL prov ision and acceptance  of cultural and ethnic differences  by  the dominant population.      Similarities between conservative, liberal and pluralist multiculturalism   The  three  notions  of  multiculturalism  outlined  above  have  several  shared  elements.  They  all  occu py  their  own  clearly  defined  and  generally  non - dynamic  position.  Each  of  these  positions  is  based  on  an  understanding  that  a  group  of  people shares a set of delineating properties or essences with no formal recognition  that ethnicity and culture are dynami c and changing  (Kincheloe & Steinberg, 1997) .   Experiences of Schooling     34     As indicated in the outline of the three multiculturalisms, all three of them  share  the  ‘problem’  of  balancing  the  increasingly  diverse  and  politically  astute  migrants  against  the  maintenance  of  national  cohes ion  and  unity.  They  have  all  been used at various stages as a legitimising position of the State in pursuing the  primary goal of reducing tensions generated by ethnic and cultural differences within  the  Australian  society,  often  at  the  expense  of  ju stice  t o  migrants  (Rizvi,  1987;  Jakubowicz, 1985 ;  May, 1994).   Conservative,  liberal  and  pluralist  multiculturalism  are  jointly  reluctant  to  locate problems and solutions in structural realities and tensions of poverty, racism,  ethnocentrism, sexism and other form s of social division. Within these models of  multiculturalism, the problem and solution lies in the individuals, who are considered  to be rational, free and “able to act as autonomous agent[s]” (Bell, 1997, p. 42). As a  result, success as well as failure c an be attributed to individuals and their (lack of)  ‘desirable’  attributes  and  motivations  and  not  to  larger  social  exp e riences  that  construct and shape the lives of these individuals.   At the heart of each of the discussed multiculturalisms lies the idea t hat  the  immigrants would assimilate into the host culture and respect, use and promote the  core institutions of the Anglo - Australian majority as a necessary condition of social  accord ,   harmony   and  success .  While  the  extent  and  speed  of  the  desired  assimila tion had to be adjusted over decades due to changes social, political and  economic circumstances, the underlying motivation directing government policies in  Australia has remained unchanged.    Setting  out  of  the  different  multiculturalisms  in  a  developmenta l  way  from  conservative to pluralist in this chapter does not necessarily mean they have been  experienced  in  a  linear  fashion.  Instead ,   these  perspectives  have  continued  to  overlap.  At  present,  the  favoured  discourse  of  multiculturalism  by  the  Coalition  go vernment  leans  heavily  towards  the  assimilationist,  conservative  model  of  multiculturalism.  For  example,  the  latest  initiatives  of  the  Coalition  Government Experiences of Schooling     35     include omission of the word ‘multiculturalism’ in favour of the term ‘integration’, with  fears  amon g  the  members  of  the  Government - appointed  Council  of  Multicultural  Australia that the slogan ‘unity in diversity’ will lose the reference to diversity (The  Weekend Australian, 2006). The reason for the initiative to scrap ‘multiculturalism’,  as  stated  by  t he  current  federal  Coalition  Government  is  that  “[multiculturalism]  means all things to all men and all women and there are a lot of ways that what is  being mentioned can clearly be expressed”  (The Weekend Australian, 2006 ;  ABC,  2006) .  This  open - ended  and  politically  malleable  statement  confirms  the  basic  suspicion  by  a  view  of  multiculturalism  I  present  and  use  in  this  project  as  an  alternative to the three versions of multiculturalism outlined so far.      Critical multiculturalism   I turn to critical multicu lturalism as a different form of multiculturalism to the  three previously discussed. The intention is not to valorise critical multiculturalism as  the  ‘correct’  form  of  multiculturalism  and/or  a  theory  to  produce  authoritative  knowledge,  but  rather  to  pres ent  how  different  forms  of  critical  multiculturalism  critique and move beyond the forms of multiculturalism already discussed. I begin by  outlining  the  main  ideas  of  critical  multiculturalism  and  its  possibilities  as  an  alternative  in  conceiving  the  relati ons  among  individuals  and  groups  in  an  increasingly diverse and complex Australian society. I will then tease out some of the  congruencies as well as inconsistencies and tensions between  postmodern thought  as  the  underlying  paradigm  of  critical  multicultu ralism  and  the  aims  of  critical  multiculturalism  as  a  social  project.  This  will  set  the  broad  parameters  for  understanding of critical multiculturalism into which I translate the notion of hybridity  in the second part of the chapter. In the last section of  the chapter I outline how  useful  the  framework  of  critical  multiculturalism  of  hybridity  is  for  reading  and  analysis of the interview data gathered in this study of the selected SFYB and their  experiences of schooling at Lake College.   Experiences of Schooling     36     Features of critica l multiculturalism   One  of the most  prominent features  of  critical multiculturalism  is  that  it  is  difficult  to  define  as  a  single,  unitary  notion.  As  outlined  earlier,  the  term  ‘multiculturalism’ is an ambiguous term and has been used in a variety of social ,  cultural and political interpretations. ‘Critical’ is another loaded, hard to define term,  which  has  signified  a  range  of  meanings  from  a  description  of  purely  cognitive  abilities to reason and logic at one end, to study and critique of discourses of pow er  and privilege at another end (Burbules & Berk, 1999). The use of the word ‘critical’ in  this  project  is  closer  to  the  latter  interpretation  and  hints  at  the  postmodernist  foundations of the understanding of critical multiculturalism. There are differenc es in  definition and contextual understanding of critical multiculturalism among the authors  writing in the field of critical multiculturalism and their critics 10 . Ideas of authors in  other fields of enquiry such as feminism and critical pedagogy, to name o nly two,  could  be  included  within  the  otherwise  loosely  defined  boundaries  of  critical  multiculturalism.  This  suggests  that  we  could  perhaps  speak  of  critical  multiculturalism s  rather than of one, unitary ‘critical multiculturalism’. It is more useful  to  t hink  of  critical  multiculturalisms  in  this  discussion  as  there  are  a  variety  of  developments and uses of the term from a variety of theoretical positions. In this  text,  I will use the singular form as the varieties of the term are significantly similar in  a number of respects.     Unlike  the  three  types  of  multiculturalism  outlined  earlier,  critical  multiculturalism has neither openly manifested itself as a popular policy option nor  has it been applied to date as a policy in mainstream Australian politics. Th is has  been  the  case  despite  the  arguments  for  the  introduction  of  its  perspectives  in  Australia, found in the works of Jamrozik, Rizvi, Kalantzis, Cope, Hatton, Jayasuriya,                                                     10     I have previously pointed out the differences in writing of Aus tralian ‘critical multiculturalists’  (Rizvi, Castles, Kalantzis, Cope, Jayasuriya etc.) to US authors (Aronowitz, Giroux, Kincheloe, Kanpol,  Steinberg, McLaren etc.) and UK authors (May, Gilroy).    Experiences of Schooling     37     Castles,  among  others 11 .  Despite  the  l ack  of  clear  political  presence  and  correspon ding  projects,   critical  multiculturalism  can  be  significantly  relevant  in  understanding the experiences of migrants in schools as important institutions of the  Australian political, economic, social and educational landscape.      Critical  multiculturalism  ar gues  for  social  change  from  certain  political  position s  of preference s  for a more egalitarian and socially just society. The reason  for naming this particular form of multiculturalism as ‘critical’ lies in its attempt to  address  everyday  practices  intended   to  interrogate,  rather  than  ignore,  glorify  or  celebrate, particular historical, situated systems of advantage and disadvantage. It  can  be  used  to  analyse  and  contextualise  the  dynamics  of  power  in  the  local,  everyday, mundane, lived culture of present an d past, and looks at the ways the play  of power has legitimised different forms of inequalities  (Kanpol & McLaren, 1995;  Kincheloe  &  Steinberg,  1997) .  Critical  multiculturalism  does  not  seek  to  blindly  celebrate  nor  dismiss  people’s  ethnicity  or  culture.  It  can  be  u sed  instead  to  interrogate the processes of celebration or dismissal of these constructs and the  material effects they create for individuals and groups. It does not reify culture as a  thing unto itself, independent of other spheres in life, but “concerns  itself with the  entire  range  of  practices  that  involve  dynamics  of  intercultural  relationships  in  people’s actual lives” (Rizvi, 1998, p.81).  Celebratory focus on culture is met with  suspicion  as  it  stifles  the  exploration  of  historical,  economic,  politic al  and  social  factors and the ways these factors influence the asse rtion of ethnicity (Rizvi, 1986;   May, 1994, 1999) and other forms of group affiliation.     Critical  multiculturalism  can  be  used  to  analyse  the  ways  in  which  social  divisions of ethnicity, ra ce, gender and class and their intersections not only give rise  to  inequalities  but  might  also  offer  coalition - building  opportunities  across  these  divides. None of these social divisions is privileged in the analysis as the primary                                                     11     While they could not be precisely described as critical  multiculturalists, these authors critique  forms of multiculturalism in terms close to the understanding of this study hence they are used as a  reference point in development of Australian critical multiculturalism.   Experiences of Schooling     38     category of disadvantage . As this study focuses on ethnicity and the way it impacts  upon the schooling of SFYB, intersections of class, gender, race and other forms of  cultural  dynamics  or  difference  are  unavoidable  but  are  not  explored  in  greater  detail.    Critical  multiculturali st  perspective  accepts  tension  and  conflict  in  social  relations  in  attempts  to  interrogate  the  power  of  the  dominant,  ‘non - ethnic’,  and  seemingly ahistorical, acultural, benevolent, white middle class discourse of social  harmony,  tolerance  and  equality  of  opportunity  (Kincheloe  &  Steinberg,  1997).  Critical multiculturalists seek to illuminate how the choices of members of minority  groups may have been shaped by ‘life chances’ this dominant discourse and sets of  practices render to them. Here I refer to ‘lif e chances’ as the abilities of individual  members of non - dominant economic, political and social groups to effectively use  and potentially challenge the structures and standards, set and seen as ‘common  sense’,  ‘natural’  or  ‘fair’  by  the  dominant  majority.   The  ultimate  aim  of  critical  multiculturalism is social empowerment and improvement of people’s ‘life chances’  instead of solidifying their position by cultural maintenance and focusing on their ‘life  choices’  and  ‘life  styles’  (Jayasuriya,  1992;   Kalantzis   et  al. ,  1989;   Rizvi,  1998) .  Critical multiculturalists are suspicious of any universalising harmony and recognise  that neither the process nor the outcomes of their interrogations may be palatable   and/or  acceptable  to  all  social  actors  involved.  Such  recognition  positions  critical  multiculturalists  as  self - critical  and  aware  of  their  own  social  positioning  and  construction.     Critical multiculturalists conceive an important possibility of coalition  building  between members of different groups to overcome, or at least alleviate the effects  of,  various  structural  inequalities.  Membership  in  these  coalitions  can  be  both  dynamic and temporary to reflect and react to the changes in the reasons for their  existence. Such coalitions are not necessarily static nor are they a result of some  essential  or  pure  conceptions  of  culture  or  identity.  Critical  multiculturalists  are Experiences of Schooling     39     generally  careful  not  to  see  the  coalitions  along  a  single  social  marker  such  as  ethnic ity in absence of others. Kincheloe and Steinberg (1997) put this point across  succinctly when warning against extending the notion of ‘white privilege’ to all white  students:   It is difficult to convince a working class white student of the ubiquity of whi te  privilege  when  he  or  she  is  going  to  school,  accumulating  school  debts,  working  at  McDonald’s  for  minimum  wage  and  unable  to  get  married  because of financial stress and holds little hope of upward socio - economic  mobility. (p. 214)   Awareness  of  multiple  inequalities  acting  across  the  often  essentialised  social  divides  has  important  implications  for  this  particular  study.  I  have  already  acknowledged that the study focuses on ethnicity and does not raise the questions  of gender, race or class. However, it i s important to state that I do not position AS  (Anglo - Australian  students)  as  a  universally  privileged  group  in  this  study  since  many of them may experience similar structural inequalities (for example, misogyny  or poverty) as do some of the SFYB. By exami ning one form of inequality in relation  to  others,  critical  multiculturalism  has  the  potential  to  cross  socially  constructed  borders  of  ethnicity,  race  etc.  This  view  leaves  open  a  hope  that  some  SFYB,  unequal in the positioning of ethnicity to AS, may wel l form a coalition with some of  the  AS  students  in  addressing  forms  of  inequality  that  may  be  (temporarily)  experienced  by  both  and  thus  alleviate  commonly  felt  experiences  and  disadvantages.    The highlighting of multiplicity and dynamism of inequalities b rings us closer  to a fundamental premise of critical multiculturalism and theory of hybridity examined  later  in  the  chapter  –   rejection  of  binaries.  Critical  multiculturalists  challenge  the   dichotomies  of  ‘us’  and  ‘them’,  the  ‘included’  and  ‘excluded’,  th e  ‘otherness’  and  ‘sameness’,  the  ‘oppressor’  and  ‘oppressed’  (Peters,  1995 ;   Kanpol  &  McLaren,  1995 ;  Kincheloe & Steinberg, 1997). These dichotomies are grounded in essentialist Experiences of Schooling     40     notions of fixed identities, which members of a particular race, gender, class , ethnic  background or other social groups are deemed to possess and share. Conservative  tacit  declaration  of  one  group’s  superiority  over  another,  liberal  celebration  of  ‘primordial’ sameness of human species, and pluralist celebration of cultural diversi ty  are all based on the premise of fixed identities of groups and individuals within them.  Critical multiculturalists seek to unfreeze these fixed identities (Kanpol & McLaren,  1995)  and  refuse  to  engage  in  more  conservative  forms  of  identity  politics.   Dif ferences among groups or individuals are not seen as oppositions but rather as  specific  variations  produced  by  the  boundaries  of  identity.   From  critical  multiculturalist  perspectives  people’s  identities  are  seen  as  dynamic,  fragmented,  non - unitary,  context ually  contingent  entities,  “ f ormed  on  a  terrain  of  conflict  and  political struggle and a process of both emancipation and oppression” (Kincheloe &  Steinberg, 1997, p.92). Formation of identity is a never - ending, continuous process  in  a  discourse,  constitut ed  by  the  nexus  of  power  and  knowledge.  Critical  multiculturalists are generally interested in the ways in which individuals assign their  own  identity  and  how  discursive  practices  simultaneously  ‘fix’  individuals  into  identities. Such practices may lead to  inequality and social injustice which critical  multiculturalism tries to highlight and empower 12  people to overcome .   As the language and concepts of postmodernism enter this development of  critical multiculturalism it is important to take a look at these t heoretical paradigms,  which have continued to inform a number critical multiculturalists as well as theorists  and activists from a range of other emancipatory theories and projects over the last  three decades.                                                                 12     Here I borrow the understanding of t he term ‘empowerment’ from Lather (1990), who sees it  “not as individual self assertion and upward mobility but something done as a process of analysing and  seeing oppression by oneself, not ‘to’ or ‘for’ someone else.” (p.4)  Experiences of Schooling     41     The  P ostmodern ist  C onnection   The term  ‘postmodern’ has been one of the mostly widely (ab)used and less  understood  terms  in  academic  circles  and  broader  society  over  the  past  three  decades. The ‘postmodern’ is difficult to define due to its indeterminacy of meaning  as well as crediting (or blam ing) a number of authors as ‘postmodernists’ 13  despite  great  differences  in  their  interests  and  works.  Despite  the  confusion  over  the  definition(s), several common elements of postmodernity can be identified. I do so  with a caveat that this is not intended  to be an exhaustive account of postmodern  theory but an attempt to clarify some of the main ideas from the body of knowledge  that could be and has been interpreted as postmodern theory. I do not wish to argue  in favour of a particular postmodernism but onl y to illuminate  the  potentials for and  shortcomings of the work of critical multiculturalists. An overview of postmodernist  thought is also timely in setting the scene for exploration of theory of hybridity, which  draws heavily on the insights of the ‘post ’.   ‘Postmodern’ is a social condition of contemporary Western civilisation which  has  emerged  from  global  structural  economic  changes  of  (late)  capitalism  and  changes in the ways culture is produced, circulated, read and consumed (Kin cheloe  & Steinberg, 199 7, p. 38;  Aronowitz & Giroux, 1991, p.64). The fundamental premise  contained  in  various  definitions  and  descriptions  (Kincheloe  &  Steinberg,  1997 ;   Shapiro, 1995 ; Giroux, 1995;   McLaren, 1995;  Kanpol, 1995 ;  Aronowitz & Giroux,  1991)  of  the  postmodern  conditi on  could  be  what  Lyotard  (19 84 )  called  ‘the  incredulity  towards  meta - narratives’ 14 .  Meta - narratives  are  those  overarching  perspectives  that  seek  to  provide  members  of  a  society  with  the  definite  understanding  of  what  ‘reality  is’  and  how  it  operates.  From  a   postmodern                                                     13     For example, although consi dered by many as one of the most influential postmodernist  thinkers, M. Foucault stated that he did ‘not understand what either the term modernity or  postmodernity meant’ (Peters, 1995, p. 24) although he comments on these.    14     This does not mean that all  definitions of postmodernism are the same. For example,  Jameson (in Aronowitz & Giroux, 1991) challenges the nihilism of such definition of postmodernism and  instead proposes that postmodernism is a ‘cultural logic’ of the third stage in late capitalism an d as  such an epochal shift. Foucault sees postmodernism as a ‘limit attitude’ and writes of meta - narratives  as discourses (Peters, 1995, p. 6).  Experiences of Schooling     42     perspective, there is no one universal reality or truth but multiple ones, constructed  in and through discourses 15  people operate in.    Discourses determine what can be said and thought and with what authority.  In order to be heard, the speaker m ust operate within the assumptions of a particular  discourse  in  order  to  be  heard  as  meaningful.  Discourses  actively  police  and  discipline meaning which arises from power relations. They are socially constructed  and  as  such  cannot  be  politically  innocent.  Internally,  they  are  constituted  by  inclusions  and  exclusions of what  can and  cannot be said or thought. Externally they  stand against other discourses, other possibilities of meaning, claims and positions.  They are both instruments and effects of power as  they produce their own ‘truth  effects’  rather  than  universal,  ‘objective’  truth  (Ball,  1990 ;   Shapiro,  1995).  Educational  sites  such  as  Lake  College  are  strong  generators  of  modernist  discourse particularly through their objectification of knowledge by cla ssification and  division. They propagate, disseminate and control access of individuals to various  kinds of discourses (Ball, 1990, p.3).    Postmodern thought is a “critical attitude” (Giroux, 1995, xxiv), a mode of  thinking in relation to modernist notions  of reason, rationality and human agency  based in the ideas and ideals of the Enlightenment rather than their termination or  separation from them. It challenges the  “ Eurocentric, Enlightenment meta - narrative  of  historical  progress  and  the  promise  that  thro ugh  knowledge  humanity  will  be  emancipated  from  debilitating  ignorance ”   (Shapiro,  1995,  p.  193).  It  rejects  the  notion  that  the  historically  unilinear,  scientific  pursuit  of  objective  knowledge,  certainty and immutable laws presumably untainted by social a nd historical forces,                                                     15     The post - structuralist notion of discourse(s) has strongly influenced development of post - modernism. Definiti ons of post - modernism and post - structuralism remain highly tenuous as labels  identifying particular, separate theories. While they have different histories and trajectories they are  sometimes used interchangeably as they share a range of theoretical positi ons. Both theories espouse  indeterminacy and contingency of claims of truth and reality. Postmodernist concern with disintegration  of modernist, universal systems of order in culture and polity and poststructuralist concern with  language as a form of signi fication of any realities in many ways complement each other. For greater  economy of words in this work, I do not necessarily split the two theories as I name one of them or use  the word ‘post’ to signal their presence.      Experiences of Schooling     43     will emancipate a rational and autonomous subject towards truth and freedom. In its  challenge to traditional disciplines, postmodernism questions the ‘sacred’ canons of  knowledge, views fixed boundaries of knowledge with scepticism, d enies rigid duality  between high and low culture, truth and error, science and ideology, and in many  other ways  rejects  the claims of truth and reality based on epistemological certainty.  Reality or rather ‘representations of reality’, are socially constru cted and contingent  on  language,  metaphor  and  context ,  imbued  with  renditions   of  power,   instead  of  being ‘out there’, independent of people and waiting to be discovered.      Possibilities  and  T ensions  B etween  P ostmodernism  and  C ritical  M ulticulturalism   What  are  then  the  possibilities  of  postmodern  thought  for  critical  multiculturalism?  The  most  useful  feature  of  postmodern  theory  for  critical  multiculturalists is its “healthy suspiciousness of all boundary - fixing and the hidden  ways in which we subordinate, e xclude and marginalise” (Aronowitz & Giroux, 1991,  p.115) . This  offers  “ an opportunity to open up boundaries of discourses and begin  new  investigations ”   (Peters,  1995,  xiv).  It  makes  visible  the  ways  in  which  domination is prefigured and redrawn and points  to shifting configurations of power.  Critical multiculturalists enlist postmodern theory to  “ illuminate the ways privileged,  totalising meta - narratives of modernity operate before pointing out how these can be  challenged ”   (Aronowitz  &  Giroux,  1991  p.  120) .  Postmodernism  challenges  any  homogenising  views  of  history  and  gives  way  to  consideration  of  local  and  suppressed  histories.  Similarly,  postmodernism  views  all  culture  as  “ socially  constructed  and  not  subject  to  abstract  notions  of  equality,  thus  all  cul tures  are  equally  worthy  of  investigation ”   (Aronowitz  &  Giroux,  1991,  p.115).  Critical  multiculturalists use these views of history and culture to give voice to marginalised  groups  and  individuals  in  their  quest  for  a  more  egalitarian  society  and  not  one  f orced through the limitations of a traditional Enlightenment project.   Experiences of Schooling     44     The postmodern view of identity is particularly relevant in the context of this  critical multiculturalist project. Modernist views, which permeate much of the current  educational discou rse in W estern Australian  secondary schools where the research  takes place, see individual’s identity as fixed and unified (for example, ‘member of a  Yugoslav gang’ or ‘good student’). This is a derivative of the notion of a rational, self - determining,  con scious  individual,  a  ‘subjective  self’  capable  of  ‘free’  action  and  decision - making . According to this notion of ‘subjective self’, each student can then  be  classified,  organised  and  ‘normalised’  according  to  their  characteristics  and  (in)actions.  From  a  p ostmodern  position,  “ identity  becomes  a  pluralised  and  fluid  narrative  space ”  (Giroux  in  Peters,  1995,  i).  As  SFYB, much  like  other  students,  spend their time in school, their identities do not remain the same as they actively  shape and are simultaneously  shaped by discourses in which they operate.    Critical multiculturalism and  a number of other  emancipatory theories which  in some way use and subscribe to the possibilities of postmodernism are expectedly  aware of the limitations of their own frameworks. Th e most common shortcoming of  postmodernism is that despite its strength as a meta - theory, it remains  “ anaemic ”   (Nicholson, 1995 p.81)  as a form of social critique and a basis for action. While it  provides valuable insights into the ways power is produced a nd circulated through  cultural practices, postmodernism can be highly relativistic and non - committal, thus  “ undercutting its own political possibility ”  (Aronowitz & Giroux, 1991, p.121).    Political possibility is necessarily connected with notions of agenc y and it is  here  that  postmodernism  is  in  tension  with  critical  multiculturalism, feminism  and  many  other  emancipatory  theories.    Postructuralist  theory,  which  much  of  the  postmodernism is indebted to, sees a person, a subject, as a heap of fragments,  cons tructed by language and bereft of any self - consciousness.  As such, the subject  “ bears  neither  the  possibility  nor  responsibility  for  agency ”   (Aronowitz  &  Giroux,  1991, p. 78). A number of feminist theorists brand  as a flaw of postmodernism its  lack  of  att ention to  ways in which  subjectivity can be linked to the notion of agency Experiences of Schooling     45     where  self - reflective,  capable  political  selves  become  possible  (Lather,  1990,  Aronowitz  &  Giroux,  1991).  The  notion  of  agency  is  inherent  in  critical  multiculturalism as it seeks t o overcome injustice through actions of empowered,  self - aware  subjects.  In  contrast,  individual  agency  is  questioned  by  postmodern  theory as a contentious fiction rather than a ‘real’ possibility. While acknowledging  that realities may in fact be fictions,  produced by discursive practices of power and  knowledge (who speaks and what counts as valid), critical multiculturalists name and  stand  for  ‘fictions’  which  ‘matter  more’  than  a  relativistic,  playful  pastiche  of  comparable truths (Shapiro, 1995 ;  Kanpol &  McLaren, 1995 ;  Aronowitz & Giroux,  1991).    In line with the postmodern analysis, critical multiculturalists accept ethnicity  and culture as dynamic constructs of historical social, political and economic forces.  However, they do not stop at mere assertion s of difference but interrogate what do  certain assertions and celebrations of ethnicity and culture provide and for whom.  Even  though  critical  multiculturalism  and many  other  emancipatory  theories  have  “ largely  problematised  the  notion  of  an  autonomous,  s elf - fashioned,  free - willing  individual by the view of a subject constructed through relationships to social power ”   (McLaren, 1995, p. 94), they similarly claim that the hope of people as agents of  change must remain a possibility.    The tension regarding th e possibility of individual agency can be translated to  the possibility of unity and solidarity between subjects. The postmodernist position  holds that unity of experience is not ‘real’ ,   thus  people  can never experience totality  of experiences in the same  way. Postmodernism denies the usefulness of categories  such as ethnicity, race and others on the grounds that they are always dependent on  the discourses in which they are deployed.    Such fragmentation and contingency grinds not only against the recognitio n  of these subject - unifying categories by authors in critical multiculturalism and other  emancipatory  theories ,   but  also  against  their  commitment  to  overcome  the Experiences of Schooling     46     inequalities  that  categories  of  social  division  may  produce.  Normative  questions  such as ‘what  ought to be’ and/or ‘what is to be done’ as well as the question ‘what  difference  to  the  world  does  our  theory  try  to  make?’  (Lather,  1990,  p.  154)  go  largely unaddressed in postmodern discourse. As a result, the task for workers in  critical  multicultural ism  then  becomes  one  of  “ how  to  write  political  back  into  postmodernism ”  (Peters, 1995, xiii, xiv). Feminist writers such as Lather (1990) and  Ellsworth  (1989)  address  this  conundrum  between  contingency  and  commitment  through their work in the field of ‘re sistance postmodernism’. While it is beyond the  scope of this study to further explore these tensions I do wish to take the position of  Kanpol  (in  Peters,  1995,  p.153)  who  accepts  the  postmodernist  position  of  contingency but contends there still can be se ts of experiences that bind and commit  social  agents  together  despite  their  differences  of  race,  gender,  identity  or  other  forms of social division.      I now turn to the concept of hybridity, which steers this critical multiculturalist  study  in  a  particular   theoretical  direction.  Having  outlined  the  main  premises  of  critical multiculturalism and postmodernism, I will attempt to connect the notion of  hybridity back to the two throughout the theoretical elaboration of the term. By doing  so I hope to show how t he particular notion of hybridity ‘fits’ into the larger critical  multiculturalist framework and how it could be useful in this particular project. At the  end,  I  summarise  the  development  in  the  three  major  section s   of  the chapter to  present my theoretical  position from which I will analyse  my  data.        In  this project , I draw on the works of writers from the field of cultural studies.  Writers such as  Homi  Bhabha  and   Stuart  Hall, generally considered postmodernist,  have not been commonly connected with the  work of critical multiculturalists. As I  point  out  later  in  the  text,  critical  multiculturalists  have  often  critiqued,  even  dismissed  postmodernist  cultural  studies,  including  theories  of  hybridity,  for  their  ‘intellectual gaze’ and a lack of relevance in  addressing issues of material inequality  and social injustice. However, theories of hybridity posited by Bhabha, Hall, Gilroy Experiences of Schooling     47     and other writers whose work I draw on, share some very important common ground  with the work and concerns of critical multicultur alists. Most importantly, they share a  particular  view  of  culture  as  a  dynamic,  fluid  social  construct.  The  construct  is  created, maintained and directed into particular ideological directions by and through  the  nexus  of  power  and  knowledge.  Any  culture  as signs  people  into  roles  and  identities, but at the same time, people assign their own. In the words of Hall (1996 a )  identity is a:   …point of suture, between, on the one hand the discourses and practices  which attempt to ‘interpellate’, speak to us all or h ail us into place as the  social subjects of particular discourses, and on the other hand, the processes  which produce subjectivities, which construct us as the subject which can be  ‘spoken’.   (p. 5 - 6)    This view, shared by  a range of  cultural theorists and  critical multiculturalists, can  than  be  applied  to  examination  of  various  identities  which  influence  and  are  influenced  by  structural  arrangements.  Structural  arrangements,  as  critical  multiculturalists point out, often give rise to inequitable material p ositions which need  to be examined and challenged to achieve greater equality and social justice. It is  from this position I begin to detail the theory of hybridity.     Hybridity   H istory of the term  ‘hybridity’   In its Latin origin, the term ‘hybrid’ means a  mixture of two or more pure  elements.  Since  mixing  of  elements  has  always  been  an  ubiquitous  feature  of  natural and social worlds, the term hybridity has been used to describe a vast range  of  phenomena  from  genetics  of  agriculture  to  analysis  o f  consumer  b ehaviour  ( Pieterse, 2001). For centuries, people have engaged and mixed  with individuals  and  groups  from  different  cultural,  political,  religious  or  other  backgrounds.  Colonisation, globalisation, information revolution and other vehicles of interaction Experiences of Schooling     48     ha ve increased flows of people across the world and accelerated the rate of mixing  of people and ideas from different parts of the world. In other words, hybridity is not  only nothing new but is becoming increasingly prevalent  and socially significant .    The  concept of hybridity in the social sciences has moved from its pernicious  use  in  racist  discourses  to  a  more  nuanced  understanding  of  social  fluidity.  The  discourse  of  hybridity  “ emerged  in  the  18th  century  as  a  result  of  increased  interracial contact resu lting from colonisation and conquest ”  (Kraidy, 2002, p.319).  The discourse was used to warn of 'dangers of miscegenation' and 'amalgamation'  of races while positioning a clear racial superiority of White Europeans. Concepts of  purity and exclusivity positi oned hybrids as a  “ threat to the fullness of selfhood and  invariably  invoked  the  negative  boundary  positions  of  ‘us’  and  ‘them’ ”   (Papastergiadis, 1997 , p.257 ).    Hybridity  took  on  a  new  meaning  with  the  development  of  decolonisation  movements in the 19th ce ntury and gathered momentum in the decades following  World War II. From  mestizaje 16  ideology of mediation of Spanish colonial ideology  and  indigenous  asserti ons  of   nationhood  through  the  attempts  of  postcolonial   cultures of Africa, Latin America, Asia and t he diaspora in the West, the notion of  hybridity was used to invigorate a cultural renewal of what Gilroy (1993) called the  'mongrel cultural forms' (Kraidy, 2002, p. 319).    The understanding of hybridity in this study draws principally on the work of  Homi   Bhabha  in  the  mid - 1990s.  Bhabha  disentangled  hybridity  from  its  racial  connotations to the field of  postcolonial  and cultural studies (Kraidy, 2002). His work  on hybridity is influenced by the post - structuralist rejection of categories of social  distincti on as easily classifiable singularities within a unitary understanding of truth,  reality and progress. Post - structuralism opened the possibility for understanding of  constant construction and re - construction of multiple subjectivities within discourses                                                     16     Kraidy (2002) points out that  m estizaje  was actually a deeply racialised concept.    Experiences of Schooling     49     and   the  ways  these  subjectivities  are  mediated  by  the  interplay  of  power  and  knowledge. Bhabha's theorisation of hybridity as a subversive and transformative  social  and  political  force  deployed  by  minorities  to  reappropriate  dominant  discourses has spilled fr om the context of  postcolonial  studies to a number of other  fields of enquiry concerned with social justice. I expand on the features of Bhabha’s  theory I use in this work and the critique of the theory later in this section.        As a 'floating signifier' , hybridity has become a “master trope across many  spheres of cultural research, theory and criticism” (Kraidy, 2002, p. 316). Hybridity  has been used in cultural theories of globalisation as a by - product of transcultural  dynamics  between  tradition  and  mod ernity  and/or  the  local  and  the  global  (Appadurai,  1996 ;   Pietersee,  2002),  semiotics of  culture (Bakhtin  and Lotman ,   in  Papastergiadis,  1997),  postcolonial   studies  (Bhabha,  1994;   Hall,  1992 ,  1996 ;   Spivak, 1993 ;  Gilroy, 1993), feminism (Spivak, 1987, 1993),  performance studies  (Werbner & Moodod, 1997) and a range of other fields of academic literature. This is  certainly not an exhaustive list of uses of hybridity in cultural and other academic  research literature and any more detailed analysis of uses in var ious fields would  have to be done elsewhere. However, even a brief review of the use of the term  signals that hybridity is a widely used term. This suggests danger for ambiguity of its  interpretation and with it appropriation for different and often very d ivergent political  uses.      Theories of hybridity  –  an overview   There  is  no  clear  or  singular  'theory  of  hybridity'  one  can  draw  on.  The  proliferation  of  uses  of  hybridity  across  various  fields  of  study  referred  to  earlier  makes it necessary to lay a theore tical groundwork for a particular understanding of  hybridity in this study. To formulate my theoretical view of hybridity I draw mainly on  the work of Homi Bhabha and Stuart Hall, and authors who have used Bhabha’s and  Hall’s development of the notion of h ybridity in their work. Throughout the section I Experiences of Schooling     50     connect the theoretical understanding of hybridity with its potential use in the larger  framework of critical multiculturalism in which this study is situated .     Importantly, the term hybridity is used in thi s project to encompass both an  experience  and,  at  times,  a  deliberate  performance  of  hybridity.  Unless  specified  otherwise, I use the term to describe both dimensions of hybridity. The distinction  between the two is not always clear due to the shifting deg rees of intensity and  influence  on  each  other.  Hybridity  is  a  process,  an  experience,  emerging  out  of  particular  structural  arrangements.  People  may  have  little  or  no  say  in  these  arrangements or changes to them. In the context of this study, SFYB experien ce  different  dominant  cultural,  social,  linguistic  and  other  types  of  norms  and  often  unreflectively incorporate them into their daily experiences. Government policy on  provision  of  ESL  classes  or  family  decision  to  move  to  Australia  are  only  two  examples  of such arrangements, where SFYB simply ‘play along’ and in the process  become more ‘Australian’. This is hybridity as a process, a dynamic experience of  always becoming something/someone else.    However, this process of becoming can be accelerated, delayed , directed to  a new trajectory or otherwise manipulated by SFYB through deliberate enactment or  performance of hybridity. They enact different identities and their extent at different  times and for different purposes. Positioning as more or less ‘Australia n’, ‘Yugoslav’,  both  or  neither  but  something  else  can  often  be  a  matter  of  SFYB’s  deliberate  strategy to achieve their goals. This suggests a degree of agency as a necessary  ingredient  in  the  hope  for  greater  social  equity  and  justice  -   a  goal  of  critical   multiculturalism.   Described  broadly,  contemporary  theories  of  hybridi ty  oppose  essentialist,  primordi al ideas and theories of group identity based on conceptions of distinctive  cultural, political, geographical or other marked sources of origin. In the co ntext of  this study, hybridity offers the possibility that SFYB can operate in both pre - migration  (FY) and post - migration (Australian) cultures simultaneously. They could hold a dual Experiences of Schooling     51     attachment to both and with it dual, hyphenated identification. They can  also identify  as members of neither of the two cultures 17  but occupy a 'third space' with elements  of both. Hybridity allows them to be constructed as neither fully 'Yugoslav' nor fully  'Australian',  and  to  identify  themselves  as  " neither  the  One...nor  the  Other...but  something else besides " (Bhabha, 1994, p.41, author’s emphasis).    The potential of hybridity for social change lies in “the agency of finding a  voice in a dialectic that does not seek cultural supremacy or sovereignty" (Bhabha,  1996 , p. 58 ). To  Bhabha, hybrid space provides room for the voices of marginalised  elements of culture to speak and disrupt the dominant narrative. This partial culture  gives form to the narrative of the minority  -  the outside of th e inside; the part in the  whole . Hybridi ty can be a site of ambivalence and resistance to the production of  cultural differentiations by the authority of the dominant discourse (Williams, 2003)  and to the asymmetry of power relations within it.    Despite its potential for achieving greater social  justice called for by critical  multiculturalism,  hybridity  is  not  a  panacea. Its  potential for  being  uncomfortable,  confronting and counter - productive to the marginal should be recognised. Hybridity  does  not  necessarily  produce  a  happy  pluralistic  society   or  an  easy  reversal  of  binaries but could breed conflict or silences in which the members of minorities could  end  up  losing  rather  than  gaining  their  voice.  In  the  process  of  hybridity  as  a  response to the dominant culture, differences of class, gender, r ace, ethnicity etc  among  people  collectively  lumped  together  as  ‘marginalised’  do  not  necessarily  disappear 18 . Instead, these differences may be exacerbated and  may  lead not only  to conflict but also to fragmentation of a collective voice. The voice of the  marginal,                                                     17     An important criticism of Bhabha's theory of hybridity as actually being essentialist itself is that  in order to argue the possibilities of the liminal, in - between space, the theory must 'essentialise ' two or  more cultures as fixed points. While I certainly do not see Yugoslav or Australian culture as fixed points,  I use such constructions to facilitate an understanding of hybridity as a theory and its application in my  project . I ndeterminacy of defini tion would serve a possibly endless discussion on/of indeterminacy  and  with it (inadequately) touch on a vast body of inquiry dealing with these problematics beyond the scope  and purpose of this work.       18     Williams (2003) gives an example of such conflict  in description of hostility between men from  Middle East and women from Southern Africa in her class about the proper gender roles each should  be playing in society and at home. Spivak (1993)   is particularly vocal in her critique of unproblematic,  cultura listic uses of hybridity which fail to account for differences of class, race, gender and ethnicity.   Experiences of Schooling     52     the hybrid, could become appropriated and normalised by the dominant discourse  with loss of its potency for transformation (Chan, 2004). Hybridity as a process of  distortion of identities could also be very threatening and could  “ lead to withdraw al  and aporia as much as it could produce better understanding and empathy between  social actors ”  (Williams, 2003, p. 604).     I  pursue  my understanding s  of hybridity by looking at three important fields of  negotiation that constitute it  –  identity, diversi ty/difference, and power. These fields  could not be arranged taxonomically as they constantly overlap and influence each  other. As a result, my explanation of each of these three fields necessarily includes  elements of the other two.        Identity     Construc tion and negotiation of one's identity is one of the central themes of  the theory of hybridity. Drawing on ideas of the ‘post’ theory, Hall (1996a, 1996b)  and Bhabha (1994) describe identity not as an essence fixed in the past but as set of  strategic  posit ionings  within  the  discourses  of  power,  history  and  culture.  Such  positionings are performative, 'best suited' rather than somehow 'true'. People don't  hold one but multiple identities as dynamic “points of temporary attachment” (Hall,  1996a, p.6) to other  people or ideas. Aware of the impossibility not only of a fixed,  essentialised identity but also of the problem of using the term ‘identity’ itself to fix a  meaning of an irreducible notion, I use the concept of identity in the way described  by Hall:     Id entity is an irreducible concept, constantly 'under erasure' since a notion of  identity  as  an  integral,  unified  and  originary  identity  is  untenable  but  continues to be used in its deconstructed forms due to an absence of an  alternative. In short, identity  is "an idea which cannot be thought in the old  way  but  without  which  certain  questions  cannot  be  thought  at  all"  (Hall,  1996a, p.2).  Experiences of Schooling     53     Hall (1996a) translates the view of identity from the individual to the stage of  cultural, group identity. While people may  share a code of solidarity and imagined  homogeneity through a mutual history or lived cultural 19  practices with a group of   people,  there  is  no  'core'  that  would  stabilise,  fix  or  guarantee  our  unchanging  'oneness"  or  cultural  belongingness.  Within  imagined   homogeneities  there  are  individual points of difference, produced and changed by positioning of the 'self' in  various discourses people operate in. These positionings are mediated by factors  such as language, cultural practices and power. The important im plication of this  view  is  that  hybridity  does  not  try  to  homogenise  but  asks  the  question  of  how  people come to be both as individuals and groups and that both are in constant flux.   The constant work of multiple and changing identities is performed on two  levels of relation to other people. Identification requires recognition of some common  origin or shared characteristics with another person, group or ideal. Difference to  other  people  then  consolidates  the  process  of  identification  (Hall,  1996a).  The  const ant play of socially constructed and arbitrary rather than fixed, transcendental  recognitions  and  differences,  positions  people  in  and  out  of  multiple  and  often  contradictory identities. By fixing the boundaries between the insiders and outsiders,  differen ce reproduces power relations between them through the capacity to ex clude  or leave out. (Hall, 1996;  Bhabha, 1994, 1996).     In order to disrupt the power of discursive boundary fixing, hybrid identities  are dynamic, flexible constructs where multiple iden tities are not only allowed but  expected  (Petrunic,  2005).  In  this  study,  hybrid  identity  is  not  imagined  as  an  exclusive  and  fixed  combination,  accumulation,  fusion  or  synthesis  of  various  components but rather as "an energy field of different forces" (Pa pastergiadis, 1997,                                                     19     This is an important point in understanding the term 'culture' and 'cultural identity' as used in  this work. Much like the notion of identity, culture  is a strategic positioning, always 'under erasure',  dependent on representation and never bounded and complete in a transcendental finality or essence.  ‘Identity’ and ‘culture’ alike need what Hall terms “a natural closure of solidarity and allegiance to  s ustain [their] existence” (Hall, 1996a, p. 2). They both also remain ultimately conditional and  contingent.      Experiences of Schooling     54     p. 258). It is a process  in  constant (re)formation rather than a bounded, finished  product  of   a  process.  This  process  “ unsettles,  recombines,  hybridises,  cuts  and  mixes  -  challenges the essentialised, stable constructions of identity an d ethnicity ”   (Hall, 1996b, p. 447). The heterogeneity and instability of hybrid identity makes it  more able to slip beyond and/or work against the attempts of the dominant discourse  to define it and control it (Bhabha, 1994, 1 996;  Williams, 2003 ;  Hall, 199 6a, 1996b ;   Luke,  1995).  The  presence  of  the  Other  in  the  dominant  culture  as  " somewhere  between the too visible and not visible enough " (Bhabha, 1994, p.  41 ) is exactly the  “ site  of  ambivalence  and  resistance  to  the  attempts  of  the  dominant  culture's  inscr iption and control ”  (Williams, 2003, p. 603).    Views  of  identity  used  in  hybridity  theory  align  with  the  project  of  critical  multiculturalism,  particularly  in  its  rejection  of  essentialist  identities  in  favour  of  multiple identities constituted by and thro ugh race, ethnicity, class, gender and other  categories of social division. It is important though that the examination of cultural or  any other form of identity (ethnic, language ,  etc) is not divorced from examination of  power and knowledge that gives ris e to assertions and/or erasures of identity. This is  a  charge  often  directed  at  the  more  benign,  positivist  views  of  cultural  hybridity  (Friedman,  1997 ;   May,  1999 ;  Chan,  2004;   Kraidy,  2002 ;   Spivak,  1987 ,  1993).  However ,  a charge of ignoring the interplay o f fluid and asymmetric power relations  can hardly be made against the theory of hybridity developed by Bhabha and Hall.          Diversity and difference   As a theory trying to explain the experiences of people operating between  different cultures, hybridity d oes not conflate diversity and difference. Earlier in this  chapter  I  have  outlined  the  conservative,  liberal  and  pluralist  notions  of  multiculturalism and their shared view of culture and identities as generally static and  unitary. While the conservative p erspective of multiculturalism makes no attempts to  allow for difference in its unequivocal pursuit of assimilation, difference is central to Experiences of Schooling     55     liberal  and  pluralist  multiculturalism.  Liberal  multiculturalism  ignores  difference  (social, political, economic o r any other) in favour of transcendental ideals of equality  of all humanity. Pluralist multiculturalism views difference as a thing to be celebrated  and  allowed  to  flourish  and  facilitate  greater  understanding  among  people  from  different  cultures.  These  tw o  views  of  multiculturalism  conflate  difference  with  diversity  but  they  do  see  culture  as  changing,  although  from  a  relatively  fixed  position.    Diversity is a central concept of the liberal and pluralist multiculturalism. The  concept “simply draws on the b oundaries of culture and assumes that different forms  of culture can easily, and therefore should  co - exist" (Kuo, 2003, p.229). This upholds  the  fantasy  not  only  of  bounded  cultures  but  of  their  equal  representation  and  recognition. Cultural diversity, adv anced particularly by the pluralist multiculturalism,  becomes  a  process  of  assignment  and  celebration  of  pre - given  contents  and  customs t o minority groups (Bhabha, 1994;  Kuo, 2003).    While the liberalist perspective of multiculturalism may differ from the  pluralist  perspective of multiculturalism in its use of diversity, the outcome remains the same.  By dismissing instead of celebrating diversity, liberalist multiculturalism covers up an  invisible, presumably ‘neutral’ cultural norm by which other cultures  are judged  while  providing  a set of categories and choices for the minorities to occupy and make.    In  other  words,  the  t wo   multiculturalisms  mentioned  above  require  a  framework  of  bordered  cultures.  These  cultures  disguise  the  way  in  which  their  boundaries   are  set  through   manipulation,  inclusion  and  exclusion  according  to  a  specific, normative set of values. They also downplay the intervention of privilege  and exclusion in sustaining cultural diversity in order to contain cultural difference.   A  stress  on  cu ltural  diversity  makes  difference  more  difficult  to  recognise  and  acknowledge. Construction of people as members of 'ethnic communities'  “ papers  over differences between them and ignores their position as bearers of particular Experiences of Schooling     56     histories and positions them  instead as bearers of something called 'ethnic culture'  “   (Langer  in Diaz, 2005, p.8).    How then is difference different from diversity? What is meant by difference  in  the  context  of  hybridity?  Hybridity  comes  into  practice  at  the  moment  of  articulation of  social and cultural practice both from the old forms of tradition and  new historical trajectories. Bhabha (1994) holds that:       Terms  of  cultural  engagement,  whether  antagonistic  or  affiliative,  are  produced performatively. The representation of differen ce is not to be read  hastily as a reflection of pre - given ethnic or cultural traits set in the fixed  tablet  of  tradition.  The  social  articulation  of  difference,  from  the  minority  perspective,  is  a  complex,  on - going  negotiation  that  seeks  to  authorise  cultu ral hybridities that emerge in the moment of historical transformation.  (p.3)     Processes of differentiation signify authority. When a cultural authority tries to  assert itself through the process of differentiation, the minority may subvert the fixed  posi tion  the  authority  tries  to  act  from.  The  ‘subaltern’,  the  minority,  appropriate  some of the cultural signs of the authority and fuse them with those from their or  another culture. The strategy of survival is inscription and articulation of culture's  hybri dity  and  differences  that  constitute  it  and  not  the  exoticism  of  multicultural  diversity  of  cultures.  This  strategy  challenges  the  divisions  of  the  past  and  the  present, tradition and modernity, pre - migration and post - migration not by negation  and exclusio n but by negotiation in the interstitial 'Third space' between and beyond  them.  At the same time, hybridity as a process of relating to otherness and a force  for  mobilisation  of  cultural  difference  can  become  potentially  any  of  these  -   subversive,  transfo rm ative,  dangerous,  rewarding   and  so  on .  Hybridity  “ subverts  categorical  oppositions,  challenges  a  fixed  local  cultural  order  and  creates  a  condition of a critical cultural self - reflexivity ”  (Kuo, 2003, p. 234).        Experiences of Schooling     57     Hybridity can be understood as the “on going condition for all human cultures,  which contains no zones of purity as they constantly undergo trans - cultural change”  (Rosaldo, in Diaz, 2005, p.10). Recognition of hybridity of all cultures as a way of  negotiating  rather  than  containing  difference  c an  be  therefore  tactically  deployed  against  any  racial  or  ethnic  purist  claims  (Bhabha,  1994).  What  is  necessary  in  understanding  such  deployment  is  an  understanding  of  power  arrangements that  underpin such processes. Unless examination of hybridity is ‘po wer - conscious’, it  runs  a  significant  risk  of:  (a)  reducing  hybridity  to  a  “ mere  descriptive  device  to  describe a site of cultural mixture ” (Kraidy, 2002, p. 317) ,  (b)  mere accommodation  and complicity to the larger social order, interested in the maintena nce of unequal  social, economic and political relations  (Chan, 2003 ;  Ahmad  in Kraidy, 2003) , and  (c)  re - creation of cultural essentialism positioning 'hybrids' as another category.   With these points in mind, I elaborate how power plays an important role in   performance and understanding of hybridity.      P ower   One of the most frequent charges against theory of hybridity 20  is that it does  not pay enough attention to the political (Hutnyk, 1997 ;  Mitchell,  1997 ) or the issue  of  power  and  the  influence  it  has  in  th e  process  and  enactions  of  hybridity.  To  examine the charge I again draw on the work of Bhabha and Hall as well as the work  of authors who have pointed out the necessity for exploration of power (Williams,  2003 ;   Werbner,  1997 ;   Friedman,  1997 ;   Pieterse,  199 9,  2004)  in  the  process  of  hybridity. As an important theme in grounding a theoretical view of hybridity in this  critical multiculturalist study, the issue of power has been already referred to hence  some necessary overlap in coverage of it here.                                                        20     Most of the charges I refer to here are aimed at what is called ‘cultural hybridity’. I revisit the  charges against (cultural) hybridity in the  review of literature later in this chapter.   Experiences of Schooling     58     The amb iguity and the '"careless overuse” (Williams, 2003, p. 600) of the  term makes hybridity an easy target for appropriation by a range of discourses. I  take  up Williams'  (2003)  argument  that  hybridity  can  appropriated  by  liberal  and  pluralist multiculturalism  without exploring the issue of power, thus making it a highly  apolitical and falsely optimistic term. 'Melting pot' analogies, parodies of dominant  culture and reversed appropriation of its symbols are often described as forms of  hybridity. However, as Ha ll points out that this is simply a continuation of essentialist  politics where the binaries are reversed and "the bad old essential white subject is  replaced  by  a  new  essentially  good  black  subject"  (1996b,  p.  444).  Such  naive,  essentialising use of the t erm hybridity and unproblematic re - inscrip tion of symbols  of authority have  been used to advance a "benign and ultimately progressive and  positivist multiculturalist synthesis that creates a new culture of pluralistic tolerance"  (Williams,  2003,  p.  600).  T he  exoticised  hybrid  is  introduced  into  the  dominant  culture, celebrated and ‘normalised’ (Chan, 2003) but the dynamic relationships of  power remain unexplored.         Ignoring of power relations in the use of the term hybridity has also led to a  papering o ver of differences in the name of common humanity (Olson, in Williams,  2003).  Despite its claims of universal humanity, such liberal multiculturalist positions  actually  maintain  the  dominant  culture  in  the  invisible  centre  and  define  the  multicultural and  hybrid space on the margins. While this position  “ argues for equal  cultural  worth  it  actually  maintains  a  centre/margin  worldview  that  does  not  recognise the borderline temporalities of partial, minority cultures ”  (Bhabha, 1994,  1996 p. 56).   How  then  can  power  be  seen  in  the  process  of  hybridity?  What  is  the  potential of hybridity as a political force in the project of critical multiculturalism? To  Bhabha (1994, 1996), hybridity is a process and "construction of cultural authority  within conditions of poli tical inequity or antagonism" where power plays an important  role.  Bhabha (1996) asserts that    Experiences of Schooling     59     Hybridity is not a benign synthesis of interaction of two cultures but a way of  negotiation  and  estrangement  of  cultural  signs  of  authority  by  a  minority.  While  power  in  this  process  is  unequal,  such  negotiation  is  neither  assimilation nor collaboration (p. 58).     Hybridity transforms a minority subject into a 'partial' presence  -  partial as  both virtual and incomplete. It is in this disruption, the partiality of t he subject, that  the  possibility  of  hybridity  enters  into  the  power  and  discursive  relationship,  thus  creating the possibility for resistance or withdrawal or both (Williams, 2003). Luke  (1995, p. 87) posits that hybridity is about strategically deciding h ow and where to  deploy which identity in relation to material power, the “knowing of where and when  to pick your spots”.      I have established that experience and performance of hybridity relates to  differentials in power. Hybridity has the potential to di srupt, transform and/or subvert  dominant  power  relations. To  avoid  a  superficial  coverage  of the  issue  of  power  individuals and groups deploy  in the process of hybridity, discussion of power in  hybridity  must  acknowledge  the  power  differentials  between  the   cultures  that  members of minority group live in, the amount of engagement each of them has, the  access  they  have  to  the  condition  of  hybridity,  and  the  affective  and  political  investments they have in wanting or refusing hybrid identities (Chan, 2004 ;  Dia z,  2005 ;   Pietersee, 1999).    Looking at hybridity through the lens of power disrupts the notion that the  theory of hybridity is relativistic. Power - conscious hybridity  (Finn, 2005)  can help in  identifying  multiple  identifications  across  different  axes  of  id entification  such  as  ethnicity, class, gender and others (for example, being Yugoslav or Australian are  not the only two referents SFYB negotiate to establish identity but also male/female  etc  -  this study focuses on ethnicity while acknowledging other soc ial markers play  an  important  part  in  negotiation  of  identity  and  the  process  of  hybridity).  Certain Experiences of Schooling     60     identification such as views of the role of women and men might make performance  of  Australian - ness  difficult for SFYB. Ethnicity, gender, class and other  referents may  work together but they may work against each other too.    Examining  the  power  relations  in  hybridity  also  disrupts  its  labelling  as  'essentialist'  (Finn, 2005) . The cultures that SFYB draw upon in their hybridity are  not equal in the position  of relative power. I posit that in the discourse of schooling in  Australia, ‘Yugoslavness’ is marginalised and performance of hybridity is a reaction  to the presentation of such culture as less attractive in relation to 'Australian' cultural  forms and norm s the educational system is trying to propagate. Thus the discourse  of Australian culture has the power to define others. Some SFYB may want to be  more  'Australian'  while  some  SFYB  may  want  to  for  example,  defend  negative  portrayals of ‘Yugoslav’ culture a s 'violent'.    Finally, attending to power relations in hybridity provides an opportunity to  locate  and  resist  essentialism.  Location  of  particular  anxieties  with  regards  to  (multiple)  identities  can  be  illuminated   (Finn,  2005) .  Some  SFYB  wanting  to  challen ge the notion that 'Yugoslavs are violent' may want to identify as Yugoslavs in  their efforts to present a different picture, one of SFYB being able to peacefully and  constructively  negotiate  a  disagreement  'as  Australians  would'.  In  such  case,  representat ion of Yugoslavness could be redirected to reach a better balance with  the notions of 'Australianess'.      Useful  L iterature on  T heory of  H ybridity   In the otherwise expansive and loosely defined field of writing on multicultural  education,  there  is  a  notable   paucity  of  works  exploring  and  using  the  notion  of  hybridity in the sense used in this study. The lack of success in searching the field  for  comparative  work  can  possibly  be  attributed  to  the  relative  novelty  of  the  development and application of Bhabha’s  and Hall’s understandings of hybridity in  educational  contexts.  Another  possible  reason  for  lack  of  writing  is  that  the Experiences of Schooling     61     researchers  have  been  following  the  more  established  trajectories  of  diaspora  studies, transcultural studies , studies of acculturation  and similar fields or lines of  enquiry into the experiences of mostly geographically (dis)placed people.    I  have  extensively  referred  to  some  of  the  seminal  works  on  theory  of  hybridity  by  Bhabha,  Hall,  Gilroy,  Spivak,  Kraidy,  Pietersee,  Papastergiadis,  We rbner and Moodood in the development of this chapter. These works generally  develop  and/or  affirm  theory  of  hybridity  developed  in  Bhabha’s  seminal  work  Location of Culture  (1994). Stuart Hall and particularly his work on development and  change  of  hyphenat ed,  diasporic  identities  (1996a,  1996b)  strongly  supports  and  complements Bhabha’s notion of hybridity. Bhabha himself often uses Hall’s insights  in his work. In a significant early work using the concept of hybridity, Gilroy (1993)  looks at hybridity thro ugh construction and distribution of items of popular culture of  and by black artists. Spivak (1993) interrogates power relationships in the notions of  hybridity in the context of feminism and  postcolonial  studies and points out the need  for examination of  intersections of race, gender, class and ethnicity on the processes  of hybridity. Werbner and Moodood’s (1997) text is a  useful gathering of insights on  the notion of cultural hybridity .   A s the name  Debating Cultural Hybridity  suggests,  the  work  presents  a  range  of  views  on  hybridity  from  critical  (Friedman,  1997 ;   Hutnyk, 1997) to affirming (Papastergiadis, 1997) and cautionary (Werbner, 1997).  The work s  of  Pietersee (2001, 2004) and Kraidy (2003)  are  highly supportive of the  theory of hybridity and presen t an excellent overview of main arguments for a nd  against theory of hybridity.  Pietersee’s counter - arguments in favour of hybridity and  Kraidy’s sketching out of critical hybridity as the next stage in the development of  theory of hybridity were invaluable  in constructing an understanding of hybridity for  this work. Here I mention only the key texts in this construction, with a number of  other authors using and/or critiquing hybridity in their work referred to in this and  other chapters.     Experiences of Schooling     62     Expectedly, the  theory has had a number of critics and I briefly map out the  main works where hybridity is questioned. This is by no means an exhaustive list of  arguments against theory of hybridity  in the literature. Friedman (1997) and  May  (1999) charge the theory of th e very essentialism it tries to avoid, in a sense that it  needs  to  construct  binaries  to  justify  its  imagining  of  a  hybrid  space.  While  a  discussion  of  whether  the  theory  of  hybridity  is  guilty  of  essentialising  or  not  is  beyond the scope of this study, it  is useful however to sketch out a challenge to the  claim. Whi le Werbner (1997),  Pietersee (2001) and Baumann (in Noble & Tabar,  2002)  reject  hybridity  as  dichotomous  to  essentialism,  they  recognise  that  essentialising can be “mobilised by both the dominan t and the demotic discourse for  different purposes” (Baumann in Noble & Tabar, 2002 , p. 132 ). However, they argue  for a distinction between a reification of essentialism and an objectification as a form  of self - essentialising necessary to imagine a communi ty (Werbner, 1997).    In  her  support  of  a  ‘modern  hybridity’,  Werbner  (1997)  questions  the  usefulness of postmodernist imagining of hybridity as a universal phenomenon for  the purpose of social change  –  if we are all hybrid, why bother? This argument leans  strongly  towards  the  most  significant  critique  in  the  context  of  this  critical  multiculturalist study. The most common theme among writers working in and across  various emancipatory theories (Mitchell, 1997 ;  May,  1999;  Spivak, 1993 ;  Werbner,  1997 ;  Chan, 20 04 ;  Chowdury, 2002 ;  Friedman, 1997 ;  Hutnyk, 1997 ;  Finn, 2005)  is a  caveat  against  premature,  culturalistic  celebrations  of  hybridity  as  a  universally  effective  tool  for  greater  cross - cultural  understanding  and  empowerment  of  the  margins. To realise their p otential for disruption of and/or resistance to dominant,  hegemonic sets of practices, processes of hybridity need to be examined against  arrangements of power in relations in which hybridities are deployed. This seems to  be a stem for a range of lines of  critique some of which I list but not answer here.  Mitchell (1997) laments the lack of writing to investigate the ways that performances Experiences of Schooling     63     and embodiment of hybridity and similar terms 21  have not been investigated for their  potential to be reinserted in the ‘ old’ geographies of power but instead got lost in  abstract ‘intellectual gaze’ (Kraidy, 2002) and  language games of theorists (Sidhu,  2004 ;  Friedman, 1997). Ahmad (in Kraidy, 2002) is particularly critical of hybridity as  a  re - inscription  of  cultural  clai ms  of  hegemonic  trans - national  capital.  Similarly,  Chow  (in  Kraidy,  2002)  and  Chan  (2004)  warn  that  hybridity  and  particularly  its  institutionalisation  is  a  strategy  of  co - optation  used  by  the  power  holders  to  neutralise difference which may threaten the h egemonically constructed interests in  a society.    It is important to note that proliferation of the term ‘hybridity’, often prefixed  with ‘cultural’, and the corollary ambiguity in its use has often caused uncertainty  in  this  literature review in determini ng whether the arguments for or against refer to the  theory of hybridity developed by Bhabha, and largely supported by Hall, or other  conceptual  understandings  of  hybridity.  This  observation  is  supported  by  Kraidy  (2002, p. 322), who posits that the  “ conce ptual ambiguity of hybridity is amplified by  divergences of the meaning and implications of hybridity ” . Use of hybridity in theory  is mired in two paradoxes. First, it is understood as both subversive and pervasive,  exceptional  and  ordinary,  marginal  yet  m ainstream.  Secondly,  the  extreme  openness of the term allows for arbitrary, exclusionary closure by anyone to mean  anything (Werbner, 1997). This could render hybridity as conceptually disposable  and  useless for  examination  of  material  experiences  of  (dis) advantage. Thus  the  importance of examination of social, economic, political and cultural relations and  the  underlying  power  configuration  in  which  hybridity  is  imagined  and  performed  again cannot be overstated in this critical multiculturalist work.                                                      21     The proliferation of terms like ‘in - betweeness’, ‘liminality’, ‘diasporic identity’, ‘spaces,   ‘networks, ‘flows’,  ‘ rootlesness’, ‘transience’, ‘boundary crossing’, ‘third space’, ‘glocalisation’,  ‘disjunctur e’ to name a few of the terms similar to hybridity or used to describe it, does indeed make it  difficult to assign a coherent, workable meaning to this family of concepts in a sense that they can be  cross - examined for their political effect and potential.  Experiences of Schooling     64     Sever al studies  working with the notions of hybridity were particularly useful  and  relevant to this  project . These studies are either placed in educational sites or  have very strong implications for education. Williams (2003) uses theory of hybridity  to reflect  on her own teaching practice at an international college in the U.S. The  highly cross - cultural educational setting of the study where hybridity is a particularly  prominent strategy of managing difference, a thorough coverage of the important  issue of powe r, and well thought out self - reflexive writing on the positioning of the  teacher/researcher  makes  this  work  very  useful  and  highly  translatable  to  other  educational contexts. The work by Luke & Luke (1999) on hybridity in interracial  marriages  carries  impo rtant  insights  for  Australian  educational  contexts.  Halilovic  (2005) investigates hybridity following particular patterns of migration of people from  Bosnia to Australia  after  a  temporary stay  in Germany. These migration patterns and  associated  experiences   would  be  almost  identical  to  the  ones  experienced  by  a  number of SFYB  participating in this study . In the dearth of works using hybridity as  the  conceptual  tool  and  with  this  specific  population,  the  work  by  Halilovic  is  particularly useful .       While not u sing hybridity as a conceptual tool for analysis, Miller’s (1999)  account  of  the  experiences  of  schooling  of  a  young  Bosnian  refugee ,  Miskovic’s  (2005)   study  of  acculturation  of  Bosnian  women,  and  Colic - Peisker’s  work  on   Bosnian refugees (2000) and Croatia n immigrants (1999, 2002, 2004) provide rich,  and  in  the  context  of  this  study,  very  valuable  insights  into  the  experiences  of  individuals and families from the territories of former Yugoslavia who have recently  migrated to Australia. 22  Similarly, Mansouri  and Trembath’s (2005) recent work in  education of Arab - Australian students provide a valuable background in creating a                                                     22     The volume of studies of immigrants in Australia is much too large for any in - depth  investigation to be attempted here. I mention the work of Miller and Colic - Peisker, whose work I had  read as a teacher before engaging a great deal with this thesis in t rying to better understand and frame  the experiences of SFYB and their families at Lake College where I worked at the time.     Experiences of Schooling     65     picture of NESB student experiences in which hybridity may have been deployed but  where such deployments were not the focus of the author s’ writing.       During the research of literat ure it was interesting to note a  point made by  several authors (Pietersee, 1999 ;  Halilovic, 2005 ;  Noble & Tabar, 2002 ; Mansouri &  Trembath, 2005;  Cressey, 2002) . These authors found  that the younger people  are  ge nerally  more  likely  to  deliberately  experience  and  deploy  hybridity  in  their  management  of  their  social,  political,  educational,  economic  and  cultural  realities   than their less  culture and identity - savvy  parents or other older people.  This bears  hope for t he future that more researchers will use the concept of hybridity in their  work  in  compulsory  education  and  thus  contribute  to  the  currently  sparsely  populated field of studies of youth and multicultural education that deals specifically  with ethnicity as  the focus of hybridity.    Cressey’s (2002) account of strategic and pragmatic deployments of hybridity  among young Pakistani and Kashmiri youth in the UK bears very close resemblance  to similar accounts of hybridity explored in Australian contexts. Study of  children in  the Australian Latin American diaspora by Diaz (2005) explores the role of language  in hybridity. Importantly, Diaz reflects the issue through the lens of power in identity  formation and assertion of difference against the backdrop of current  discourses of  multiculturalism in Australia. Perhaps the closest study to this project in terms of its  aims, methods, theoretical approaches and population they work with is Noble and  Tabar’s (2002) exploration of performance of hybridity among Lebanese Au stralian  youth  in  Western  Sydney.  The  authors   illuminate  dynamic  experience  and  mobilisation  of  hyphenated  identities  in  private  and  public  domains  by  Lebanese  Australian  youth  as  a  strategy  to  “ broaden  their  scope  of  personal  freedom  and  increase their ‘c ultural resources’ against parental authority and the discrimination  found in the broader community.” (2002, p. 143).       Experiences of Schooling     66     Why use  theory of  hybridity ?   Having outlined a particular view of the process of hybridity from what can be  perhaps better described a s theory  on  hybridity instead of theory  of  hybridity I now  wish to answer a question: Why is hybridity useful in this study? I have so far tried to  incorporate  my  particular  understanding  of  theory  of  hybridity  into  the  project  of  critical multiculturalism  to sharpen the lens for reading  the data  of this study. Now, I  propose  the  way  this  understanding  of  hybridity  will  guide  and  help  interpret  the  collected data in this particular project.       Hybridity  is  an  infinitely  unfinished  process  that  avoids  fixity  and  allows  multiplicity and fallibility. I  have  chose n   to  imag ine  the process of managing social  realities in shifting and hybrid cultural, social, political, educational and other spaces  as  a  more  useful  way  to  understand  people’s  experiences  than  affirmi ng  those  spaces  as  exclusive  and  bounded. This  could be  particularly  useful  in  this  study  where SFYB occupy quite divergent, shifting, but tangible, positions of language,  social  practices,  schooling  experience  and  others  to  those  of  the  bulk  of  the  mainst ream  population  of  AS  students  at  Lake  College.  The  study  seeks  to  illuminate  the investments SFYB make in, costs they concede and advantages they  take from existing in - between different positions.    The insights of a number of authors who have written on t he experiences of  immigrant  FY  people  (Colic - Peisker,  1999,  2000,  2002,  2004 ;   Halilovic,  2005,  Miskovic, 2005) and/or partic ularly of SFYB (Halilovic, 2005;  Miller, 1999 ;  Henry &  Edwards,  1986)  suggest  that  the  process  of  hybridity,  rather  than  assimilatio n,  seems to be a valuable survival strategy for members of minorities like SFYB. Many  of the SFYB come from places 23  where they had to learn how to negotiate, subvert  and transform their ethnic identities and cultural background since these identities  and b ackgrounds could  cause persecution and harm, much due to the  'narcissism of                                                     23     Those SFYB who do not come directly from such places would still be very familiar with the  problems experienced by SFYB who ha d lived there and experienced the phenomena first hand.  Experiences of Schooling     67     minor  difference' 24 . In  the either/or arrangements of “boundary fetishism”  ( Pieterse,  1999 , p.  2 34 ) that emerged during the war in FY, hybrids, once common, normalised  and celebrate d became prosecuted. In her exploration of identities of people of FY,  Petrunic  (2005,  p.  3)  quotes  Antic’s  suggestion  that  “ the  history  of  ambiguity  of  determining a Balkan identity in itself is an essence of hybridity”. With these insights  in  mind  it  wou ld  be  interesting  to  see  if  and  how  SFYB  experience  and  enact  hybridity to manage their experiences at Lake College. It is important to note that I  am not attempting to position all SFYB at Lake College as ‘masters of hybridity’. I  acknowledge that some of  them may have had strong experiences of the process of  hybridity and have even deployed their hybridised identities towards their interests in  the sense used in this study.   At Lake College, discourse of ethnicity positions SFYB as a minority, on the  margi ns of the dominant AS centre. Exploration of hybridity in this study may move  the understanding of SFYB’s ethnicity towards Hall’s 'positive conception of ethnicity  of the margins'. Commenting on the work of black artists in the UK, Hall (1996b)  calls for:   ...a recognition that we  all speak from a particular place, out of particular  history,  out  of  particular  experience,  a  particular  culture  without  being  contained by that position as 'ethnic artists'. We are all ethnically located and  our ethnic identities  are crucial to our subjective sense of who we are. But  this  is  also  a  recognition  that  this  is  not  an  ethnicity  which  is  doomed  to  survive,  as  Englishness  was,  only  by  marginalising,  dispossessing,  displacing  and  forgetting  other  ethnicities.  This  precise ly  is  the  politics  of  ethnicity predicated on difference and diversity. (p. 447)   The s trength of Hall’s conception of ethnicity is tied to the acceptance of the  work of hybridity as a global  process of strategic, conditional positioning of ethnicity                                                     24     A phrase coined by Ignatieff (1993) and used by Petrunic to describe the way “feelings of  ethnic nationalism are exploited by exaggerating the minor linguistic and cultural differences of the  Balka n peoples.”  Experiences of Schooling     68     common  to all, not just to SFYB. But  importantly ,   while the process may be common  to us all, at Lake College it may be more intense for SFYB than for their AS peers.   Understanding  of  hybri dity  may  lead  to  a  dialogue,  described  by  Bhabha  (1994) as  a  “ temporal  pro cess of  ‘ negotiation’  rather than  a fixed, transcendent and  prescriptive  ‘negation’ ”  (p. 37) . In such negotiation SFYB’s ethnic positioning could  be  contested,  (re)affirmed  or  rejected  at  any  time,  instead  of  it  being  affirmed,  celebrated or ignored as a f ixed category. Hybridity could disrupt, if not rupture, the  ‘deficit  theories’,  used  in  different  contexts   and  to  different  extent  to  guide  the  practices of schooling of SFYB and other ethnic minorities in Australia. It is important  here to restate two poi nts made earlier. Firstly, the outcomes of such negotiation and  rupture of dominant discourses could be positive as much as they could be negative  for SFYB. Secondly, the use of hybridity as a conceptual tool in this study would  necessarily  remain  consciou s  of  the  (im)balance  of  power  in  the  process  of  negotiation. Assertion and negotiation of ethnic identities does not happen on a level  playing  field  in  any  setting  and  SFYB  are  no  different.  Acceptance  of  SFYB’s  identities would be highly dependent on the  context and relations of power in which  they are located.      Summary of  M y  T heoretical  P osition   So far I have presented some of the main features of critical multiculturalism  as a distinct form of multiculturalism from three other understandings which have  continued to frame the notion of multiculturalism in Australia in overlapping fashion. I  have outlined the ways the work of critical multiculturalists has been informed by  postmodern theory but has departed from potentially highly relativistic contingencie s  of  the  ‘post’  to  identifiable  points  of  commitment  to  greater  equality  and  social  justice.  I  have  then  explored  some   particular  understanding s   of  the  notion  of  hybridity and its usefulness as a possible conceptual tool in the project of critical  multicul turalism and more specifically in the context of this study.   Experiences of Schooling     69     I now wish to bring this development together by stating some of the key  points  of  my  theoretical  position  which  incorporates  elements  of  critical  multiculturalism, postmodernism and hybridity.  To avoid constant mentioning of now  established  overlap,  compatibility  and  tensions  between  the  concepts  I  have  discussed, they will not be extensively referred to in this outline of my theoretical  stance. The following is a brief summary of the developmen t of these concepts and  the way I will use them to analyse the gathered data.    Probably the most important point in my theoretical position from which I act  as  a  researcher,  is  that  I  avoid  binaries.  I  do  not  see  SFYB  as  a  powerless,  oppressed minority gro up at Lake College as opposed to powerful, privileged AS.  SFYB  are  indeed  acted  upon  by  the  dominant  discourse  of  schooling  from  classifying  them  according  to  their  ethnicity  to  sets  of  teaching  practices  and  in  various  other  ways.  At  the  same  time,  they  a re  not  helpless  as  individuals  or  group(s) but deploy strategies to manage their schooling experiences according to  their goals. One of such strategies in managing their ‘ethnic’ identity is performance  of  hybridity.  Through  this  process,  they  can  be  (n)ei ther  Yugoslav  (n)either  Australian or both and they have the power to choose the position alities, whether  conscious or unconscious . The circumstances of their hybridity and reasons for it  may not be necessarily a matter of personal preference but of struct ural position of  (dis)advantage they find themselves in.        I do not view SFYB as a homogeneous group but I imagine instead that there  may  be  significant  differences  between  them  in  terms  of  schooling  and  other  experiences, including those  of  hybridity a nd its deliberate  deployment . The i ntensity  of  the  process  of  hybridity,  investments  SFYB  make  in  it  and  access  to  the  processes  w ould   no  doubt  vary  between  individuals  and  assumptions  of  homogeneity  could  marginalise  and  silence  complex  local,  individual  differences.  Homogenisation and essentialism of group members and their characteristics are  not  a  pre - condition  for  coherent  understanding  of  their  individual  and  collective Experiences of Schooling     70     circumstances and experiences. While some clustering and generalisations may well  be drawn from the data based on frequency and depth of particular responses for  illumination of similarities among SFYB, they cannot be generally  clustered  together  as one. In my own naming of SFYB as a group I merely acknowledge their greater  access  to  a  very  similar  cultural  capital  and  sets  of  practices  and  norms  loosely  called  ‘ former  Yugoslav ’   as  distinct  from  those  (again  loosely)  called  ‘ Anglo - Australian ’ , which underpin the dominant curriculum and schooling practices at Lake  College.    I also do not  view SFYB in terms of their ‘deficits’ that need to be overcome. I  recognise that the positionings of ‘deficits’ are a construct of a dynamic arrangement  of  social,  economic,  political  and  educational  sets  of  practices  currently  in  ascendance at Lake Colle ge and the larger system of education the school operates  in.  The form of h ybridity  I have developed in this chapter  is a conceivable way of  challenging, overcoming, even hiding from the material effects of ‘deficits’ positioned  as such  by the  dominant Ang lo - Australian culture.   In addition to structural arrangements of schooling and individual aspirations  of SFYB, the extent of their hybridity is moderated by their lives outside of school.  While family influences are not the focus of this study they w ould  p robably have  considerable effects on management of social realities of SFYB at Lake College.    I recognise that SFYB are not the only students at the school experiencing  and deploying hybridity in the process of schooling. Performance of hybridity as a  way  of managing their ‘ethnicity’ may indeed be more deliberate, intense and taxing  compared to their AS peers. However, they may share the process of hybridity with  AS students or other NESB students who may need to deal with a common form of  inequality or, e qually, an opportunity for advantage. These cross - ethnic coalitions  are conceivable but are not explored in great detail in this study 25 .                                                       25     These aims reach into the field of another emancipatory theory  –  critical pedagogy.  Throughout the development of my position on critical multiculturalism   I quote authors such as Experiences of Schooling     71     The  aim  of  critical  multiculturalism  which  forms  the  conceptual  framework  and the political stance of the project, is  achievement of greater equality and social  justice. I posit that hybridity may be a fluid cultural state and a valuable strategy  which SFYB deploy with varying levels of intensity in their management of social  realities to improve their material, significa nt ‘life chances’, not only their ‘life styles’  or ‘life choices’. Performance of hybridity may not be just an individual response to  changing  individual  preferences  but  also  a  response  to  particular  structural  arrangement at the school. This view does not  extend only to students like SFYB in  this study, or other NESB students, but to all students, who may be disadvantaged  as a result of particular assignment of social markers such as ethnicity, race, class,  gender, culture and others and their ordering by  the dominant discourse of schooling   and the wider society .    Finally,  I  affirm  that  this  research ,   like  any  other  form  of  research,  is  not  politically neutral. I position myself not only as a teacher/researcher but as an activist  who  uses  the  suspicion  of  t he  postmodern  thought  to  view  and  interrogate  the  operation of the power/knowledge nexus in constructing particular sets of practices  that are seen as valid, real and desirable. I do so purposefully with a set of practices  that  could  ameliorate  structural  (dis)advantages  in  mind.  At  the  same  time,  my  normative, political stance of ‘should’ and ‘must’ is moderated by what Morgan calls  “the ‘is’es’ of each moment’s teaching work” (1997, p.28) and the ‘is’es’ of each  moment’s  student  negotiation  of  difference  through  the  process  of  hybridity.  An  insight from Morgan (1997) encapsulates my position:          If  we  accept  that  emancipation  and  oppression  are  alike  situated  within  discourses and practices in which knowledge is inseparable from power, then  ‘emancipati on’  will  be  understood  as  shifting,  limited,  incomplete  process                                                                                                                                             McLaren, Aronowitz, Giroux, Kincheloe, Shapiro and others whos e main research interests and  activism lie in the area of critical pedagogy. The similarities of aims and methods in the fields of critical  pedagogy and critical multiculturalism may not have been pointed out more explicitly in the text but they  certainly  do exist and are  well documented in literature.  Experiences of Schooling     72     towards ends we can never be certain are in all ways beneficial. If this makes  for more humility in our goals, more provisionality and tentativeness in our  agendas and more diversity in our cu rricula, then more may be gained from  less. (p.27 - 28)    It  is  from  this  understanding  that  I  act  and  analyse  the  data  collected  in  the  interviews with the participating SFYB at Lake College.  Experiences of Schooling     73     Student experiences     In  this  chapter,  I  begin  to  tell  the  story  o f  the  SFYB   interviewed  and  interacted with at Lake College . I use the word ‘story’ deliberately for two reasons.  Firstly, I use a narrative format to organise the gathered interview and convey its  main themes to an audience. Secondly, while these are snaps hots of the lives of  participating SFYB at Lake College, they are significantly informed by the past and  will continue to be lived in the future, each following their own trajectory and creating  own story. The story I refer to here is my attempt to organis e data into the main  themes  that  emerged  through  the  interviews  and  weave  those  themes  with  examples of quotes that either best convey the level of general applicability to all or  most SFYB at Lake College, stand out from the general trends of the group or  are  simply most poignant in making the worlds of SFYB accessible to the reader.    I try to present a more holistic picture of the experiences in a combination of  description  and  interpretation.  This  is  an  approach  more  common  to  qualitative  research,  inste ad  of  a  more  linear  model  of  description - then - interpretation,  more  common to quantitative research. In this description - rich chapter, interpretation is  still at first - level. Neumann describes first - level interpretation as “learning about the  meaning  of  the   statements  for  the  persons  interviewed  and  trying  to  see  the  personal reasons and motives for their behaviour and experiences” (2003, p. 148).  The ordering of data into themes, selection of certain quotes and the connecting  narrative in this chapter are a  first - level way of making sense of the findings, a way  of “imposing order on an unruly but surely patterned world” (Patton, 2002, p. 480).      Difference and “ F itting  I n”   All  interviewed  SFYB 26   expressed  a  feeling  that  they  do  not  want  to  be  treated  differen tly,  favourably  or  unfavourably,  by  anyone  at  the  school.  The                                                     26     A reminder that  SFYB is an acronym for ‘Students  with Former Yugoslav Background’  Experiences of Schooling     74     sentiment was clearly stated by Ivo 27  (Year 10, Male, Lower, Yugoslav 28 ): “ I don’t like  separate treatments, I want to be like all other kids and treated like them ”, and Davor  (Year 12, Male, High , English): “ I wouldn’t change anything for ‘ na š i ’  [used Yugoslav  phrase] 29  students, any change would make the difference between Aussies and us  even bigger.”   The pattern of socialisation of SFYB at the school is a useful indicat or of their  attempts to ‘fi t in’  into the increasingly wider groups, as described by Branka (Year  11, Female, High, Yugoslav):   When I first came to school I hung around with our  [Yugoslav] 30  kids because  I didn’t know anyone. Then I met a lot of new friends in ILC who are not from  Au stralia and when I transferred to mainstream I got Australian friends .    When  they  first  come  to  the  school,  SFYB  operate  in  their  linguistic  and  social safety zone where they help each other, a pattern confirmed by Ivo:  “Mile  (Year 11, Male, High, Yugoslav )    and Vlado  (Year 10, Male, Low, Yugo slav )  were  there to help me in my first days, I will never forget that.”   SFYB improved their English, self - esteem and social network over the six to  twelve months they spent at ILC 31 , where they mixed with other migrant  students. As  they  graduated  from  ILC  into  the  mainstream  classes  and  the  wider  school  community, they all reported having one of the most difficult times in their entire  experience at the Lake College. Boris (Year 12, Male, Low, Yugo slav ) spoke of his  tra nsition difficulties:                                                      27     The names of all subjects and schools in this text are pseudonyms.     28     First reference to each participant contains, in  brackets, information on their school year,  gender, level of achievement as classified by Lake College staff, and language in which they chose to  conduct the interview. Please note that I use the term ‘Yugoslav’ to label different Croatian, Serbian and  Bo snian languages/dialects.   29     The  participants  commonly  used  the  term  “naš(i)”  (same  in  all  major  languages  of  former  Yugoslavia), literally translated as “our(s)”, to describe students and/ or other persons originating from  the  territories  of  former  Yugosl avia.  Even  some  of  the  students  who  conducted  their  interviews  in  English used the term in their native language during the interviews.   30     “Yugoslav”  and  “former  Yugoslav”  refers  to  the  territories  and  languages  of  the  state  of  Yugoslavia from 1929 to 1991 .    31     ILC is an acronym for Intensive Language Centre. The ILC was renamed in 2004 as IEC, or  Intensive English Centre. All of the participants used the older term (ILC) duri ng interviews hence the  use of the term ILC throughout the text.  Experiences of Schooling     75     [One of the biggest challenges was the]  transition from ILC…In ILC there  were  lots  of  ‘ours’  and  when  you  get  to mainstream  you  can’t  talk  in our  language, all English. I had to meet a lot of new people again in mainstream,  there were  very few or no Yugoslavs in my class.    Seeking contacts with AS 32  became very desirable to SFYB, particularly in order to  improve their language, keep up with the curriculum, and overcome loneliness in  class, as Ivo recounted:  “More and more I am trying to  fit in and connect I, really  want to be friends and it helps with my English…I am finding more and more things  in common.”   The ethnic background of new and/ or old contacts did not seem to matter to  any SFYB in their choices of whom they socialise with at  school. Dunja (Year 10,  Female, High, English) stated: “ It doesn’t matter where they [people she meets at  school] are from, a person is a person. ”, and Sonja (Year 12, Female, High, English)  described how:  “I try to explain to  [my]  parents  [wary of greate r ethnic mixing]  that it  doesn’t matter where my friends come from, it’s the good heart that matters. ”   Six  participants 33   expressed  a  preference  towards  socialising  with  fellow  SFYB as they understand the cultural features such as type of humour, as explain ed  by  Ivo:  “ People  are  the  same  but  they  are  not  the  same…I  can’t  explain  some  Yugoslav humour to Australians, I grew up in Yugoslavia and there are just different  ways of joking .”       As they spent at least six months at Lake College, SFYB mostly kept the  n ewly established relationships among them. However, they became gradually more  critical  and  selective  of  those  relationships,  particularly  after  graduation  from  the  more closely - knit, small - class environment of ILC. This quote is from Davor, who  spent his  first few years mainly socialising with SFYB but has  since  shifted his views:                                                       32     AS  is  an  acron ym  for  “Australian  students”  and  represents  students  with  Anglo - Australian  ethnic background.   33     Four of these students were low achievers and two high achievers. All of these students  conducted the interview in Yugoslav.  Experiences of Schooling     76     I am mainly friends with Aussie people now at school, for some reason I just  don’t get along with Yugoslav students at school, some aspects of things  they do really annoy me, li ke the way they behave on the bus and to the girls  –  they are “seljaci” 34 .     Many SFYB played out the tension between the highly valued wish to remain  “good friends” with fellow SFYB and spending more time with AS and other non - FYB 35   students.  The  example  of  Rajko  (Year  10,  Male,  High,  English)  and  Ivo,  former friends now mere acquaintances typifies such tension. Rajko claimed: “ I still  have friends and talk to Yugoslav students but I still hang around more with people  from Australia…Yugoslavs are a bit more r owdy and like to cause more trouble.”  Ivo,  who  wants  to  and  does  mix  with  non - FY  students  as  well  as  SFYB,  talked  disappointingly about Rajko:  “He showed me around in my first days and he has a  good heart, really, but I can’t be with him any more because h e is with Australians  mostly and he only socialises their way... he is more Australian than ‘ours’.”    SFYB considered the expansion of their social network to include non - SFYB,  non - ILC (other recent migrants) important for operating in the mainstream class es  and achieving academic success.    Several student responses indicated varying degrees of closeness to other  SFYB at the school. For example,  Slavica  (Year 11, Female, High, English) reported  of “ not being that close to a lot of people in Yugoslav group ”,  while  Dunja   actively  refused greater contact with  this  group as she didn’t “ like some people in the group ”  and warned that “ hanging around 24/7 with the same people would just end up in  fighting anyway ”.    Dunja and Rajko, both of whom attended ILC program mes at their respective  Western Australian primary schools and not at Lake College, were less inclined to                                                     34     An offensive term used to descr ibe uneducated, ignorant peasants.   35     FY and FYB are acronyms for “Former Yugoslav” and “Former Yugoslav Background”  Experiences of Schooling     77     socialise more exclusively with SFYB while being more critical of the behaviour of  SFYB. On the other hand, Boris, who is an older student in Year 12  with poorer  English skills than his peers and smaller social network at the school, stated that he  socialises almost exclusively with SFYB as he can “ talk to people ” and understand  them in familiar ways.    While all SFYB student reported varying degrees of  continuous involvement  with other SFYB at the school, they mostly had one or two “ real friends ” among  them, as Ivo pointed out: “ I love getting new friends but I want to keep old friends, I  don’t just forget them when meeting new ones. But in a relatively  large circle of  friends I have two whom I trust and they trust me  [spoken in context of favouring FY  friendship type over Australian] . ”     All  except  one  participant,  who  remained  indifferent,  disliked  pointing  out  their own ethnic background by themselves  or by other people at the school. Vlado  put it very clearly:  “I don’t want to be ashamed of being Yugoslav but not everyone  has to know that I am Yugoslav.”   Many of the interviewed SFYB strongly resented other people categorising  them all as “Yugoslav stud ents” and basing prejudice and even stereotypes on past  negative experiences with SFYB at Lake College. Dunja felt that “ one problem is  bagging all Yugoslavs together, the guys got a bad reputation, particularly last year   [after many fights].” Rajko gave h is view of stereotypes:  “Stereotypes on Yugoslavs  are that they speak little English, always loud, noisy, swear a lot...I really don’t like  stereotypes, everyone is different.”   Mile provided an example of another harmful  association: ” After last year’s fi ghts teachers see us as one group, they suspect we  are the troublemakers.”   Some of the stereotypes about Yugoslav people have been reinforced by  reported  teacher’s  remarks  such  as  “ you  Yugos  all  want  to  be  taxi  drivers ”.  Occasionally even the actions of we ll - meaning teachers upset SFYB. Vlado provided  an example of teacher’s inquiry into the occupation of his parents, who are both Experiences of Schooling     78     tertiary educated professionals currently working in unskilled or semi - skilled jobs: “ I  felt upset when  [a]  teacher said ‘many Y ugoslav parents do cleaning jobs’. I said to  her ‘that is all they can  do because of their poor English . ”     The  ‘ ethnic ’  or  ‘ Yugo ’  tag generated feelings of disappointment, even shame  among SFYB as it denigrated their efforts to become less visible in the m ainstream.  Dunja gave one such example:  “All Australians and Yugoslavs are the same to me  except some Australian girls go ‘oh, you Yugo’ if I speak with some Yugoslavs.”  Slavica told a story of Yugoslav refugee boy:  “He got asked by a teacher ‘Do your  pare nts ever feed you?’ and it was a huge shame for him, he didn’t say a word. It  wasn’t a joke, she knew where he comes from.”  Vlado was very clear about his  expectations:    The school expects me not to cause trouble, not to show too much I am a  Yugoslav  and  b oast  around  about  being  a  Yugoslav,  not  to  make  a  difference. They  [the school]  expect me to be just like anyone else and that’s  OK.   As  the  participants  reported  their  experiences  of  unwanted  ethnic  identification  and  even  denigration,  an  interesting  toler ance  emerged  from  their  res ponses.  Many  of  them  adopted  a  ‘ can’t  blame  them,  they  don’t  know  better ’   position  of  towards  AS  and  teachers  while  having  a  far  less  tolerating  position  towards any such infringements by fellow SFYB themselves. The two quotes be low  are from Slavica:   People in Australia don’t understand, they meet one person and they think all  are like that  –  so they don’t know. Maybe that teacher  [considered “racist”]   had a bad experience with a Yugoslav in the past and thinks we are all the  same …   Experiences of Schooling     79     W hat really hurt me in Australia was a remark by a Bosnian girl ‘How can you  say you are Bosnian, you have no heart’ 36 . I think the only person that can  really hurt you is your own kind, they know. In Australia, people don’t know  but Yugoslav people  -  th ey do .    None of the interviewed SFYB felt that their ethnic background is negative as  such, it is only the negative association with  “ bad ”  SFYB and the feeling of difference  that they dislike. Vlado again provided a succinct view:   I don’t mind being Yugosl av at all but   I don’t know why some students keep  boasting about being Yugoslav, there are so few of  us here and so many  Australians.   Sometimes I feel ashamed of being a Yugoslav for what others  [SFYB]  do ,  we have to respect Australians for accepting us, n ot the other  way around.   SFYB recognised the great majority of staff and AS as very accepting and  helpful. However, several SFYB reported that individuals, rather than larger groups,  either  treated  them  differently  or  that  they  felt  like  those  individuals  saw  them  differently.  Boris  commented:  “ Teachers  never  really  deliberately  didn’t  help  but  sometimes I feel different as if you are not Australian they won’t help.”    While most of such instances of differences were negatively framed, even  the occasions whe re the intentions were positive, or were meant to be that way,  some SFYB still felt uncomfortable. Gojko (Year 12, Male, Low, Yugoslav) provided  one such example:   Apart from these few teachers who try to avoid us they are all fair  and make no difference Yu goslav  –  Australian…sometimes they are even too keen  to help Yugoslav students, like the teacher always kept asking but we rarely needed  help.    The school uniform is mostly disliked and questioned by many SFYB as a  necessary condition of education, or as D avor asked: “ What has the uniform to with                                                     36     “Kako  ti  to  mo žeš  reći  da  si  Bosanka,  ti  nemaš  srca”.  Spoken  in  native  language  while  conducting the rest of the interview in English.    Experiences of Schooling     80     my  knowledge? ”  However,  many  SFYB  understood  its  purpose  of  reducing  difference  among  students  in terms  of  identity,  style  and  cost  and  was  therefore  appreciated. Dunja summed up the attitude towards the school uni form: “ I don’t like  the uniform, it’s annoying but I can see the point in it.”     Schooling as  O pportunity   When asked about their expectations of their schooling, responses of SFYB  varied  from  Boris  stating  “ just  finishing  the  school ”  to  several  higher  achie vers  stating they want to finish the school with “ highest possible marks … A’s and B’s ”.  Importantly, not a single SFYB interviewed considered pulling out of school before  they  finished  Year  12. Most  of them  would  see  non - completion  of  Year  12  as  a  personal  failure and/ or a failure to respect the wishes of their parents. Parents of  several  SFYB  have  a  strong  influence  on  the  choice  of  their  children’s  future  careers. Ivo described the (lack of) choice:   Whether I like it or not, I will go and do everything to  finish the [nursing]  course. I respect the work and help my parents have [given] and constantly  put in me…nursing or medicine is not so much my wish as my parents.   Vlado expressed a similar aim: “ Grades are very important to me, my parents  came here to gi ve me better education. I could have finished school in Yugoslavia  but we came here, the school is better.”   At the same time, Slavica and Sonja reported almost identically that their  parents have told them they are “ free to choose whatever career they like ” (Slavica)  and that they would not interfere with the girls’ choices.   All  of  the  interviewed  higher  achievers,  as  well  as  some  lower  achievers,  mentioned on strong parental pressures on them to keep the level of (high) grades  they had held before coming t o Australia. Sonja explained her situation: “ There is Experiences of Schooling     81     pressure to do well in school by parents. Before we came to Australia, 4’s and 5’s  were fine, 3’s were ‘no way’, 1’s were a disaster. It’s pretty  [much the]  same here.” 37         Interestingly,  Sonja  noted  ho w  her  parents  “… don’t  know  this  culture  and  schools  they  back  off  a  bit ”,  but  added  “ if  you  don’t  force  yourself  you  will  get  lazy…you really need good self - discipline. ”       Most of the participants were very aware of the future paths they would like  to  unde rtake  and  opportunities  in  their  personal  and  professional  life  offered  by  education. When  asked  about  the  purpose  of doing  well  academically  at  school,  Sonja responded:     I am going to school to provide  [myself a]  better future. In Yugoslavia, even  after  y ou  finish  school  there  are  few  jobs  and  you  have  to  live  with  your  parents  for  a  long  time.  In  Australia  there  are  more  chances  for  job  and  independence.   To SFYB  high grades  were the measure of academic success and the most  important  reason  for  attending  s chool.  However,  not  all  SFYB  sought  the  same  levels of success. To some higher academic achievers like Slavica, Rajko, Mile or  Branka, finishing school with good marks represented a step towards university and  a  professional  career.  The  other  two  higher  ac ademic  achievers  contemplated  vocational courses, at the expense of disappointment by their parents and teachers.  Sonja stated: “ I am interested in doing a Diploma for beauty therapist…parents and  teachers tell me that’s a waste of my brain.”  [laughs]    Som e of the interviewed lower achievers experienced a dissonance between  their  after - school  ambitions  and  their  parents.  Vlado  stated:  “I  would  like  to  do  accounting but my father wants me to be a doctor, he says I will have work wherever  I  go.”  Other  lower  a chievers  either  had  no  particular  career  plans  and  are  even   happy, like Boris to  “just finish”  Year 12.                                                       37       The five point “5, 4, 3, 2, 1” grading system is identical to “A, B, C, D, F” in Australia.  Experiences of Schooling     82     A  number  of  SFYB  mentioned  education  as  an  opportunity  to  escape  unskilled or semi - skilled jobs their parents or other family members (many of them  ter tiary - educated  and  highly  skilled)  perform  in  Australia.  Mile  was  one  of  these  SFYB: “ I want to finish school because I don’t want to be a cleaner”.   Mile  also  reflected  with  a  comparison  with  AS  on  the  perceived  greater  “ maturity ”  which  SFYB  frequently  men tioned  in  regards  to  their  education  and  career(s):   “Our” kids mature earlier than Australian, they think what they want to be in  10 or 15 years, Australian kids don’t care, they are like “I don’t care, I’ll find a  job, go and work with a builder or someth ing”. They don’t understand that  [these jobs]  can be really bad for your health, like your back.    The importance of education and preference for a challenging, more content - based curriculum is clearly reflected in the next several quotes which typify SFYB’ s  general dislike of  teachers  they consider  as  poor and  what they consider to be an  unchallenging curriculum    A number of participants commented particularly strongly on the curriculum  in Years 8, 9 and 10. Slavica thought that “… education from 8 to 10 is  not good,  people don’t really have to work…teachers don’t push you hard.  Davor suggested:  “The school should be more into teaching information at lower school. It’s too basic  and people are not pushed at all.”   Y ear  11 and Year 12 students reported on a shi ft to post - compulsory level as  “ more  work ”  and  “ more  serious  and  challenging ”,  particularly  to  students,  who  “relaxed” before Year 11. The following is Mile’s view:   School is easy here, all easy in 9 and 10 by the time a lot of people got to  Year 11 and 12  they got soft and they got a shock and got lost…I didn’t really  get a shock as I went to school in Germany.  Experiences of Schooling     83     Davor added:  “I never ever studied in 8 to 10 [Years], now I study… I am bombed  with TEE 38 .”   SFYB in Years 11 and 12 noted a sharp distinction betwe en the compulsory  and post - compulsory level but seem to approve of the perceived difficulty, home  workload, grading and seriousness in Years 11 and 12. Even Gojko, a Year 12 lower  achiever, conceded:    It’s all easy and OK here but the problem is I am lazy.  In Yugoslavia I studied  two or three hours every day, here half an hour at most. In Yugoslavia I got  4’s and 5’s  [top two grades]  in Australia I get C’s and B’s, which is lower. I  don’t know, because it’s easier I study less.   All participants had had some  experience of schooling outside Australia in  either former Yugoslavia or Germany. Mile’s statement summarised a general view  of all SFYB who compared Yugoslav and/ or German schools with Lake College:         School  in  Yugoslavia  was  much  harder  than  here,  a  lot  of  the  things  in  primary school are here in Year 10 and 11. In Yugoslavia you were expected  to study more, you had more tests, oral tests, you really had to follow and  stay on course or you got a bad mark straight away.   Overall, school is seen  as “ se rious business ” by SFYB and their parents,  Slavica and her parents even compared it to a job:  “I am not working and even if I  wanted to work my parents wouldn’t allow it, because my job is to study and to get  good education.”     Challenges at  S chool   When dir ectly asked about the biggest challenges in their schooling, SFYB  overwhelmingly  stated  three  of  them  –   language  problems,  lack  of  social  and  academic background, and unfair treatment by teachers.                                                       38     TEE (Tertiary Entrance Examination ) is a method of high school graduation used in Western  Australia to guide competitive entry into tertiary, particularly university, study.  Experiences of Schooling     84     SFYB considered the (lack of) knowledge of English languag e as the biggest  obstacle  in  achieving  their  social  and  academic  aspirations  at  the  school.  When  asked about his greatest challenges at school, Mile replied: “[My greatest challenge  is]  English  [language]  and the expectations of teachers we’ll be just like  the native  speakers and to write and work like them and use the language the way they do.”  He  continued:  “ I want to be a good student with average marks, well behaved and  causing no trouble but I don’t expect to be the best student due to language.”   Inst ances  when  poor  English  proficiency  represented  a  serious  challenge  ranged from being unable to talk to people, feeling differentiated and left out. Boris  stated:  It hurt sometimes I couldn’t speak English so I couldn’t meet new people then  I socialise onl y with Yugoslavs.”  Dunja replied: ” Now that we learned the language is  fine, we all feel like the  same people not like ‘the Yugos’ . ”   Ivo commented on his  difficulties with English  language  this way:    I would like to have all best grades but it is difficult  because of my English,  writing and understanding some things. I try to work hard and I currently have  mid levels but I need Level 5’s for my TEE in S & E 39  and Science.    Lack of confidence was particularly acute among the lower achievers like Nina (Year  11,  Female, Low, English):   English was my biggest problem…I had lots of questions to ask and ask for  help but I didn’t know how to. Sometimes I forget how to say it when given  the opportunity to ask and was a bit shy…I had the fear everyone will laugh  at me a nd not understand me if I speak and make a mistake.    and Boris:   I  was  a  bit  afraid  and  a  bit  ashamed  of  saying  things  because  everyone  would laugh…No one really laughed at me but I feel silly to talk as I don’t  speak well as everyone else.                                                       39     Studies of  Society and Environment  (S&E).  Experiences of Schooling     85     Even some of th e higher achievers like Branka reported significantly lower  outcomes and grades in heavily language - dependent subjects:  “I picked the relevant  subject for graphic design and I get regular A’s and B’s but English I have almost  permanent C.”     It is important  to note that while most of the SFYB reported problems related  to their level of English, it should not be always seen as excuse for perhaps poorer  academic achievement, as shown by Gojko’s admission:   There are just more things to do in Year 11 and 12, it  is harder but not so  much because of the language. It is more the case that I can’t be bothered or  simply can’t do the work required.    While  SFYB  achieved  a  basic  level  of  English  proficiency  in  ILC,  the  transition to mainstream again required them to mana ge greater language demands  and expectations. Ivo recounted his experiences:   The  teacher  expected  us  to  spell  and  understand  everything  immediately  after ILC but it was impossible for us. When we asked for things to be written  on board she yelled at us “Yo u should know that! ”       SFYB’  efforts  to  master  English  included  extensive  use  of  dictionaries  at  home  and  school,  interaction  with  non - FY  and  particularly  ES  students,  sitting  deliberately with ES 40  in classroom and other strategies. Gojko’s statement cap tured  the experience:    Mainstream is even better than ILC. In ILC I spoke Yugoslav 41  with lots of  Yugoslav students but English when doing the work. Now in mainstream it is  full time English and I improved my English a lot because you are forced to  speak En glish or you fall through .                                                         40     ES and ESB are acronyms for “English speaking/ English speakers” and  “English speaking  background”.    41     A  uniform  “Yugoslav”  language  never  actually  existed.  The  term  “Yugoslav  (language)”  commonly  refers  to  (any  of)  the  three  major  languages  (Bosnian,  Croatian  and  Serbian  and  their  mixtures) spoken in former Yugoslavia by  the majority of the population.      Experiences of Schooling     8 6     SFYB frequently interpreted to their parents, fellow FY students and even siblings.  Their  parents  could  offer  very  little  or  no  support  with  most  of  the  curriculum  materials  due  to  their  poorer  English  skills.  Dunja  explained  how  “ Dad  knows  [English]  a bit after so many years, mum still doesn’t and we speak our language at  home… they can’t help with my school really.”  Nina pointed out a similar situation  while laughing at the  “funny way”  the way she played the role of family in terpreter:  “When the phone rings at home, they  [ Nina’s  parents, sometimes even  her  brother  and sister]  all wait for me to pick up the phone to interpret for them. ”     In addition, and related to the challenges of learning and using English, many  SFYB  felt  t he  absence  of  growing  up  in  Australia  made  it  difficult  for  them  to  participate  and  understand  the  curriculum  and  accepted  mainstream  social  practices. Ivo observed: “ I know I come from Yugoslavia and I was not born here  and  I  can’t  be  like  them  [AS]   but  I   just  need  to  have  a  bit  of  feeling  that  I  am  comfortable   [switched to English]  here.”   This  became  particularly  obvious,  again,  in  transition  from  ILC  to  the  mainstream classes, where much more background knowledge was assumed and  teachers had less time an d resources to deal with any students more individually. As  explained by Sonja:  “The transition was very hard…teachers treat you differently,  they have less time for you in mainstream, other students have more background  and I missed out a lot on.”   Davor’s   anecdote  showed  a  similar  lack  of  background  and  assumed  expectations:  “ Before I came to Australia I had no idea who the Aborigines were,  where they came from and all that…Suddenly I was expected to know everything  about them.”     Perceived  unfair  treatmen t  by  a  small  number  of  teachers  was  another  serious challenge reported by several participants. The perception of unfairness and  even  prejudice  extended  usually  to  one  or  two  teachers,  with  whom  SFYB  felt Experiences of Schooling     87     differentiated or even less preferred, and not to t he majority of teachers and school  staff, whom all SFYB saw as very fair.    Slavica described one such teacher:  “She prefers Australian students and is  not like that just to people from Yugoslavia, you can tell”  and later added an analogy:   Teachers have not hing against us or hate us but some still prefer Aussie  kids. They will help them more, it’s a bit like in a divorced family having your  own and someone else’s children, you know.      Eight  students,  six  male  and  two  female ,  reported  prejudice  by  teachers  a gainst SFYB as  calling them  “ troublemakers ” due to previous history of frequent  fights involving SFYB at Lake College. SFYB felt that the trend has continued even  though the fighting has decreased, particularly after the intervention by the principal.  Mile  claimed: “ We have changed since we were told  [by the principal]  that teachers  don’t like us because we are’ troublemakers’.”     Boris noted how the situation has improved since the arrival of the current  principal:   “ With Savich 42   [the principal]  at school,  the treatment of Aussies and  Yugoslavs is more the same, before Aussies got it lighter. I still think some teachers  think that we are the problem. ”   Most of these SFYB also pointed out perceived preferential treatment of AS  particularly over the issue of f ighting and conflict. Mile provided an example:    Australian students would rarely get in trouble when we have conflicts…the  school questioned both Yugoslav and Aussie kid then Aussie would get one  day suspension and our kid two days for the same thing.   The  main reasons for many fights in the previous school year were teasing,  name - calling ( “ Speak English, this is Australia…dirty Yugos, go back and fight where  you came from ” ) and similar provocations by a particularly inflammatory group of AS  to an older gro up of SFYB, who often reacted very quickly and violently.                                                      42     Regardless of their opinions on Mr Savich, the school principal, all SFYB students referred to  him simply as “Savich” without prefixing the name with a title (“Mister” or “Principal”) as they would with  other staff me mbers.   Experiences of Schooling     88         The number of fights and tension has greatly reduced in the  previous  year  and SFYB contribute the trend to the departure of “ older guys ”, improved interaction  with AS  “now we are mixing more with  Australians ” and principal’s intervention “ he  told many of us that there are teachers who want you  [SFYB]  out of the school and  not to get involved in fights”  as recounted by Gojko.      The death of a father of a very popular SFYB also made an impact on a  nu mber of SFYB and their behaviour as described by Slavica:    When his dad died it made me realise I was really stupid fighting. It made a  real effect on me, I was shocked because he  [the particular SFYB]  is not a  negative person and that he has lost all his  family now.       Boundaries and  V iew of  A uthority   While  these  students  disagreed  on  types  and  severity  of  physical  school  boundaries (for example, range of opinions on the front gate made of steel bars  goes from “ very good ” as “ no one wags ” by Mile to “ terrib le ” and “ looking like a jail ”  by Slavica), all of the SFYB in the sample group sought and appreciated consistent  and often strict boundaries at school and maintenance of authority by the teachers  and school staff.    SFYB’ s  own family “ discipline ” was a clea r generator of these preferences,  made  clear  by  Sonja:  “If  the  family  does  not  discipline  then  who  will  other  than  school?”  Branka supported such view:  “The way you behave at home is the way you  behave at school, home upbringing has a lot to do with your b ehaviour at school. ”   The  sentiments  were   underpinned  by  a  feeling  of  due  respect  for  older  people, transferred from their family environment. Older people are seen to have the  power to set the rules, which may even be seen as unfair but SFYB felt they have  to  obey them. Nina stated:    I never backchat…we learnt in our country to when a teacher or older person  tells you something it’s rude to talk back. That is something my parents insist Experiences of Schooling     89     on too… if they are wrong I might tell them back nicely and politely if  I feel I  have to.   Even  certain  older  peers  of  SFYB  were  to  be  respected,  listened  to, and  obeyed. This is how Ivo (Year 10) described Gojko (Year 12), who is one of the  oldest SFYB at the school and considered a leader of SFYB at Lake College:  “Gojko  is l ike a ‘boss’ to us, he is the oldest and we will do what he says…he is the wisest. ”    Another significant source of their preferences was their previous schooling  experience in FY or Germany (where several SFYB migrated after leaving FY and  before coming to  Australia). For example, Ivo wished: “ I would like the teachers to be  more strict…I am used to it from Yugoslavia. ”     A preference for clearly delineated and hierarchic power roles was expressed  in several responses like Sonja’s: “ I wouldn’t go to Savich  with a personal problem,  it’s just wrong to go to the principal with that. Even if he wasn’t Croatian I wouldn’t.”   SFYB placed faith in persons with authority to “ do the right thing ”. Teachers  fulfilled such faith mostly by: (a) caring for the individual:  “ This teacher really cared  about me and helped me, I love this teacher and will do things for him.”  (Slavica) , (b)  acting with wisdom: “[ILC teacher] …  gave me really wise advice what to do, I really  appreciate and respect that ” (Gojko), (c) knowing their  subject well  “the good teacher  knows what they are talking about and we can learn something”  (Slavica)  and (d)  maintaining the power distance: “[Bad teacher]  …allowed herself to be really petty  and drop to our level .” (Davor) 43     Their  preferences  were  parti cularly  obvious  when  they  judged  appropriate  classroom  behaviour  and  the  way  different  teachers  managed  their  classes  and  enacted the authority invested in them by SFYB. It is important to note that all of the  SFYB in the group considered a ‘ good student ’  someone who is quiet, diligent, hard -                                                    43     Similarly, many SFYB invested their parents with high levels of faith and authority ‘to do the  right thing’ as a results of parents’ experience and displayed personal sacrifice: “[My parents have]  done everything for me, whatever they say I will  do ”. (Ivo)    Experiences of Schooling     90     working  and  doesn’t  talk  or  interrupt  in  class. Branka  voiced  her  expectations  of  behaviour: “[There is] n o difference from what school expects of me  [and what is  expected at home] …Behaviour as it should be in school  -   decent and listen in class.  It really annoys me when people talk and don’t listen in class . ”     Many  interviewed  SFYB  expressed  dislike  for  teachers,  who  allowed  excessive talking, swearing and other transgressions in class. Slavica got upset with  a particul ar teacher:  “She expects me to be quiet but she can’t control the class.”   Some SFYB were critical of ‘ poor discipline ’ even if they were the offenders  themselves.  For  example,  Ivo  described  a  teacher  he  did  not  like  much:  “Even  though he is good, he has a  good heart and tries, he likes kids and lets us go a bit  too far. ”     Even  though  discipline  and  boundaries  rated  highly  with  SFYB,  teacher’s  ‘ knowledge  of  the  subject’   seemed  the  most  important  feature  of  a  successful  teacher  as  an  authority  figure.  SFYB’  had  a  clear  preference  for  teachers,  who  exude authority with their knowledge of the topic. Slavica stated that:   A good teacher knows what they are talking about and present it well and  doesn’t  have  problems  controlling  the  class.  He  can  be  sometimes  a  bit   harsh but fair.     Davor made the point with an example:   The science teacher I like is really strict, I have hated him and I thought he  was  an  asshole  but  he  forced  me  to  do  work  and  I  did  well.  This  other  teacher was really easy going, kind, no pressure, a nd I had to put in more  work for myself...Working wise, I prefer the science teacher, classroom wise I  prefer the other teacher…if I had to choose between the two I would choose  the science teacher.        A  number  of  students  reported  the  tension  between  thei r  appreciation  of  teachers being friendly and accommodating, their establishment and maintenance of  class  discipline  and  teacher’s  knowledge.  Davor  thought:  “ Some  teachers  offer Experiences of Schooling     91     friendship and I respect and like that  –  but they are not ‘teachers’. Sometime s we  are just left too much to ourselves, they are not pushing us. ” He added an example  of a teacher he particularly disliked:    One teacher was really strict but did not teach us anything. If you ask her one  thing she doesn’t know or answers some other que stion. She doesn’t know  her subject and she is teaching at TEE level…I didn’t like that.   Gojko described his difficulties in another class:    My most problematic subject is Business. The teacher is nice but no one  respects her, I can’t work out what to do,  she just talks, students are openly  rude to her, no one knows anything, there is lots of MSB’s. 44      The last quote links with the question of disadvantage several SFYB felt in a  more “lenient” environment. Mile was particularly frank on this topic:  “I don’t  like the  students talking all the time then study just before the test, it’s not fair to those of us  who want to work hard.”  He provided an example of perceived disadvantage:   We  [Mile and another SFYB]  try to listen in class and in that one we actually  sa t forward. The teacher told us this thing and then it was in the test next  week and we knew it straight away. Some Australian students that just talk  all the time at the back didn’t hear it and complained that we didn’t do that in  class  so  the  teacher  didn ’t  count  it.  We  felt  penalised  for  listening  and  knowing the answer.     Support   All interviewed SFYB expressed great gratitude for the efforts of teachers  and  school  staff for the  help  they  have  received  through  their  schooling  at  Lake  College. Branka stated : “ Just the fact that you have someone who supports you is of  great help”.     The graduates from the ILC programme at Lake College particularly                                                     44     ‘ MSB ’  is a Management Student Behaviour slip students get for infringements of school rules.  Parents or guardians have to sign to allow the student to continue attending the school or the particular  class, where the infringement slip was is sued.   Experiences of Schooling     92     appreciated the efforts of ILC staff with some of the most superlative comments on  their care, attention and perso nal support throughout and after the ILC programme.  Sonja considered the ILC programme as “ the greatest thing anyone can do for you.”      The most appreciated, supportive and most respected staff members at Lake  College were described by the following featur es:    (a) Genuine attempts to understand SFYB at the personal level. Davor stated: “ I like  it  when  they   [teachers]  don’t  look  at  you  as  students  but  as  people ”.  Slavica  explained:  “If you don’t  know students the lowest expectation of the school is to  pass.  If you know them individually, you could expect more of them.”    (b) Efforts in trying to speak, listen and talk at the student’s level, particularly when  their  English  is  less  advanced.  Davor  explained:  “ [The  best  teachers]   try  to  understand you at persona l level, they look at your individual needs and they put a  lot of effort in talking, speaking, listening at your level”  and gave an example: “ This  teacher tried to be nicer to me, he was careful how he spoke and he spoke a little  slower and explained thing s…He offered me so much more.”   (c) Keeping confidentiality, as shown in a statement by Slavica :     Everyone likes him  (Head of Student Services]  because you can go to him  and tell him if you have some concerns…he will keep it confidence and if you  say you do n’t want it to go any further that’s OK and he will keep it that way.    (d) Extending their trust and help with small amounts of latitude when needed while  keeping the boundaries. Gojko described it in this way:   I can talk to him like a friend, he understan ds me…he doesn’t bug me with  little things like little variations on uniform because he knows I will always  wear  it  in  class…he  gives  me  a  chance  and  likes  a  joke.  Sometimes  he  warns me and I am OK with that, no problem, I know the limits and I will not  cr oss it...he treats me like an equal person but boundaries are known. 45                                                         45     Gojko’s statement also confirms the previously discussed preference of all of the interviewed  SFYB for clear boundaries and maintenance of teacher’s authority.     Experiences of Schooling     93     Slavica had her own example of the extended trust:    Some  teachers  even  give  us their  phone  numbers for  any  help with TEE  subjects. It’s great how they trust us and I would never abuse  that … I really  like Mr Thompson, he gives you a chance.      But a number of students also described this in reverse. Vlado described one  teacher this way:  “I have mixed feeling about too much extra help with words by this  teacher. I feel really inferior but  I suppose she has the best intentions so I don’t mind  too much.”    Several SFYB recommended a brief one - on - one help by the teacher after  class, preferably initiated by the student as a preferred solution to such situations.  Boris recounted: “ Best help is w hen a teacher comes after class and does a little one  to one. It is much better and easier to talk for me .”, and Gojko suggested:  “They  should hold them after class, one on one and tell them ‘If you have a problem you  are free to come to me, I won’t come t o you to embarrass you but you have to come  to me’. ”   A clear trend appeared in identifying sources of support accessed by SFYB.  Teachers  and  to  a  lesser  extent  FYB  peers,  were  the  first  and  only  options  of  academic support. In view of many of the interview ed SFYB, all but few classroom  teachers were ready to help them with academic work for which the students either  asked for or the teachers offered. A number of SFYB commented how much they  have liked the genuine effort of most Australian teachers to help t hem and make  themselves available. Branka commented: “ Australian teachers really want to help  and  they  are  much  more  accessible  than  some  really  arrogant  teachers  in  Yugoslavia. ”   SFYB  reported  using  a  particular group  of  people  to  help them  with  non - academ ic, largely behavioural problems (fights, conflicts, insults, provocations) and  problems in coping with school. Mr Thompson (Head of Student Services) and Ms Experiences of Schooling     94     Martin (Head of ILC) 46  were often consulted due to their calmness and fairness in  resolving dispute s. Ivo expressed his gratitude in this way:    Ms Martin knew what was going on that black week 47  for us when everyone  was  against  us,  there was  lots  of  unfair  guilt on  me…she  gave me  good  advice…she  talked  to  Mr  Thompson  and  Savich,  checked  if  any  records  we re made against me and things like that. I am so grateful to her.      Older SFYB, particularly Gojko, who is considered as the leader of SFYB at  the school, and one or two teachers (particularly their former ILC teachers) whom  SFYB have a very good relations hip with, were the other points of assistance, as  stated by Mile: “ If  [I]  have any problems I would go to ILC teachers first, they know  us better than mainstream teachers. ”   Although seldom sought after, the principal was also named as a possible  point of a ssistance these SFYB. Mile stated: “ If there was a problem with nationality  he  [the principal]  would understand us better than Mr Thompson .”    The principal’s efforts and his cultural knowledge were much appreciated as  shown by Davor:  “ I feel sometimes he  treats Yugoslavs a little special…even simple  greetings really feel good .” However, the principal’s (in)ability to empathise and act  fairly and honestly was more important than his ethnic background, which was seen  as  an  advantage  “He  knows  our  people  and  will  help… ”  but  also  as  an  added  responsibility:  “He  should  know  better  than  Australians  not  to  say  that 48   to  us .”  pointed out by Slavica.     One or two ‘ best friends ’ at the school remained the most commonly used,  and  first,  point  of  support  for  all  non - aca demic  challenges  of  SFYB  during  their  schooling at Lake College. Apart from Rajko and Dunja, all of the SFYB reported  their  best  friends  being  of  FY  or  at  least  NESB.  However,  a  number  of  SFYB                                                     46     Just like Savich (the principal), Mr Thompson and Ms Martin are pseudonyms.    47     ‘ Black week’ refers to a week during which several SFYB were involved in serious, violent  incidents after altercations with a particularly provocative group of AS.     48     The principal,  second generation  Croatian, allegedly stated: “I have had enough of you S erbs”  to a group of Serbian - background students after a schoolyard fight.  Experiences of Schooling     95     expressed reservations about seeking too much support for their  problems within the  SFYB population for the fear of gossip and malice within their small community at  the school and, possibly, in social circles of FY people outside the school. Sonja  explained her situation:    I don’t bother anyone with my personal probl ems at school. It’s like in Bosnia,  you just don’t talk about your problems. You have chaplains and people like  that to talk about stuff, if you are hurt you have a nurse. You know Yugoslav  people bitch a lot so you don’t want someone to talk behind your b ack, you  keep your private stuff to yourself.      Many SFYB were also openly reluctant to seek support from either staff or friends.  Two quotes by Gojko show a good example of such reluctance:    If I see a teacher  t hat doesn’t offer help, I’ll get through mys elf and if I can’t  work  it  out  I  won’t  ask  for  help.  If  she  [the  teacher]   sees  that  I  can’t  do  something but doesn’t offer help it means that she won’t help me but there is  no way for me to go and ask for help, it puts you down …. If I have a problem I  don’t  see anybody or I go and work it out with Dragan  [best friend]  and we  see who and what. We are supposed to go to teachers if there’s trouble but  we would never go to office first. If teachers come  [to us]  –   fine, if not, we  deal with it. It might be easier  for us to go to teachers first but then you look  like a ‘ sissy’ [switching to English]  and lose respect.   Similarly, Sonja, who is another older student in Year 12, stated:  “I don’t go  to Student Services if I have problems, I don’t want other person to kn ow about my  feelings and I don’t like to talk about it. I would say to people to leave me alone.”     Management  S trategies   The interviewed group of SFYB employed a range of strategies to manage  their  schooling  experience  or,  to  use  a  sporting  analogy,  to  ‘pl ay  the  game’  of  schooling.  Socialisation  patterns  aimed  at  alleviation  of  differences  in  school, Experiences of Schooling     96     seriousness  about  the  value  of  education  as  opportunity  in  their  lives,  use  of  particular support systems in school to cope with challenges of schooling and vi ew  of  boundaries  and  authority  as  means  of  orderly  and  fair  progress  have  been  rendered in previous sections. In addition to these, three significant strategies SFYB  deploy in their process of schooling, emerged from the data collected.         Staying  S ilent  as a  M inority   Two thirds of the interviewed SFYB critically acknowledged some of the less  ‘ attractive ’  characteristics of people of their own ethnic background and how these  could contribute to a negative view of SFYB at the school. Slavica pointed out:  “ You  know what our people can be like, we are quite loud and outspoken which can be  seen  as  threatening  or  scary…we  are  stubborn,  ten  times  more  stubborn  than  Aussies. ”, and Vlado stated how he blamed the  “Yugoslavs”   for  “thinking it must be  their word last .”   These two SFYB were not the only ones to admit the perceived shortcomings  of “ Yugoslavs ” as possibly their own and see how they could isolate them at the  school. At the same time, these SFYB are very aware of their position as a minority  in the school,  particularly in conflict situations. Mile claimed: “ We know we are at a  lower level and if there is trouble we will cop it more.”,  and Gojko’s experience was  similar to the accounts and feelings of several other SFYB: “ This teacher told us that  we have mor e to lose as a minority by fighting. I agree with it and it’s not fair.”    Many SFYB rejected acting in racist and ethnocentric ways and recognised  them  as  something  that  could  be  damaging  to  them  if  they  were  to  inflict  other  students in the school, partic ularly Australians. Vlado’s view was: “ Why should we  be racist and make noise…there are so few of us and so many Australians…what  are we going to achieve? ”   However,  very  few  SFYB  have  acted  or  would  be  prepared  to  act  on  experiences   of  racial,  ethnic  or  ot her  forms  of  prejudice  against  them  in  a  way Experiences of Schooling     97     considered  appropriate in the Australian mainstream. When several SFYB took the  opportunity to voice their concerns and views in  ‘ appropriate ’  ways (for example,  telling  school  staff  they  are  being  verbally  abus ed  and  teased),  they  sometimes  found  themselves  in  a  lose - lose  situation  from  which  they  felt  they  had  few  alternatives  but  to  stay  silent  and  withdraw.  Mile’s  example  was  particularly  poignant:    This Aussie guy  [who had teased him]  and myself got called i n the office and  all that Aussie student was told is that he shouldn’t say things like that… later  he  wouldn’t  stop  and  even  pushed  me  for  dobbing  him  in.  What  was  I  supposed to do?     In another example, Davor had to choose between helping a FYB friend in a   fight and getting reported or staying on the side doing nothing and possibly losing a  friend. This was particularly difficult as the principal, as reported by a number of  SFYB like Davor, had advised them to “ stay out of trouble as there are teachers who  want you out of the school ” and many of SFYB’s parents warned them not to get in  trouble fighting.    In order to  “ make a good impression  to teachers”  noted by Sonja, SFYB not  only avoided conflict but sometimes suspended what they felt was valid criticism a nd  input. They did not wish to look incompetent by making mistakes or create problems  by ‘ sticking out’ as recounted by Slavica:     I don’t want to open my mouth and get in trouble so the teacher thinks bad of  me. Teachers can be biased and they might give y ou even just half a point  less sometimes…I wouldn’t complain to her, maybe I would last year, in Year  10, but not now… now  I just smile and say OK.    Experiences of Schooling     98     Bicultural  F riendships   SFYB showed to be very adept at switching between different cultural codes.  One of  the most prominent of such codes is the meaning of friendship and the way it  is understood and enacted by all interviewed SFYB, including the two arguably most  acculturated students Rajko and Dunja.    While all SFYB were happy to socialise with AS at schoo l, they mostly left it  on a more superficial level of “ just chatting and stuff and mucking around” . They  generally  did  not  share  any  more  serious  problems  with  AS.  Several  SFYB  described  AS  as  having  a  “looser”  and  more  transient  perspective  of  friendship,   where one could have a good time but trust less with serious issues or have a more  emotional connection with them. Mile stated:   Australian friendship is today, tomorrow it can fall apart again…there is a  great difference, our people understand more about  a friend and the meaning  of word friend.      Davor put it this way:    Aussies are easy going and sort of inconsiderate which is good and bad.  They do something but you are expected to feel the same way they do…like  if they insult you are supposed to see it as  a joke .     Branka reflected:   I am a person who finds it difficult to trust and it is something other Yugoslav  kids at school have a problem too. In Yugoslavia I had three or four good  friends and we were together in school and outside. Here it doesn’t happ en.  Everyone is ‘friendly’  [gestures with a forced smile]  but it stays like that at  school…They are not friendly and good enough to become a ‘true friend’  [points to her chest] , which happens with people  [of FY background]  I see  after school. ”   Experiences of Schooling     99     Most SFYB s eemed to relax the most and best after school in the company  of FY friends and/or family members of similar age. They are happy and often proud  of  being  different  from   “ Australians ”.  In  these  private  spaces  they  engage  in  a  number of activities such as spo rt and extended family gatherings such as “ regular  big family dinners with lots of  [FYB ]   people at our place ”, mentioned by Davor.   At the same time, many SFYB said they would or already do, welcome non - FY peers into their life outside of school but remaine d sceptical about the success of  such relationships due to different interests and values of friendships and intimacy.  Rajko, who socialises mostly with AS at the school, put it simply: ” Aussies just stay  indoor all the time and play Playstation, Yugoslavs  get out and are more active, I  always  play  with  friends  in  the  park...I  prefer  being  active. ”  Davor  provided  an  illustrative example of a welcome into his “after school” world:   Once  my  Australian  friend  visited  our  place  and  he  couldn’t  believe  how  many p eople there were and food and how they just talked to each other...I  was really happy for him to see it and notice it as really good, it just made me  really proud and comfortable.    However,  Davor   also  offered  a  caveat  on  friendships:  “Sometimes  Australians  don’t care about things that mean everything to me, like my family...I  don’t know, it’s just a different kind of friendship most Australians have.”     Billingualism    SFYB used their bilingualism, in some cases multilingualism, as a powerful  tool  in  managing   experiences  at  their  school.  While  there  were  clear  differences  among the interviewed students in their proficiency in FY languages and willingness  to use them, it is reasonable to state that all SFYB interviewed spoke at least one FY  language fluently.   Experiences of Schooling     100     SFYB speak English at school and their native language at home as a matter  of  convenience  and  ‘ common  sense ’.  Davor  stated:  “ I  like  to  speak  English  at  school, most of my friends at school speak it and it’s just simpler for me. At home, I  speak Yugoslav. ”   Most of the interviewed students are very aware of the potential of speaking  a  language  not  too  many  non - FY  persons  speak  or  understand  but  they  use  it  judiciously. When asked about their choice of language when speaking with ES, all  SFYB reported they gen erally attempt to speak English to be understood and avoid   “being rude to people ”. Sonja put it this way:    I am aware of others, I try to speak in the language so people around me can  understand, I am used to it from Germany…If they are worried about what  we are talking about I tell them generally what it’s about, I am glad I can help  people understand .   SFYB  can  use  languages  to their  advantage  and/or to  avoid  offending  or  escalation of problems, as pointed out by Slavica: “ Sometimes I get mad and don’t  wan t them to know what I’m talking about .”, and Mile, who stated that:    When we  [Mile and two friends, both SFYB]  play soccer, others know we are  going to talk in our language, we just tell them what we are saying and there  is  no  problem.  But  we  sometimes  use   it  to  criticise  someone,  like  how  useless player he is and nobody can understand  [laughs] . Then when they  ask  us  what  we  are  saying  we  just  say  “we  were  just  talking  about  his  improved passing”, because we don’t want to be rude to him and then get  people  to hate us.        When they talk to each other and the topic of conversation does not concern  anyone else, they generally use FY languages, often mixed with English words and  phrases  to  simplify  explanations,  or  even  “slip  into”  English,  mentioned  by  Nina: Experiences of Schooling     101     “ With my Yugoslav friends I speak our language but sometimes we just forget and  speak in English.”   Their  statements  were  confirmed  during  the  interviews  as  most  of  the  participants occasionally mixed some “Yugoslav” (or English, if interview conducted  in “Y ugoslav”) words and phrases during their interviews to make a point, provide a  clearer description or simply find a missing word to express themselves.   In the next chapter, I apply a theoretical lens of multiculturalism and hybridity  to interpret and discu ss these findings of SFYB’s experiences of schooling.   Experiences of Schooling     102     Discussion     The clustering of results in the previous chapter provided a sense of the main  themes in the experiences of schooling of the participating SFYB .  In this chapter, I  use the lens of a critic al multiculturalism of hybridity to interpret and discuss the  results.  Guiding  this  discussion  is  the  position   that  the  constructions  of  hybrid  identities are what Hall calls “points of temporary attachment to the subject positions  which discursive practic es construct for us” (1994, p.6).  I make the case  that SFYB  are not only ordered into certain positions by discourses in which they operate but  a lso articulate their positions  in both explicit and tacit ways.   These positionalities  carry  significant consequ ences for their life chances  -  a central concern of critical  multiculturalism.       I begin the discussion with an important disclaimer . I do not make a case that  these findings can be  universally generalisable  to all SFYB . Rather, the  evidence  demonstrates   the  ways  these  students  are  engaged  in  both  experiences  and  deployment of hybridity 49  at this particular research site.  Even within the group of  SFYB  itself,  differences  among  them  warrant  caution  in  interpreting  results  as  applicable to all participants i n this project or indeed all SFYB at Lake College.  It is  clear  that SFYB at Lake College do not wish to be treated as one entity. By referring  to SFYB as a group I do not intend to ignore this important point but, as stated  earlier, merely  acknowledge  thei r greater access to  similar cultural capital and sets  of  practices  and  norms  loosely  called  “former  Yugoslav”  (FY)  to  facilitate  the  discussion.  In this chapter, I first look at the ways the broad theoretical positions of  hybridity relate to the experience s of SFYB. Next, I revisit the three main fields of  negotiation that constitute SFYB’s hybridity  –  identity, diversity/difference and power.                                                     49     Unless specifically stated otherwise, I incorporate both the experience and enactment of  hybridity when using the term.    Experiences of Schooling     103     Finally, I connect the analysis SFYB’s hybridity to  a particular theoretical perspective  and social project  of crit ical multiculturalism  discussed in Chapter 2 .   The fundamental premise of contemporary theories of hybridity is that they  oppose essentialist, primordeal ideas about fixed group identity based on a marked  source  of  origin.  Instead,  people’s  identities  are  s een  as  fluid  constructs  and  enactments  that  may  seem  contradic t ory   but  also  constellate  around  discernible  themes related to both  identity  a nd behaviour.  The data points to a position that  SFYB  hold  varying  degrees  of  attachment  to   the   ‘ Yugoslav ’ 50   culture  they  have  grown up in and continu e  to participate in at the school and outside of it. At the same  time,  they  hold,  in  many  cases  growing,  attachment  to  the  dominant  Anglo - Australian  (AA)  culture  they  have  encountered  at  and  beyond  Lake  College  and  in ( to )  w hich they try to  act  to reach their educational  and other  goals. The following  discussion includes many examples of fissures, gaps and contradictions in the way  SFYB experience and/or deliberately initiate, delay, redirect or otherwise manipulate  their  ide ntities  during  schooling  at  Lake  College.  Many  deliberate  actions  of  the  SFYB  confirm  Bhabha’s  observation  about  the  possibility  of  hybridity  for  social  change that lies in the agency of finding  “ a voice  in a dialectic  that does not seek  supremacy  or  sover eignty ”  (1996,  p.58)   but  a  kind  of  equality   of  treatment  and  status. As  stated by Ivo: “ I don’t like separate treatments, I want to be like all other  kids and treated like them ”. Their stories  point to  cultural adjustments made by this  minority  within  the  dominant  ‘Anglo’  narratives of the majority  ‘Australian’  culture,  parts  of  which  SFYB  actively  manage  with  degrees  of  acceptance,  rejection  or  ambivalence to difference to reach their goals.    Not  all  stories  and  examples  of  hybridity  of  these  SFYB  are  stor ies  of  success. 51   To  some  SFYB,  their   experiences  convey  significant  challenge s  they                                                     50     I ha d  previously indicated that I use terms like ‘Yugo slav’ or ‘Australian’ merely to facilitate  discussion and that these terms are not to be understood as fixed, ahistorical and unchanging notions.   51     It is important to note that I do not speak of a uniform notion of success. The SFYB  interviewed have varyi ng positions on what constitutes success and I use the term ‘success’ to Experiences of Schooling     104     face. In some cases this  leads to confusing fragmentation of identities, withdrawal  from  wider  social  networks,  regrettable  loss  of  friendships  and  other  undesirable  effect s. The high  academic  achievers generally showed greater success in adjusting  to  the  experience s   of  hybridity  and  active  deployment  of  hybridity.  For  example,  Davor understands and uses both Yugoslav and Australian humour. He may no t like  Australian humour   but through it he grasps cultural nuances such as the use of self - depreciation: “ Aussies are easy going and sort of inconsiderate which is good and  bad. They do something but you are expected to feel the same way  they do…like if  they insult you, you  are su pposed to see it as a joke . ”  On the other hand, Ivo, a  lower  academic  achiever, struggles with the use of humour and withdraws with  this  explanation:  “ I  can’t  explain  some  Yugoslav  humour  to  Australians,  I  grew  up  in  Yugoslavia and there are just different  ways of joking.”  This does not automatically  mean that negative experience and reluctant performance of hybridity are limited to  the low achievers. For example, Branka, a high  academic  achiever, has difficulties  making new relationships among AS. She also  has relatively poor grades in subjects  which are heavily dependant on the mastery of language:   “I picked the relevant  subject for graphic design and I get regular A’s and B’s but English I have almost  permanent C. ”    While  these  experiences  and  deployment s  of  hybridity  may  be  helpful  to  SFYB,  it  is  important  not  to  see  the  extent  of  it  as  a  determining  factor  in  their  educational  success.  The  danger  of  such  a  view  lies  in  the  possibility  of  the  dominant  culture  appropriating,  normalising  and  promoting  hybr idity  as  a  desired  model for migrants to  be and to act . Hybridity c an be seen as a lens to understand  processes of multicultural  assimilation as modes of containment , extension s  perhaps  of integration  into certain forms of ‘Australian culture’.  In such cas e, hybridity would  lose its potency for social   and political  change towards greater equality between the                                                                                                                                             represent the positions largely expressed as culturally acceptable both in Australian society and in the  family tradition of the SFYB interviewed.  Experiences of Schooling     105     dominant  and  minority  cultures  (Chan,  2004) .  Bhabha  (1994)  posited  that  the  transformative value of hybridity towards political change  “ lies in the   rea rticulation, or  tra nslation of elements that [SFYB]  are  neither the One  [ Australian ]   nor the Other   [Yugoslav] but something else besides, which contests the terms and territories of  both. ” (p. 41) .  Such understanding of hybridity would allay  the fear and c riticism of  Ahmad (in Kraidy, 2002) and Chow (in Chan, 2004) that hybridity would become  merely a re - inscription of hegemonically constructed interests in the society.          Identity   In their experiences of hybridity  at the case site, SFYB  are often positi oned  by themselves and members of the dominant cultural mainstream  as Yugoslav, as  Australian, or both to varying degrees. As they enter Lake College as SFYB with  limited knowledge  and ability  (or none) of English and AA cultural capital they are  clearly ‘ classified’ as migrant,  ‘ NESB with FY background ’  and given  certain kinds  and amounts  of support  deemed appropriate for students in such categories  within  the  resources  of  the  school .  As  they  acquire  basic  competencies  in  English  language and  the structure s of the  WA school curriculum in the ILC, they ‘graduate’  into  the  mainstream.  The  term  ‘graduation’  itself  indicates  a  step  up  from  being  almost  exclusively  ‘Yugoslav’  to  becoming  (seen  as)  more  ‘Australian’  students.  From the small and very personal ILC  environment, where they had  generally  built a  close, trusting and very important relationships with a very small number of teachers,  they  move  into  mainstream  classes  where  they  are  left  to  ‘sink  or  swim’ 52 .  The  transition, described by SFYB as the toughest  part of their time at Lake College,  leads to an assumption  by the system of schooling  towards becoming Australian  students   almost   overnight .  As   explained  by  Sonja:  The  transition  was  very                                                     52      ‘Sink or swim’ is perhaps a (too ) colourful description of the process. SFYB are not entirely left  on their own unsupported in the mainstream. Speaking from personal experience at Lake College,  which perhaps may not be visible here, many SFYB continue to access language support from ILC  teachers and other staff in ESL and other , mainstream  classes  and beyond the formal educational  settings.       Experiences of Schooling     106     hard…teachers treat you differently, they have less time for you in  mainstream, other  students have more background and I missed out a lot on.”  Ivo  stated that :  The  teacher expected us to spell and understand everything immediately after ILC but it  was impossible for us. When we asked for things to be written on board she  yelled at  us “You should know that! ”    While SFYB blame some teachers for the lack of sensitivity to the difficulties  of transition, they realise that teachers have little choice in treating them other than  AS. Teachers have often very limited time and res ources to listen  and attend  to their  specific needs  often due to a range of systemic pressures and priorities.    As SFYB attend mainstream classes, the se students report that  ‘Yugoslav - ness’ of most of them becomes less and less visible to the staff as they  generally  improve  their  English,  increasingly  socialise  with  AS  students  and  call  for  less  specific attention. At the same time,  these  SFYB increasingly position themselves in  spaces  between  the  two  cultures   and  in  spaces  unique  to  either.   Just  like  the  d ynamic  experience  of  changing  their  identit y ,  SFYB’s  deliberate  performance  of  identity is always  “ under erasure ”  (Hall , 1996a, p.2 ) 53 , enacted and influenced by  language, socialisation and other factors.    Language is a powerful and highly notable marker of  identity which strongly  influences negotiation s  of identity. Through the use of the English language,  these  SFYB  are positioned as  more Australian or Yugoslav  by both themselves and other  members of the school community. Dunja stated :  “Now that we learned  the language  is  fine,  we  all  fee l  like  the  same  people  not  like  ‘the  Yugos’ .   Learning  of  a  new  language by immersion resulting from migration to one or more different countries  has been a matter of survival for SFYB. They recognise the importance of maste ry                                                     53     I contextualise Hall’s notion of identity being ‘under erasure’ and its impact on ‘culture’ as a  shared position by a group of people in Chapte r 2. To briefly summarise here, identity (personal and/or  cultural) is a site of constant, transient becoming and unbecoming. No one’s identity can be reduced to  a fixed and somehow permanently achievable fixed point of reference as it remains infinitely m ulti - layered and contextual.       Experiences of Schooling     107     of English not only for the purpose of managing their identities but for  also for the  importance of  their life chances in Australia .     It  is  no  surprise  that  learning  English  language  has  strongly  affected  the  experience and deployment of identities  of t hese students  on the ever - shifting FY  -   AA cultural  dynamic .  These   SFYB are acutely aware that it is the degree of English  language proficiency and the speed of learning the language that impacts the most  on success in social and academic contexts  in Austr alia . With better English, they fit  in easier into the dominant culture, adjust the level of their visibility, expand their  circles of friends and acquaintances and perform better academically. With better  English, they can better perform their ‘Australian - ness’ and not necessarily at the  expense  of  their  ‘Yugoslav - ness’.  This  is  a  dynamic  process  rather  than  a  set  destination  of  ‘becoming  Australian’,  particularly  if  the  destination  comes  at  the  expense  of  denying,  ignoring  or  otherwise  losing  their  ‘Yugos lav - ness’  in  the  process.    At  the  same  time,  it  is  important  to  note  that  the  most  proficient  English  speakers (Davor, Ivo, Dunja, Slavica, Rajko) are also high achievers of the SFYB  group, who are likely to have greater engagement with AS. They do so even  though  such engagement may come at the expense of ties with their school friends and  acquaintances with FYB, who may see them as ‘becoming more Australian’, thus  depa rting from the ‘Yugoslav’ norms. These hybridisations have myriad of effects  and  some  wit h  exclusionary  force.  Ivo  lamented  about  his  (former)  friend  Rajko:  “ …he  [Rajko]  has a good heart, really, but I can’t be with him anymore because he is  with Australians mostly and he only socialises their way…he is more Australian than  ‘ours’ . ”   Here , lang uage overlaps with socialisation.      Language and socialisation are very closely related as they often reinforce  each other. Better language means increased opportunity to expand social networks  to include non - FY students. More opportunities to meaningfully  apply and improve  their English within an expanded social network that is likely to include more and Experiences of Schooling     108     more AS students in turn improves SFYB’s language proficiency and expands their  cultural and social capital .  An important factor to consider is the depth  and quality of  social networks. The notion of friendship is a particularly poignant example of the  way SFYB experience and enact hybridity.    Some  SFYB perceive the friendship of and with AS as a more transient and  superficial relationship that th ose  experi enced among their ‘true’ FYB friends .  Mile  put it this way : “ Australian friendship is today, tomorrow it can fall apart again…there  is a great difference, our people understand more about a friend and the meaning of  word  ‘ friend ’ .”   While most of SFYB acti vely strive to expand their social networks to  include non - FY students with varying degrees of intensity and rates of success, they  stress the importance of having ‘one or two good friends’ at the level of depth and  quality expected of someone considered a  friend in the Yugoslav and not Australian  culture. ‘Australian’ ways of socialising and maintaining a friendship are not taken up  as keenly as some other features of the dominant culture like language (for example,  the English language). This is Branka’s  view:    I am a person who finds it difficult to trust and it is something other Yugoslav    kids at school have a problem too. In Yugoslavia I had three or four good    friends and we were together in school and outside. Here it doesn’t happen.    Everyone is ‘fr iendly’  [gestures with a forced smile]  but it stays like that at    school…They are not friendly and good enough to become a ‘true friend’    [points to her chest] , which happens with people  [of FY background]  I see    after scho ol.     Nevertheless, Australian fri endships  outside the SFYB group , or at least the  process  of  getting  used  to  the  specifics  of  ‘Australian  friendships’,  remain  very  important 54   to most of the SFYB  in the context of acting to  ‘fit in’ .  Establishment and   maintenance of friendships with AS pee rs  is an important factor of SFYB’s hybridity                                                     54     This  finding  strongly echoes the finding of Halilovic (2005) whose work with a similar  population indicated the high(est) importance of friendships in formations of identity.      Experiences of Schooling     109     and the way they enact it.  Davor demonstrates the desire and action to successfully  ‘connect’ with AS friend on his own terms: “ Once my Australian friend visited our  place and he couldn’t believe how many peopl e there were and food and how they  just talked to each other...I was really happy for him to see it and notice it as really  good,  it  just  made  me  really  proud  and  comfortable.”    However,  not  all  of  the  interviewed  SFYB  share  Davor’s  enthusiasm  to  engage  wi th  AS.  For  example,   Rajko’s    increased  socialising  with AS  in  an  ‘Australian way’ seems to have even  turned Ivo away from his former friend , even though Ivo has very likely adopted  some  of  such  ‘Australian  ways’  himself  in  order  to   better  ‘fit  in’  in  the  s chool  community .      These students experience and enact hybridity  –  they do not just ‘become’  more ‘Australian’ and less ‘Yugoslav’. Instead, they occupy new, fluid and changing  spaces. They act in new and more ‘Australian’ ways while also acting in radica lly  different ‘Yugoslav’ ways. The more proficient English speakers among these SFYB  report  having  a  greater  engagement  and  interaction  with  their  more  ‘Australian’  peers and teachers. These reports can be seen as a more ‘successful assimilation’  but  I  arg ue  that  these  dynamics  are  generally  more  complicated  than  what  is  generally termed assimilation. These students are not enacting spaces that can be  described  as  a  movement  along  a  continuum.  This  for  me  is  why  hybridity,  experiences and enactments of new  and changing identities, is a useful interpretive  tool for the work of critical multiculturalists.   The theory of hybridity enlisted in this project does not try to homogenise but  instead  asks  how  people  come  to  experience  and  enact  their  identity  both  as  i ndividuals and/or as a group. Much like anyone’s identity, SFYB’s identity is in a  constant  flux.  Importantly,  SFYB  strongly  resist  homogenisation  and  fixing  of  boundaries of their identity as ‘Yugoslav’ at Lake College. They do so not because  they  do  not  like  being  ‘Yugoslav’  but  because  they  do  not  want  to  be  primarily  identified  by  their  ethnicity,  a  sentiment  captured  by  Vlado’:  “I  don’t  want  to  be Experiences of Schooling     110     ashamed  of  being  Yugoslav  but  not  everyone has  to  know  that  I  am  Yugoslav. ”  Stereotypical  views,  displayed 55   even  by  some  teachers  at  Lake  College,  of  FY  people in th e larger community and/or  amplification of FY people’s departure from  the imaginary AA norm, have added to the unease of SFYB in being identified as  ‘Yugoslav’. Dunja felt: “ One problem is bagging  all Yugoslavs together, the guys got  a bad reputation, particularly last year  [after many fights] .”  In the eyes of SFYB like  Rajko,  stereotypes  are  exclusively  negatively  framed:  “Stereotypes  on  Yugoslavs  are that they speak little English, always loud, no isy, swear a lot...I really don’t like  stereotypes,  everyone  is  different.”   Interestingly,  none  of  the  SFYB  interviewed  expressed a wish that the stereotypes would be positively framed, portraying FY  people as hard working, disciplined, caring ,  etc., despi te many SFYB working hard  to promote themselves as such. These SFYB therefore reject negative as well as  positive stereotypes as frames of recognition of group and individual identity. Instead  they call for individualised approach es  in judging the identity  and characteristics of a  person  or  a  group,  typified  by  Dunja’s  statement:  “ It  doesn’t  matter  where  they  [people she meets at school]  are from, a person is a person. ”    At  the  same  time,  SFYB  recognise  a  core,  albeit  very  loose,  mixture  of  desirable  and  un desirable  values  and  characteristics  of  FY  people  (including  themselves) as pointed out by Slavica: “ You know what our people can be like, we  are quite loud and outspoken which can be seen as threatening or scary…we are  stubborn, ten times more stubborn th an Aussies. ”  Mile  put it this way :    “ Our” kids mature earlier than Australian, they think what they want to be in  10 or 15 years, Australian kids don’t care, they are like “I don’t care, I’ll find a  job, go and work with a builder or something ”.    SFYB rec ognise these characteristics and at times take them into account  when  deploying  what  Spivak  (1993)  coined  as  ‘ strategic  essentialism ’   to  either                                                     55     I  knowingly  avoid the use of the term  ‘allegedly’ since I personally heard remarks of that kind  by two teachers at Lake College.    Experiences of Schooling     111     promote  or  critique  the  cause  of  SFYB  and  FY  in  general.  This  is  a  similar  experience to that of Lebanese youth  who use strategic essentialism to defend the  name and honour of  the  Lebanese (Noble & Tabar, 2002). As Baumann (in Noble &  Tabar, 2002) points out, essentialising is not limited to the dominant culture but can  be employed by the demotic, minority cultures.  Importantly, just like the Lebanese  youth  mentioned,  SFYB  do  not  reify  essentialism  but  mobilise  what  Werbner  (in  Noble & Tabar, 2002, p. 133)  presents  as  a form of  self - essentialising necessary to  imagine a communi ty  and enact it for particular purposes.     In line with the theory of hybridity, SFYB generally ‘play along’ with the forms  and values of the dominant culture and school curriculum. They generall y try not to  draw attention to  themselves and create any (more) negative images of themselves  as  a  gro up  and  as  individuals.  This  could  well  be  because  of  the  previously  presented negative  perceptions  of  SFYB  at the school, which seem to be skewed  against  them  and  affecting  what  critical  multiculturalists  would  recognise  as  ‘life  chances’  –   getting  lower  g rades  for  being  misunderstood,  unfairly  blamed  and  punished for a provocation on the basis of ethnicity ,  etc. However, they use what  they  see  as  their  Yugoslav - ness  in  particular  niches  to  try  and  succeed  in  their  endeavours and/or alleviate structural dis advantages. Nowhere is this more obvious  in trying to be what most of them see as a ‘good student’. A number of SFYB pointed  out the ‘good student’ qualities of SFYB such as maturity, self - discipline, effective  work  habits,  classroom  discipline,  motivation   to  succeed,  previous  knowledge  of  some of the content and ability to cope with rigorous systems of grading often in  opposition to AS. Sonja stated:    I am going to school to provide  [myself a]  better future. In Yugoslavia, even  after  you  finish  school  ther e  are  few  jobs  and  you  have  to  live  with  your  parents  for  a  long  time.  In  Australia  there  are  more  chances  for  job  and  independence.    Experiences of Schooling     112     Slavica stated: “ I am not working and even if I wanted to work my parents wouldn’t  allow it, because my job is to study an d to get good education.”  These two quotes  typify  the  dedicated   purpose  with  which  some  of  these  SFYB  approach  their  schooling.   The high achievers, and less so the lower achievers, within the group have a  particularly  high  confidence  in  their  own  abilities   to  cope  and  succeed  at  Lake  College.  This  is  possibly  one  reason  why  they  strongly  seek  the  following  two  preferences in relation to their schooling. First is strong(er) enforcement of strict(er)  and  fair(er)  common  rules  of  behaviour  that  would  treat  stu dents  the  same  regardless of their background. Second is a more predictable, content - driven rather  than a fluid, process - driven curriculum ,  which they are not very used to or even see  as inferior to the ones encountered in Yugoslavia. While these preferenc es of SFYB  are very prominent in the data, the motivation for them is less obvious. Viewed from  a  critical  multiculturalist  perspective,  the  above  preferences  indicate  the  wish  of  SFYB to remain in their comfort zone of knowing what to expect and knowing h ow to  ‘play the game’ of schooling, as stated by Ivo:  “I would like the teachers to be more  strict…I am used to it from Yugoslavia.”  The aim  of many of these students  is to  level the playing field to gain material effects of educational success. At present ,  SFYB see the game of schooling favouring the students with AA background, who  have spent longer  time  in th e Australian  educational system, have the advantage of  the dominant cultural background and enjoy what seems a preferential treatment by  teachers wh o know better what to expect from them .  This is illustrated in Slavica’s  analogy: “ Teachers have nothing against us or hate us but some still prefer Aussie  kids. They will help them more, it’s a bit like in a divorced family having your own  and someone els e’s children, you know.”            Experiences of Schooling     113     Diversity/ D ifference   As a part of the larger educational, social and political system in WA, Lake  College upholds the concept of diversity ,   described  by Kuo (2003, p. 229) as “an  assumption that cultural boundaries exist and  therefore different forms of culture can  easily,  and  therefore  should  co - exist”.  This  view  serves  both  the  liberal  and  the  pluralist  version  of  multiculturalism.  Students  from  ‘ different ’   ethnic  groups  are  categorised  as  such  and  maintenance  of  social  harm ony  among  those  ‘ethnic’  cultures and the dominant, ‘non - ethnic’  Anglo - Australian ( AA )  culture is a matter of  management of  generalised  differences among them.  Through this  the dominant A A   culture and those seen to be sharing its values, seeks to affirm a  particular view of  equality of opportunity. But how do notions of diversity and difference play out in the  case of SFYB at Lake College?    I have previously noted that SFYB do not like to be grouped by their ethnicity  and the likely and reported reasons for  their view s . In a statement that could be seen  as a preference for the  mainstream  notion of diversity (and with it, multiculturalism)  at  Lake College, Davor stated: “ I wouldn’t change anything for ‘ na š i ’  [used Yugoslav  phrase for ‘our’]  students, any  chan ge would make the difference between Aussies  and us even bigger.”  While Davor, like many other SFYB, calls for equal treatment of  all students regardless of their ethnic background, he acknowledges the existence of  differences. Hybridity  as enactment  is no t about celebrating or ignoring differences  but  holding  them  in  tension  and  activating them  in  various  contexts. SFYB  often  state they do not want ‘them’ and ‘us’ for the unwanted ethnic identification and,  more importantly, the fear of losing ground. But  despite statements like this one by  Vlado:    The school expects me not to cause trouble, not to show too much I am a    Yugoslav  and  boast  around  about  being  a  Yugoslav,  not  to  make  a  difference.    They  [referring to the school]  expect me to be just like anyon e else and that’s   Experiences of Schooling     114     OK.   SFYB often approve of, actively seek and deploy differences in their contacts  with FY and non - FY peers and teachers. Differentiation is an important part of what  Hall (199 6a ) described as a dual process of identification as self - posi tioning and  identification by others.    As noted in the  Student Experiences chapter , all SFYB are overwhelmingly  grateful  for  the  support  they  have  received  by  the  staff  at  Lake  College.  Their  gratitude  is  directed  particularly  to  the  ILC  staff,  mainstream  teachers  and  other  school  staff  who  have  recognised  their  needs  were  different  not  only  to  AS  but  individually, helped them towards equality of opportunity and  given them a voice, as  expressed by Mile:    Ms Martin knew what was going on that black week for  us when everyone  was  against  us,  there was  lots  of  unfair  guilt on  me…she  gave me  good  advice…she  talked  to  Mr  Thompson  and  Savich,  checked  if  any  records  were made against me and things like that. I am so gr ateful to her.   SFYB acknowledge that if no diff erences had been recognised and they were  either left entirely on their own to sink or swim in the mainstream without the time  spent at ILC, or left overly protected in an ILC environment for too long instead of  being ‘pushed’ with some support, into the c hallenging mainstream, their chances for  success would have been greatly reduced.    The support of staff was most effective through close personal relationships  where  recognition  of  individual  circumstances,  needs  and  differences  could  take  place, as captur ed by Davors’s comments: “ I like it when they  [teachers]  don’t look at  you as students but as people ” and ‘“ [The best teachers]  try to understand you at  personal  level,  they  look  at  your  individual  needs  and  they  put  a  lot  of  effort  in  talking,  speaking,  l istening  at  your  level.”   At  the  same  time,  Vlado  warned  of  teachers ‘overdoing’ the support based on the preconceived notions of what SFYB  may need with an example:  I have mixed feeling about too much extra help with Experiences of Schooling     115     words by this teacher. I feel really in ferior but I suppose she has the best intentions  so  I  don’t  mind  too  much.”    This  statement  by  Vlado  touches  on  an  important  dimension of SFYB’s views on difference  –  suspension and activation of judgement  about the way differences are interpreted and deal t with.    Slavica and a number of other  interviewed  SFYB did not blame or criticise  people who  were simply ignorant of differences between different cultural groups  and individuals within those groups:    People in Australia don’t understand, they meet one pe rson and they think all  are like that  –  so they don’t know. Maybe that teacher  [considered “racist” by  Slavica]  had a bad experience with a Yugoslav in the past and thinks we are  all the same.     No such excuse was extended to people for whom SFYB believe th ey know  the  important  differences  but  chose  to  either  amplify  them  or  deliberately  ignore  them. The  case  of  the principal  is  a  particularly  poignant  case  reflecting  SFYB’s  views. The principal of Lake College, a second generation Croatian, has on many  occa sions connected well with the SFYB through his understanding of the language,  SFYB’s  background  and  even  individual  circumstances  in  and  out  of  the  school.  SFYB  generally  see  him  as  a  very  positive  and  helpful  figure  in  their  schooling.  However,  this  also  ‘burdens’  him  with  the  need for much greater sensitivity  than  someone who may not know SFYB as clearly seen in a statement by Slavica:  “He  should know better than Australians not to say that  [ I have had enough of you Serbs]   to us .”     A  similar  case  from  wit hin  the  SFYB  group  shows  how  they  constantly  negotiate ethnic differences which are in constant tension and can be activated very  quickly, as shown by Slavica’s remark:    What really hurt me in Australia was a remark by a Bosnian girl ‘How can you    say you  are Bosnian, you have no heart’ . I think the only person that can    really hurt you is your own kind, they know. In Australia, people don’t know   Experiences of Schooling     116     but Yugoslav people  -  they do .    SFYB generally suspend tensions between them on the basis of ethnicity  (Bosnia n, Croatian, Serbian, Montenegrin) and thus  enact  what Halilovic (2005) calls  “ grassroots reconcilia tion”  among the ethnic groups who have only recently fought in  wars against each other. This is to support each other as mutually understandable  speakers  of   FY  languages  and  bearers  of  similar  cultural  features  (for  example,  types of humour), particularly in the first year of their schooling at Lake College and  before they have improved their English and established social networks, including  non - FY students.  Hybridity of SFYB often changes the dynamic once they enter the  mainstream  as  former  SFYB  alliances  and  friendships  are  lost,  strengthened ,  weakened,  ignored  and so on . In cases of external criticism against SFYB, most  SFYB unite and identify themselves w ith the group, even if reluctantly. But once  again,  differences  can  be  activated  very  quickly  among  those  charged  with  the  knowledge of differences and best ways of (not) handling them, as shown in the  above example from a small sub - group of Bosnian studen ts within the SFYB group.  This confirms Bhabha’s (1994) and Pietersee’s (2003) observation that hybridity can  be both assimilative and transgressive. While it may lead to greater understanding,  empathy and equality there are no guarantees  enactments of  hyb ridity will do so as  SFYB  are  both  located  and  locate  themselves  in  different  social  contexts  with  particular configurations of social relations.      Power   Power may not have been the overt focus of discussion in this chapter. So  far,  several  examples  and  di scussion  of  SFYB’s  hybridity  of  identity  and  their  management of differences have shown the ways power serves as a conduit in the  dual  process  of  experience  and  enactment  of  hybridity.  Examination  of  power  relations is crucial in making contemporary theori es of hybridity useful for the work of Experiences of Schooling     117     critical multiculturalists. With this point in mind I turn to a more focused discussion of  power and its dimensions in SFYB’s ways of experiencing and performing hybridity.    Interview data strongly suggests that SFYB  at Lake College are fully aware  of their minority status as a group. For SFYB who had spent some time living in  Germany before moving to Australia, this is not a new position to be in. For those  who  may  have  been  a  part  of  a  cultural  and  ethnic  majority  in   the  otherwise  fragmented  states  and  territories  of former  Yugoslavia,  this  was  a  new  reality  to  which they have had to adjust in a relatively short time. SFYB not only realise they  are  a  minority  but  they  are  actively  told  so  by  some  teachers,  in  good  fai th,  as  Gojko’s experience shows: “ This teacher told us that we have more to lose as a  minority  by  fighting.  I  agree  with  it  and  it’s  not  fair.”   Just  like  Gojko’s,  Mile’s  statement:  We know we are at a lower level and if there is trouble we will cop it  more .”,  already suggests some of the effects of being an (unpopular) minority with a  history of incidents, mostly caused by previous generation of SFYB at Lake College.  Male SFYB in particular, are often trapped in lose - lose situations with little space to  man oeuvre and defend themselves. When provoked they try not to respond with  violence  because,  according  the  principal,  “ some  teachers  want  them  [ the  male  SFYB]  out of the school”  and further incidents would serve the case for expulsion. At  the same time, they  are reluctant to report incidents of/or provocation to staff for  either not trusting the procedural fairness:    Australian students would rarely get in trouble when we have conflicts…the  school questioned both  [the]  Yugoslav and  [the]  Aussie kid then Aussi e would  get one day suspension and our kid two days for the same thing.     or fear of retribution :     This Aussie guy  [who had teased him]  and myself got called in the office and  all that Aussie student was told is that he shouldn’t say things like that… later   he  wouldn’t  stop  and  even  pushed  me  for  dobbing  him  in.  What  was  I  supposed to do?   Experiences of Schooling     118     There were also concerns of losing face among a small group of friends, as  noted by Gojko: “ It might be easier for us to go to teachers first but then you look like  a ‘sis sy’ [switching to English] and lose respect”.   While these concerns could have  easily been made by an AS as well, it is again the ethnic dimension of violence that  seems somehow ‘characteristic’ for SFYB. This is in line with Stratton and Ang’s  (1994) asse rtion that fights involving ‘ethnics’ are positioned as :     … giving a bad name to the benevolent multiculturalism of the dominant, ex - nominated AA culture. AA culture of (presumed) benevolence, understanding  and tolerance represents a ground and the terms on  which cultures other  than AA are ‘ethnicised’, enabled to speak to, or fight, each other (p. 18).    Some  power  arrangements  are  more  positive  for  SFYB.    In  many  ways,  hybridity of SFYB creates the possibilities for them to better manage and improve  their  s chooling.  They  use  a  range  of  strategies  to  create  niches  of  resistance,  ambivalence  or  withdrawal  in  order  to  spend  some  time  in  their  ‘comfort  zones’  before  they  learn  how  to  deal  with  new  and  existing  challenges  on  their  way  to  achieving their goals. On e of the most powerful strategies of shaping power relations  affecting  them  is  the  use  of  language  as  a  powerful  tool  of  exclusion   from   and  inclusion  in  their  world .  I  have  already  pointed  out  the  ways  in  which  language  impacts  on  their  academic  achievemen t  and  their  patterns  of  identification  and  socialisation. As they improve their English, SFYB begin to code - switch between  English and Yugoslav languages.    Code - switching  ranges  from  ( un ) conscious  and  seamless  slippage  into  another  language,  described  by  N ina:  “ With  my  Yugoslav  friends  I  speak  our  language but sometimes we just forget and speak in English.” , to the use of words  from either English of Yugoslav to enhance or make a point 56  to sometimes very  deliberate language strategies, used both at school a nd at home, to include and  exclude other people from engagement. Mile stated:                                                       56     Many examples of that are noted in the  chapter Student Experiences .  Experiences of Schooling     119     When we  [Mile and two friends, both SFYB]  play soccer, others know we are  going to talk in our language, we just tell them what we are saying and there  is  no  problem.  But  we  som etimes  use  it  to  criticise  someone,  like  how  useless player he is and nobody can understand  [laughs] . Then when they  ask  us  what  we  are  saying  we  just  say  “we  were  just  talking  about  his  improved passing”, because we don’t want to be rude to him  and then g et  people to hate us ”    SFYB use code - switching judiciously since they do not wish to be or appear  rude or disrespectful to other students and teachers by (over)speaking in a language  the participant would not understand. They do so as they stand to lose a  more than  they would gain from damaging their relationships, as explained by  Sonja :    I am aware of others, I try to speak in the language so people around me can  understand, I am used to it from Germany…If they are worried about what  we are talking about I  tell them generally what it’s about, I am glad I can help  people understand.    SFYB’s  language  strategies  contain  a  strong  sense  of  agency.  From  linguistic  accommodation  on  one  side  to resistance  on  the  other,  SFYB  mobilise  cultural differences and challen ge fixed notions of Australian - ness and Yugoslav - ness. They become what Bhabha (1994) would call a ‘partial presence’,  capable of  transforming, even subverting the dominant power relations through a n important   and highly visible  sign of cultural authority  –  language.  The call to  “ Speak English,  this is Australi a ” ’ or similar taunts often aimed at SFYB, are a powerful reminder of  the sense of threat experienced by members of the dominant culture resulting from  SFYB’s creation of spaces beyond the reach of th e dominant culture. At the same  time,  such taunts  are  (unwelcome)  reminders  to  SFYB  of  their  unequal,  minority  position and the limited effectiveness of such subversive  practices . While SFYB are  aware that they may carve out certain niches of access to pow er that members of  the  dominant  culture  may  not  have,  they  are  also  aware  that  subversive  code -Experiences of Schooling     120     switching  may  not  be  the  most  productive  strategy  for  them  to  succeed  in  the  dominant AA culture.  Some of t he reasons for that are structural. Official curriculu m,  school  rules  or  community  expectations  are  just  some  of  the  structural  reasons   related to students success ,  which are  encountered by SFYB in the public domain of  Lake College and beyond it .  It is these structural arrangements that very strongly  shape th e extent and direction of SFYB’s hybridity in achieving their goals.   At  Lake  College,  teachers  and  students  ha ve   often  spoken   of  ‘Yugoslav  gangs’  before  and  during  the  interviews  for  this  project .  Having  listened  to  and  analysed SFYB’s responses, I can dra w a notable parallel between their association  in groups and the findings of Noble and Tabar (2002) about the group of Lebanese  youth,  perceived  by  wider  AA  community  as  ‘gangs’.  Much  like  the  mentioned  Lebanese  youth,  SFYB  ‘stick  together’  since  they  are  empowered  to  act  in  their  groups as an equal (internal hierarchies aside) and not as a disempowered subject  who  needs  to  ‘drop  their  ways’  in  order  to  be accepted  by  larger  culture. These  groups represent social spaces where they can exert some control ove r their own  environment. It is from these spaces they (could) seek to support each other, defend  themselves  against  stereotypes  and  actively  carve  out  a  more  active  role  in  the  school community and beyond.      Is This  Critical  M ulticulturalism of  H ybridity ?   In summary, the experience and deployment of hybridity of SFYB shows the  way towards Hall’s “positive conception on ethnicity of the margins”   (1996b, p .   447) .  SFYB  call  for  and  recognise  that  people  speak  from  a  particular  place,  out  of  particular  history,   a  particular  culture  without  the  need  or  preference  for  being  labelled ‘ethnic’. While ethnic locations are common to all people and provide us with  a subjective sense of identity, they are not predicated on displacing, marginalising or  forgetting others.  This is a  “ dialectic that does not seek supremacy or sovereignty ”   (Bhabha, 1996 ,  p.  58 ) but provides the room for the marginalised to exercise their Experiences of Schooling     121     agency, affect the dominant narrative and with it potentially redress the structural  inequities of what ca n be portrayed as ‘common sense’ in a given polity.       SFYB act according to the constant and complex changes to their identities  in  different  social  circles  and  contexts.  They  live  with  the  complexity  of  these  changes in their daily lives, and make constan t decisions about who to identify with  and  distance  themselves  from  in  a  range  of  often  contrasting  situations.  SFYB  strategise and adjust not only in broader social settings but also in the classroom in  order to succeed. Slavica spoke of ‘making  a  good im pression’ in this way:    I don’t want to open my mouth and get in trouble so the teacher thinks bad of  me. Teachers can be biased and they might give you even just half a point  less sometimes…I wouldn’t complain to her, maybe I would last year, in Year  10,  but not now  [at post - compulsory level affecting their career chances] …  now  I just smile and say OK.    This and a number of other examples addressed in this  and the previous  chapter confirm that SFYB can be seen more as active strategists rather than as  doc ile, helpless subjects at Lake College and beyond it. While many examples of  strategising in the experience and performance of hybridity would be common to  students with FY, AA or other ethnic backgrounds, SFYB’s ethnicity, as one of the  forms of social di vision such as race, class, gender and others, seems to amplify the  differences they need to manage. This forces SFYB to invest more time and energy  into performing their “Australian - ness’ than many AS would have to.     As a hybrid, ‘partial presence’, SFYB  have the potential to withdraw, resist,  collaborate, or assimilate into the mainstream. They can also transform the dominant  AA culture in small, mostly personal spaces and in ways  differently  powerful than  systemic, official policies of the day by ‘picki ng the spots’ to assert their voices and  make them heard. For example, by becoming a well - liked, successful student and  articulate  English  speaker  (in  other  words  more  ‘Australian’)  in  the  school’s  mainstream,  they  gain  a  voice  of  discursive  ‘credibility’  and  challenge  negative Experiences of Schooling     122     portrayals of SFYB from inside the dominant culture. 57  In the process, they actively  resist  the  essentialism  of  bounded  cultures,  unfreeze  the  fixed,  dichotomous  identities of ‘us’ and ‘them’ and illuminate the workings of power in th e everyday,  lived culture of students at Lake College and communities beyond it. Statements and  actions of SFYB across the entire group strongly demonstrate their desire for greater  participation and respect by the school community at Lake College and beyo nd. Like  the Lebanese youth in Noble and Tabar’s study (2002), SFYB wish to overcome the  unwanted exclusionary practices they experience in these communities. Experience  and deployment of hybridity  can  offer them greater manoeuvrability for achievement  of  this goal while not foregoing, amplifying or synthesising differences but holding  them together in a constant tension for their survival and continuity in  the  settings  which  may  structurally  (dis)advantage  them.  Hence,  SFYB  could  mobilise  their  insights fr om their experience of neither assimilation nor collaboration, gained in the  process and enactment of hybridity, to powerful use towards greater social justice  and equality  –  an important goal of critical multiculturalism.       Accounts of SFYB’s experience a nd performance of hybridity discussed so  far  bring  me  to  assert  that  SFYB  embody  the  elements  of  critical  multiculturalist  thought  –  they are critical multiculturalists themselves. While SFYB outwardly often  subscribe to the ahistorical, acultural, benevol ent, middle class discourse of social  harmony, tolerance and equality of opportunity, they recognise and negotiate tension  and  conflict  in  social  relations  to  gain  material  power  in  the  mainstream  school  community as well as within their own SFYB group. Th ey generally do not seek what  they  perceive  as  advantages  over   AS  but  instead  seek  equality  of  life  chances.  Dunja’s statement, spoken in the context of  the  importance of good gra des as a way  of ‘getting ahead’. She states:   “A lot of our [SFYB] kids want t o go to uni and do well                                                     57     In stating this I have Davor and Mile in mind. In this work I have noted and commented on ly on  Davor’s example of the invitation of an AS and a friend to his home and the outcomes of the visit. Both  these boys hold what could be considered ‘advanced’ or ‘sophisticated’ hybrid identities, with which  they often successfully and very tactfully pr omote understanding between SFYB ,  and other, more  ‘Australian’ students.   Experiences of Schooling     123     but  if  they  can’t  they  will  lose  aspirations  and  stop  caring  about  it” .   This  quote  reinforces the position that  SFYB are very aware how their life choices are greatly  shaped by life chances they are presented with and at the same ti me carve out for  and  by  themselves.  The  SFYB  in  this  study  acknowledge  the  difficulties  they  encounter in their schooling and the significant support they receive from many staff  members  at  Lake  College.  However,  they  wish  to  rupture  the  ‘deficit  theory’  p ositioning  which so often informs the actions of some, but certainly not all, staff at  Lake College. They do not seek withdrawal of help and support but a more nuanced  understanding  and  an  acknowledgement  of  their  individual  needs,  talents  and  strengths.    Before  concluding  this  discussion,  I  acknowledge  that  the  (larger)  emancipatory  project  of  critical  multiculturalism  reaches  across  ethnicity,  gender,  class and other forms of social division. The focus of this study has remained on the  ethnicity of SFYB.  It is conceivable, but not definite, that SFYB’s experiences and  strategies in hybridising their ethnicity could apply and indeed assist in exploration of  other constructs that divide a society by producing inequalities and with them social,  economic, poli tical or other forms of injustice.    Experiences of Schooling     124     Conclusion     The study has unearthed interesting information on schooling experiences of  SFYB and offered an example of the ways the notion of hybridity can be enlisted by  critical  multiculturalists  to  explore  and  analy se  the  circumstances  of  a  particular  group of migrant students. Here hybridity is to be understood as a dual and often  simultaneous  experience  and  strategy  of  being  more  or  less  ‘Australian’,  or  ‘Yugoslav’,  or  both  or  neither 58   at  Lake  College.  SFYB’s  exper ience  of  hybridity  comes  mainly  as  a  result  of  external  pressures,  preferences  and  expectations  resulting from migration to new cultural, social, economic and educational settings.  At the same time, hybridity refers to SFYB’s strategic management of their  ethnic,  cultural identity assigned to them by others or themselves.    Just like the experiences of schooling and cultural backgrounds vary among  the interviewed SFYB so do the  kinds  of hybridity they  experience and  deploy. SFYB  do not hold binary identities  but hold varying  qualities  of attachment to sometimes  opposing  ‘Australian’  and  ‘Yugoslav’  cultures.  This  research  demonstrates  that  a  p rimary aim of their strategic,  although often unconscious,  interstitial positioning is  educational ,  material  and other  forms of  success. Language is  shown to be  the most  notable  marker  of  their  identity  and  the  primary  vehicle  for  socialisation  and  academic  success.  Language  makes  SFYB’s  voices  audible  and  their  presence  visible on terms they increasingly choose by themsel ves. While arguing strongly for  equality of opportunity and levelling of the playing field of power relations, SFYB are  not dismissive of differences between them selves  and students with AA background.  They (prefer to) negotiate differences rather than neg ate them. However, structural  arrangements (curriculum, resources ,  etc.) often force them into choosing and acting  in way s  they may or may not consider as just and equitable. Corollary to their aim s                                                      58     Both as for example ‘Yugoslav Australians’ or neither as broad ‘ethnics’, ‘NESB’, or even  derogatory ‘wogs’.  Experiences of Schooling     125     of educational success is their wish to rupture  the kinds  of  ‘deficit theories’  that are  often  held  about them by  a  variety  of members  of the  Lake  College  educational  community .  Such  ‘deficit ’  positions   can  often  engender  inappropriate  (in)action  towards  SFYB  by  teachers  and  others  create  an  atmosphere  or  mutual   distrust,  which  can  seriously  affect  SFYB’s  educational  outcomes.  Similarly,  the  data  suggests  that many of the interviewed  SFYB feel that primary identification of people  according to their ethnicity lends itself towards unhelpful, unwelcome and possibly   very damaging stereotyping and prejudice .  The stories these students tell illuminate  some of the ways  in which  they  try to avoid, reduce ,  challenge  or transform   such  negative experiences   at Lake College.    Despite the existing support offered by the school  staff and the institutional  support  for  the  policy  of  multiculturalism  by  Lake  College,  SFYB’s  chances  of  succeeding  are  often  constrained  by  structural  rather  than  personal,  individual  reasons.  This  study  problematises  the  notion  of  multiculturalism  as  a   stage  in  a  linear  development  of  a  more  socially  just  and  equitable  ‘nation  of migrants’  like  Australia. Viewed uncritically, pluralist celebration of multiculturalism as a festival of  differences,  liberalist  dismissal  of  differences  in  a  multiculturalism   of  ‘common  humanity’, let alone conservative, multiculturalism of ‘assimilation for enlightenment’,  have  the  potential  to  dismiss,  gloss  over  and/or  seriously  undermine  the  ‘life  chances’ of students like SFYB and their families. Instead, critical multicu lturalism is  proposed as an alternative in conceiving  and  managing relations between ethnically  diverse individuals and groups in Australian society  towards enhanced experiences  of social justice .    The  notion  of  hybridity  can  be  effectively  employed  within   the  critical  multiculturalist project. The key premise that connects the notion of hybridity to the  critical multiculturalist project is that that we are all hybrid yet ethnically positioned by  ourselves  and/or  others.  ‘Australian - ness’  is  an  imaginary,  u n - achievable  social  construct  which  has  continued  to  emerge  from  particular  histories  of  power  and Experiences of Schooling     126     knowledge. While the construct may be imaginary, it affects material conditions and  social realities of those who do or fail to ascribe (to) it to various de grees.  The t heory  of  hybridity  enlisted  in  this  study  acknowledges  both  the  differences  and  the  commonalities among people but  focuses more on cultural experiences and actions  in tension and as related to power. Through this lens of hybridity.  differences  as well  as commonalities,  have  material  effects , particularly for marginalised individuals and  groups.    In  my  view  of  hybridity,  the  in - between - ness  and  tentativeness  of  one’s  ethnic  identity  is  not  some  kind  of  weakness .  At  the  same  time  it  is  also  not  a  particular  strength.  Hybridity  is  also  not  the  ‘next  stage’  of multiculturalism.  Long  before official policies of multiculturalism, hybridity can be seen as  an ex perience  and a strategy of  migrants and other minorities to carve out ‘comfort zones’ and  powe r niches fr o m which they can act to  operate  with ( in )  and potentially change the  dominant narratives  held for them .    It is important to note that this  research is a part of a larger social project that  seeks  greater  social justice  while understanding social  justice itself is a contested,  even  hybrid,  space  and  activity.  Having  flagged  the  ubiquity  and  potentially  increased importance of and for understanding  hybridity, I sincerely hope this work   will be use ful for other researchers investigating  experiences  and actions  not only of  SFYB  or  NESB  students  but  AS  as  well.  The  paucity  of  literature  of what  could  perhaps be termed as power - conscious ‘critical hybridity’ is an invitation to explore  a  range  of  questions  generated  by  this  particular  study .  Some  of  the se  questions  might be :   ·   How  do  hybridit ies  of ethnicity intersect with hybridit ies  of gender, class or  race?   ·   What is the role in and impact of SFYB’s hybridity on their families  and vice  versa ?    Experiences of Schooling     127     And importantly for this work:   ·   How  can  critical  multiculturali sm  and  hybridity  theory  be  used  in  understanding  the  lived  experiences  of  students  and  others  from  non - AA  background  and  how  they  might  contribute  to  and  b enefit  from  such  understandings?   Beyond the complexities of  experiences and deployment of  hybridity  t his work  points towards more practical concerns.   The findings of this study could help staff at  Lake  College reflect  on  and  adjust  their  practices,   of  working for  more  equitable  educational  outcomes  of  SFYB,  NESB   and  possibly  AS  students  as  well.  Most  nota bly, t he study amplifies a call for improved  and even extended  access to ESL  classes  for  NESB  students  like  SFYB  and  provision  of  initial  English  language  support  through  the  IEC  centre.  However,  h aving  demonstrated  the  imperative  importance  of language ac quisition  for ‘life chances’ of SFYB ,  I posit that  this  alone  does  not  automatically  ‘level  the  playing  field’  for  them .   From  the  critical  multicult u ralis ts’  perspective, facility with English language alone can be seen as an  essentialist technique, as if  by speaking English, SFYB become ‘one of us’ and ‘not  a problem anymore’ within  the three currently most prevalent yet static and binary  notion(s)  of  multiculturalism.  This  perspective  goes  beyond  the  otherwise  very  significant issue of identity.  As skilfu l critical multiculturalists themselves ,  SFYB   need  to  constantly  reconcile, negotiate , ally with, reject  and, ideally, feel comfortable with  a  range  of  structural  arrangements  and  activities  to  improve  their  chances  of  success  in  the  school  and  the  broader   Australian  social,  economic  and  political  landscape.     Structural  arrangements  such  as  curriculum,  assessment   methods ,  pedagogy, allocation of resources, school and/or government policies dealing with  migrant  students  etc.  strongly  shape  the  experiences  of   SFYB’s  schooling.  For  example, some SFYB may be quite astute socially and academically  compared to  their AS peers  but the curriculum content ,  based o n  the assumed  possession of Experiences of Schooling     128     certain  cultural capital   SFYB  lack,  positions them as  ‘ deficient ’ .  And  since  w inners  and losers  are clearly  stated  in a ranking order , the rank may be reflected in the  social,  economic  and  political  order   SFYB  have  been  and  will  con tinue  to  be  subject(ed)  to.  T eachers   who   do  or  would  like  to  offer  additional  support  and  resources  to  students  like SFYB  lack incentives and support to do so because of  their workload and  ( other )  systemic constraints .     What  is  needed  is  an  acknowledgment  and  meaningful  negotiation  of  different cultural systems  SFYB engage with  and with/through them illumi nation and  interrogation of  the existing  conditions  of schooling available to them .  While g reater  investment of school’s resources  towards the needs of SFYB would li kely improve  their life chances  this could  not  be seen as  a panacea.   As the data collected  in this  study  shows,  b uilding  of  trusting  relationships,  suspension  of  judgment  and  damaging  stereotyping,  clear  definition  of  boundaries  with  extension  of  small,  mutually  agreeable  ‘leeways’  in  case  of  student’s  difficulties,  acknowledgment  of  similarly a cceptable cultural practices,  recognition of  students’ strengths  in certain  curriculum  areas   as  a  result  of  prior  learning,   genuine  attempts  to  understand  SFYB’s, their past and their aspirations, differences and similarities with their AS  peers are just s ome of the strategies  a number of  staff at Lake College  already use  to improve SFYB’s life chances. These  often  small,  yet  timely and personal acts can  hardly  be  enshrined  in  a  school  policy,  although  the  general  principles  of  this  teachers’  work  can  be  en couraged  and  supported  in  a  school  culture.  But  while  these  dynamic,  tentative  strategies  are  hard  to  define  and  declare  as  useful  or  damaging   for  students’  learning  and/or  success ,  they  hold  a  great  potential  for  empowerment  of the marginalised SFYB, NESB  or AS and with it members of  the  broader Australian society as t he effects  of their empowerment  w ould ripple through  it.         Experiences of Schooling     129     Understanding students like SFYB  could be  an opportunity to examine the  ‘common  sense’   of  the  dominant  AA  society  and  the   embedded   fear  that  non - co nformity  of  particularly  young  people  like  SFYB  will  somehow  change  or  ‘balkanise’  Australian  society   from  achieving  the  self - approving  yet  infinitely  impossible  ideal  of a coherent , harmonious , unique  and inherently ‘good’  Australian   ‘bei ng’ .  I posit that  the differences   c ould  better  be acknowledged  and  not ‘work ed on   to  be  overcome’ towards a  universally un - reachable ideal of Australian - ness .  Instead   of fixing identities according to   social divisions  of ethnicity as examined in this study ,  social  divisions  c ould  be   negotiate d   and  used  to   achieve   greater  equ ality   and  opportunity  to  succeed  for  all,  not  just  SFYB  students .  Put  differently,  instead  of  being Yugoslav in a high school automatically meaning  a student  ‘in need of help’ , to  be war y of and then to  ‘watch out for trouble’, SFYB  would be seen as students  with  a broad , complex and dynamic  range of   markers of social identity . As students, not  ‘Yugoslav students’, they would able to belong in as many or as few of the groups of  individual s who would need structural support, much like their AS peers or students  with  different  cultural  background s .   This  could  provide  o pportunit ies  to  see  how  inequalit ies  reach   across  the  divides  of  ethnicity  ( for  example,  poverty)   and  help  formation of allia nces  in  ameliorat ing  the negative effects of such divi des .   Standing  firmly on the side of the marginalised I posit that a lliances, not divisions, have  a  significant   potential  to  arrest   ossification  of  inequality  and  change  the  structural  factors  to a more  equitable position.      I finish this project the way I started it  –  with a personal reflection. While the  entire project was unashamedly student - centred, it helped me shape and articulate a  particular view of my experiences and actions as a migrant and a te acher. I have  gained even more than a  sound  and helpful understanding of SFYB at Lake College  -   I  have  (re)discovered  and  reminded  myself  of  the  way  discourses  of  multiculturalism shape my daily life and the ways I can act to improve  my own  life  chances  an d  the life chances of people on the socially constructed, and yet so real Experiences of Schooling     130     and  possibly  hurtful,  margins  of  the  Australian  society.  Put  simply ,   I  know  even  better  now  when  and  where  to  ‘pick  my  spots’.   Armed  with  this  deeper  understanding, I will look for  o pportunit ies  to enact and apply this knowledge as a  teacher, cultural worker and an active member of the community .  My aim i n this  endeavour i s not to preach  what SFYB or students in other marginalised groups  ‘should strive for’  or how should the schooling  system ‘deal  with them’ .  I  remain  deeply suspicious of  the  (lack of) ethnic or other  fixed, static , ahistorical   labelling  to  achieve a utopian ‘harmony’ between  ‘ us and them ’  or  between ‘us’ a s members of  the  same  humanity .   What  matters  to  me  most  is  the  structural  empowerment  of  these students  and  their families   to  fully afford them  two fundamental   features  of  a  democratic  and  socially  just  society  -   to  make  informed  choices  they  can  be  responsible for  and  to  have the confidence that their choices stand a  realistic chance  of realisation , regardless of a label  they assign themselves  or is  assigned to  them by  others .      Experiences of Schooling     131     Appendix A          Consent  Form     Project Title:    Experiences of Schooling of Migrant Students with “former Yugoslav” Ethnic Backgrounds       I am  a Masters student at Murdoch University investigating experiences of migrant students  from  the  territories  of  former  Yugoslavia  (before  1991,  including  Bosnia  &  Herzegovina,  Croatia,  Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia and Slovenia) under the supervision of Dr J ames Bell. The purpose of  this study is to give a voice to students from this particular region (“former Yugoslavia”) and explore  their experiences, concerns and expectations at a WA government school. The knowledge gained  through this study could improve  the understanding of the needs of students from “former Yugoslavia”  and help to create a better schooling experience for them.   Your child can help in this study by agreeing to an interview. The interview will take no longer  than 60 minutes and during schoo l time as agreed by the teaching staff. During the interview, your child  will be asked questions about his or her experience of the school, interaction with peers, problems at  school and help in dealing with them.   Participation is entirely voluntary. Your  child and yourself are free to withdraw from the study  at any time with no penalties or any negative consequences. All information given during the interview  is strictly confidential  and no names or other information that might identify you or your child  will be  used in any publication arising from this research. Feedback in form of a report on general conclusions  will be provided to the school and to you by request.   If you consent to interview your child, please complete the details below. If you have any   questions about the project please feel free to contact either myself, Tomaz Lasic, on 0415 638 744,  my supervisor Dr James Bell on 9360 6460 at Murdoch University or Mr Allan Blagaich  (School  Principal) at Melville Senior High School on 9330 3199.   Dr Be ll, Mr Blagaich and myself are happy to discuss with you and concerns you may have on  the conduct of this study. Alternatively, you can contact Murdoch University Ethics Committee on 9360  6677.   If you wish to have this Consent Form translated please circle  the language you would like to  be translated in    (Bosnian         /   Croatian         /   Serbian).     Regards and thank you.         Toma z  Lasic   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -    -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   CONSENT FORM     I, ________________________ (full name), a parent/ guardian of ______________________ (child’s  name) have read and understood all of the information above. Any questions I have asked about this  research have been answered to m y satisfaction.      I agree for my child to take part in the study. I know that I may change my mind and stop at any time  without prejudice to my child or myself.     I understand that all information provided is treated as confidential and will not be released  by the  researcher unless required to do so by law. I agree for this interview to be tape recorded.     I agree that information  gathered for this study may be published provided the name of my child or  other information. which might identify her or him is n ot used.     Student  __________________________________         Date___________     Parent/ Guardian ____________________________         Date:___________  Experiences of Schooling     132     Appendix B      Guided Interview Questions     1.   What do you like and dislike in your school?       2.   What things would y ou most like to get out of this school ?         3.   How do you get along with your peers who are not from former Yugoslavia?        4.   Can you give me examples of the most common or most serious problems  you have in school?         5.   If you need someone to help you  with your problems who do you go to?        6.   What do you think about the help that teachers and staff offer you?       7.   What other kinds of support would you like from your school?    Experiences of Schooling     133     References     Anderson, B. ( 1983) .   Imagined Communities . London & New York: V erso.     Appadurai, A. (1996) .   Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions of Globalisation .    Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press.     Aronowitz, S. & Giroux, H. (1991) .   Postmodern Education: Politics, Culture and    Social Criticism , Minneapolis: University o f Minnesota Press.     A ustralian Broadcasting Corporation  (2006 , December )  PM D efends  C itizenship    T est .    Retrieved December 12, 2006, from:  http://www.abc.net.au/   am/content/2006/ s1809361.htm .       Australian Bureau of Statist i cs (2007 , January ) .   2001 Census D ata .  Retrieved    January 8, 2007, from:  www.abs.gov.au .     Ball, S. (1990) .   Foucault and Education: Disciplines and Knowledge . London & New    York: Routledge.     Bell, J .  (1997) .  Towards a Criti cally Engaged Multiculturalism.   Journal of Christian    Education ,  40   ( 3 ) , December 1997 .     Bhabha, H. (1994) .   The Location of Culture . New York: Routledge.     Bhabha, H . (1996). Culture’s  i n - b etween. I n S. Hall and P. Du Gay ( E ds . ) ,   Questions    of  C ultural  I dentity . London: SAGE.    Experiences of Schooling     134     Burbules, N. C. & Berk, R. (1999) .  Critical  t hi nking and  c ritical  p edagogy:  r elations,    d ifferences and  l imits. In T. S. Popkewitz , &  L. Fendler ( E ds . ) ,   Critical  T heories in  E ducation:  C hanging  T errains of  K nowledge and  P olitics . New  York: Routledge.     Castles, S., Cope, B., Kalantzis, M. & Morrisey, M.  (1993) .   Mistaken Identity:    Multiculturalism and the Demise of Nationalism in Australia . Sydney: Pluto    Press.     Chan, D. (2004 , November ) .  The Institutionalisation of Hybridity .  Paper presented at    the UQ Australia Studies Conference, Brisbane .     Chowdury,  K. (2002).  It’s all within your reach: globalisation and the Ideologies of    postnationalism and hybridity . Retrieved September 4, 2006, from: http://     clogic.eserver.org/2002/chowdury.html.     Colic - Peisker, V. (1999). Two  w aves of Croatian  m igrants in West ern Australia:  c lass    and  n ational  i dentity.  Australian Journal of Social Issues, 34   (4).     Colic - Peisker, V. (2000). Croatian and Bosnian  m igration to  A ustralia in the  1990s .    Studies in Western Australian History, 21 , 117  -  136.     Colic - Peisker, V. (2002).  Croatians in Western Australia: migration, language and    class.  Journal of Sociology, 38 (2), 149 - 166.     Colic - Peisker, V. (2004).  Split Lives: Croatian Australian Stories . Fremantle:    Fremantle Arts Centre Press.    Experiences of Schooling     135     Cope, B, Castles, S. & Kalantzis, M. (1991 ).  Immigration, Ethnic Conflicts and Social    Cohesion . Canberra: AGPS.     Cressey, G. (2002) .  Followers of tradition, products of hybridity or bearers of    change: British Pakistani and Kashmiri young people.  Sociale Westchappen ,  45   ( 2 ) .     Diaz (2005 , November ) .   Diaspora,  H ybridity and  G rowing  B ilingual  i n a  G lobalised    W orld . Paper presented at Australian Association for Research in Education    conference Creative Dissent: Constructive Solutions, Parramatta .       Ellsworth, E. (1989) .  Why doesn’t this feel empower ing? Working through repressive    myths of critical pedagogy.  Harvard Educational Review ,   59 , 297 - 324.      Finn, R. (2005 , September ) .   Constructing a Power Conscious Hybridity: Hybrid    Cultural Identifications of Second - Generation South Asian - American Women .  Paper presented at  (Re)Creating: Methodologies, Practices, Concepts   -   New  Scholars Symposium, Goldsmiths College, University of London.     Friedman, J. (1997) .  Global  c rises, the  s truggle for  c ultural  i den t ity and  i ntellectual    p orkbarelling:  c osmopolitans  versus  l ocals,  e thnics and  n ationals in an  e ra of    d e - hegemonisation. In P. Werbner & T. Moodood (Eds . ) ,   Debating  C ultural  H ybridity:  M ulti - C ultural  I dentities and the  P olitics of  A nti - R acism . London:  Zed Books.     Galligan, B. & Roberts, W. (2004)  Australia n Citizenship . Carlton: Melbourne    University Press.     Experiences of Schooling     136     Gilroy, P. (1993) .   The Black Atlantic: Modernity and  D ouble  C onsciousness.     Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press.     Giroux, H. (1995) .  Series  f oreword.  I n Peters, M. (ed)  Education and the    P ostmoder n  C ondition . Westport, C T : Bergin & Garvey.      Goetz, J. P. & LeCompte, M. D. (1984) .   Ethnography and  Q ualitative  D esign in    E ducational  R esearch . Orlando: Academic.     Grant, C. A., & Scales, J. (1995). Multicultural education and postmodernism:    movement to ward a dialogue. In B. Kanpol & P. McLaren (Eds.),  Critical  Multiculturalism  (pp. 89  -  107). Westport, CT: Bergin & Garvey.     Halilovic, H. (2005). Aussie Bosnians from Germany: reconstructing identity.    Local/Global, 2.       Hall, S. (1996 a ) .  Who  n eeds  identi ty?   I n S. Hall  &  P. Du Gay ( E ds) ,   Questions of    C ultural  i dentity . London: SAGE.     Hall, S. (1996 b ) .  New Ethnicities.  I n D. Morley  &  K. Chen ( E ds) ,   Stuart Hall:  C ritical    D ialogues  I n  C ultural  S tudies . London: Routledge.     Hargis, C. H. (1997) .  Grading and  a ssessment p ractices  t hat  place s tudents  a t  r isk.    In  Kronick, R. F. ,   At - R isk  Y outh:  T heory,  P ractice,  R eform . New York:  Garland Publications.        Experiences of Schooling     137     Hatton, E. & Elliot, R. (1998) .  Social justice and the provision of education. In E.    Hatton (Ed.),  Understandi ng  T eaching  (2 nd  ed.), Marickville: Harcourt Brace &  Company.       Henry, C., & Edwards, B. (1986). Enduring a lot: the effects of the school system on    students with non - English - speaking backgrounds.  Human Rights Commision    Discussion Papers . Canberra.     Hey es, C. (2002 , September ).  Identity politics.  Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy .    Retrieved September 9, 2005, from :  http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/identity -   politics.     Hutnyk,  J.  (1997) .  Adorn o at Womad: South Asian  c rossovers and the  l imits of    h ybridity - t alk.  In P. Werbner & T. Moodood (Eds.),  Debating  C ultural    H ybridity:  M ulti - C ultural  I dentities and the  P olitics of  A nti - R acism . London:  Zed Books.     Jakubowicz, A. (1985). State and ethnicity : multiculturalism as ideology. In F. Rizvi    (Ed.),  Multiculturalism  a s an  E ducational  P olicy  (p. 43  -  63). Melbourne:  Deakin University.     Jamrozik, A, Boland, C. & Urqhart, R. (1995) .   Social Change and Cultural    Transformation in  Australia . Cambridge Univ ersity Press .      Jayasuriya, L. (1992). The facts, policies and rhetoric of multiculturalism. In T.    Jagtenberg & P. D'Alton (Eds.),  Four Dimensional Space: Class, Gender,  Ethnicity and Nature  (2 nd  ed., p. 215  -  225). Artarmon, NSW: Harper  Educational Publi shers.  Experiences of Schooling     138     Kalantzis, M., & Cope, B. (1986). Multiculturalism and education policy. In F. Rizvi    (Ed.),  Ethnicity,  C lass and  M ulticultural  E ducation  (p. 73  -  85). Melbourne:  Deakin University.     Kalantzis, M., Cope, B., & Slade, D. (1989).  Minority Languages an d Dominant    Culture . London: The Falmer Press.     Kanpol, B., & McLaren, P. (Eds.).  (1995).  Critical  M ulticulturalism:  U ncommon    V oices in a  Common S truggle . London: Bergin & Garvey.     Kanpol, B. (1995) .  Is  e ducation at the  e nd of a  s overeign  s tory or at the  beginning of    another?  C ultural - political possibilities and Lyotard. In  Peters, M. ( E d) ,   Education and the Postmodern Condition . Westport,  CT : Bergin & Garvey.      Kincheloe, J. L., & Steinberg, S. R. (1997).  Changing Multiculturalism . Philadelphia:    Open Un iversity Press.     Kraidy, M. (2002) .  Hybridity in cultural globalization.  Communication Theory . Vol. 12 ,     Issue 3 .     Kronick, R. F. (1997) .   At - risk Youth: Theory, Practice, Reform . New York: Garland    Publications.     Kuo, K. H. (2003) .  A euphoria of transcultu ral hybridity: is multiculturalism possible?’    Postcolonial Studies , Vol. 6 No. 2.       Lather, P. (1990) .   Getting Smart: Feminist Research and Pedagogy With/In the    Postmodern . New York. Routledge.   Experiences of Schooling     139     Luke, A. (1995) .  Getting our hands dirty. In R. Smith  & We xler, P. (E ds) ,   After    P ostmodernism:  E ducation,  P olitics and  I dentity . London: Falmer Press.     Luke, C. & Luke, A. (1999) .  Theorising interracial families and hybrid identity: An    Australian perspective’,  Educational Theory , Spring 1999,  49 , 2.      Lyotard,  F. (19 91 ) .   The  P ostmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge   ( G.    Bennington  &  B. Massumi , Trans.).   Minneapolis: University of Minnesota  Press.  (Original work published 1984) .     Mansouri, F. & Trembath, A. (2005) .  Multicultural education and racism; the case  for    Arab - Australian students in contemporary Australia.  International Education  Journal , 6 (4).       May, S. (1994) .  Multicultural education and the rhetoric of pluralism’, in  Making    M ulticultural  E ducation  W ork , Clevedon, Philadelphia, Adelaide: Multiling ual  Matters Ltd     May, S. (Ed) (1999) .   Critical Multiculturalism: Rethinking Multicultural and Anti - Racist      Education , London: Falmer Press.     McLaren, P. (1995) .  Critical  p edagogy and the  p ragmatics of  j ustice. I n Peters, M.    ( E d) ,  Education and the  P ostmo dern  C ondition . Westport, C T : Bergin &  Garvey.     Miller, J. (1999) Becoming audible: social identity and second language use.  Journal    of Intercultural Studies ,   20  ( 2 ) .    Experiences of Schooling     140     Minichiello, V. (1995)  In - depth Interviewing: Principles, Techniques, Analysis .    Melbou rne: Longman Australia.     Miskovic, M. (2005). Acculturation  p rocess:  a c ase  study of Bosnian r efugee  w omen    and their  f amilies.  European Journal of International Migration and Ethnic  Relations, 40 (1) .     Mitchell, K. (1997). Different  d iasporas and the  h ype  of  h ybridity.  Environment and    Planning D: Society and Space ,   15 (5): 533 - 553.      Morley, D.  &  Chen , K.  (Eds) (1996) .   Stuart Hall:  c ritical  d ialogues in  c ultural  s tudies .    London: Routledge.       Morgan, W. (1997) .   Critical Literacy In The Classroom: The Art  of The Possible .    London, New York: Routledge.      Neuman, L. (2003).  Social Research Methods: Qualitative and Quantitative    Approaches  (5 th  ed.) Boston: Allyn and Bacon.      Nicholson, C. (1995). Postmodern feminisms. In Peters, M. (Ed.),  Education and the    P ostmodern  C ondition . Westport, CT: Bergin & Garvey.      Noble, G. & Tabar, P. (2002). On being Lebanese Australian: hybridity, essentialism    and strategy among Arabic - speaking youth. In G. Hage (Ed)  Arab - Australians today: citizenship and belonging.   Melbour ne: Melbourne  University Press.      Experiences of Schooling     141     Papastergiadis, N. (1997). Tracing hybridity in theory.  In P. Werbner & T. Moodood    (Eds.),  Debating  C ultural  H ybridity:  M ulti - C ultural  I dentities and the  P olitics of  A nti - R acism . London: Zed Books.     Partington, G. & McCut cheon, V. (1993).  Ethnicity and Education.  Wentworth Falls:    Social Science Press.     Patton, M. Q. (2002).  Qualitative Research and Evaluation Methods  (3 rd  ed).    Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications.     Pietersee, J. (2001) .  Hybridity, so what? The anti - hybri dity backlash  and the    riddles of recognition.   Theory, Culture & Society . Vol. 18 (2 - 3). London:    SAGE.     Pietersee, J. (2004) .   Globalisation and Culture: Global Melange . Lanham:   Rowman    & Littlefield.     Peters, M. (1995). Radical democracy, the politics of  difference and education. In B.    Kanpol P. McLaren (Eds.),  Critical  M ulticulturalism  (pp. 39  -  59). Westport,  CT: Bergin & Garvey.     Petrunic, A. (2005). No - man’s land: the intersection of Balkan space and identity.    History of Intellectual Culture , Vol. 5,  No. 1.     Rizvi, F. (1987) .   Multiculturalism  a s an  E ducational  P olicy . Melbourne: Deakin    University Press.    Experiences of Schooling     142     Rizvi, F. (1986).  Ethnicity,  C lass and  M ulticultural  E ducation . Melbourne: Deakin  University.     Rizvi, F. (1998). Reconceptualising multiculturalism.  In E. Hatton (Ed.),    Understanding  T eaching  (2 nd  ed.). Marrickville: Harcourt Brace & Company.     SBS Television (2004 , June ) .   Killing multiculturalism .  Insight.   T ranscript     retrieved    June 30, 2004, from:  http://www.sbs.com.au/insight/trans.php3?transid=66 9 .     Sidhu, R. ( 2004) .   Governing international education in Australia.  Globalisation,    Societies and Education . Vol. 2, No. 1, March 2004.     Shapiro, S. (1995) .  The  e nd of  r adical  hope? Postmodernism and the c hallenge to    c ritical  p edagogy . In  P. McLaren ( E d ) ,   Postmodernism,  P ostcolonialism and  P edagogy . Albert Park: James Nicholas.     Spivak, G. C. (1993) .  Can the  s ubaltern  s peak? . I n P. Williams  &  L. Chrisman ( E ds . ) ,     Colonial  D iscourse and  P ost - C olonial  T heory:  A   R eader . Hemel Hempstead:    Harvester Wheatshea f.      Spivak, G. C. (1987) .   In Other Worlds: Essays in Cultural Politics . New York:    Methuen.     Stratton, J & Ang, I. (1994) .  Multicultural imagined communities: cultural difference    and national iden tity in Australia and the USA. In T. Regan (Ed.)    Critical   m ulticulturalism [Special issue]  Continuum: The Australian Journal of Media  & Culture ,  V ol. 8 ,   N o. 2 .    Experiences of Schooling     143     The Weekend Australian (2006) .  ‘Multiculturalism is a dirty word’. 4 - 5 November    2006.       Werbner, P. (1997) .  Introduction:  t he  d ialectics of  c ultural  h y bridity.  In P. Werbner &    T. Moodood (Eds.),  Debating  C ultural  H ybridity:  M ulti - C ultural  I dentities and    the  P olitics of  A nti - R acism . London: Zed Books.     Werbner, P. & Moodood, T. (1997) .   Debating Cultural Hybridity: Multi - cultural    Identities and the Poli tics of Anti - racism . London: Zed Books.     Williams, B. T. (2003) .  Speak for yourself :   p ower and hybridity in the cross - cultural    classroom .   College Composition and Communication , Jun 2003, 54, 4.       